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INTRODUCTION

The International English Honorary Society, Sigma Tau Delta, welcomes
you to its 10th edition of the Literary Review. In 1986, the Literary Review was
created to communicate the best of students' literary works on the Whittier
College campus. In order to reflect the diversity of talents, the publication
covers disciplines from political science and psychology, to religion and
English. The selection process, layout, editing, and design are done entirely
by students.
The Literary Review was founded on the belief that academic and creative
excellence should be rewarded, and that rewarding that excellence positively
affects the intellectual life of the college. Under pressure, it is tempting to
nonchalantly produce a mediocre product, but the students selected for this
edition have demonstrated their commitment to upholding high standards in
the midst of stress, deadlines, and projects; they, perhaps, even sacrificed a
little sleep, nutrition, and "fun" in order to do so. In short, the literary selections
communicate the possibilities of what can happen when one takes the time to
strive for quality, excellence, and the ideal.
You are now cordially invited to transcend into the creative, personal, and
analytical minds of your colleagues.

Janis Akiyama
1996 Editor-in-Chief
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Moving Forward
by Sonia Hernandez
"Lets go somewhere!" my sister yells as we sit on the brownish carpet of her room.
"Where do you want to go?" I ask, feeling the same boredom and frustration
expressed on her light corn plected face.
"Anywhere! The beach; Hollywood; Melrose; the Mall; Uptown! Anywhere! Lets go
anywhere; do anything. Lets just get out of this place."
"We have to ask Dad."
"Forget it," she says, losing hope for getting out of the house.
We continue to mope in her room, when suddenly we hear the opening and closing of the
"other" bathroom - - the restroom near the kitchen. My Dad has just finished taking one of
his long, usual shits, and will be coming toward the bedrooms soon. We get up quickly and
try to look busy, so as to avoid being told "go wash dishes," or "feed the dog." My sister
starts straightening her room, so I briskly walk to mine and start cleaning. My Dad walks
toward the bedrooms and stands in the middle of the hallway which leads into all three
bedrooms and a bathroom - - the bathroom we, my sister and I, like using and fight over so
as not to use the "other" bathroom. As he stands in the middle of the square hall and looks
into our bedrooms, my Dad asks, "What are you girls doing?"
In sync my sister and I say, "Cleaning our rooms!"
"Go feed the dog and wash the dishes!" he commands us both, and goes about
doing odds and ends in and outside the house. I negotiate with my sister and tell her to
feed the dog, while I put any clean dishes away, so we can wash dishes together.
Together, we not only get the dishes done faster, but we also update each other on the
latest chisme1.
Though my sister, Sandra, is five years younger than me, we get along extremely
well; we hardly ever fight. When we do argue, I'm always saying "sorry" and asking for
forgiveness, because I hate being on bad terms with people, especially with Sandra, my
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only sister. Sandra is very mature for her age; she is sixteen right now, and seems to
influence me more than I influence her. I only say this because I admire her strong sense
of identity. At her high school, which used to be mine, she is somewhat popular and has
several identities. She can be looked at as a "band member," a "punker," a "rebel," and a
tough person who won't put up with shit. Sandra can kick the ass of any one of her male
friends. At home she is a poet, a musician, an artist, and a strong individual. Unlike me,
she doesn't let my Dad's lectures get her down.
When I was in high school, I didn't get involved in anything. All I really did was keep
a good grade point average and graduate salutatorian. Unlike my sister, I couldn't identify
myself with any particular group of students. I wasn't a Ra-Ra, an athlete, a Jar head, a
nerd, a band member, or any other type of student. I was just the girl in casual clothes,
who told dirty jokes, flirted a little, did her work and got good grades, which my Dad
demanded of me. Now that I'm in college, it seems that I am doing the same thing. With
the exception of telling dirty jokes and flirting, I am still keeping a good G.P.A and not
getting involved much. I doubt, however, that I'll be graduating salutatorian.
I often wonder why I didn't and still don't get involved in any activities at school. It's
not because I feel superior to everyone else, for I often feel inferior. But why? I feel it's
because of my father. Now don't get me wrong. My Dad doesn't abuse us in any way. He
is a great person, and I love him very much. But he's very strict, and easily irritated.
Through his crude sense of humor, my father displays his concern and happiness towards
us. When I start losing a little weight, he'll say, "Hey you're losing a lot of weight. You're
starting to look like a popote2 you sure you don't have AIDS?"
"No Dad! I don't have AIDS."
"Are you sure? You have AIDS; you're dying of AIDS."
"SHUT UP!"
"What'd you say? You don't tell me to SHUT UP!" he commands in a joking manner
as he playfully pushes me around.
Sometimes his crude humor irritates me, because I don't want to hear him make fun
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of me. I become defensive, then he tells me I have PMS. It's not me who becomes bitchy,
it's him. He just needs one thing, it can be any little thing, like dirty dishes, and he'll be
bitching all day.
I believe he brought this bitchiness from Mexico. Not Mexico itself, but his life in
Mexico, specifically the life with his father. I don't know much about my grandfather, but I
do know he never married my grandmother; she was the "other" woman. My grandmother,
now seventy-something (I think), can't stand talking about my grandfather. At one time,
actually four times in her life, she enjoyed his presence, his manliness, his heat. They
shared a deep, maybe quick, lustful affair and produced four children. I wonder where they
fucked. I doubt they rented out a room in a cheesy motel. Were their moments of passion
concealed by the night's sky in his courtyard, a field, or an alley?
Grenny how did you two meet? Did he go to your parents bakery, Grenny, and buy
some of the wonderful bread you make? Did his manly presence make you so wet, that
you couldn't help but flirt, just a little? Did you not know about birth control? If you did, I
wouldn't be here right now trying to figure out why that son of a bitch lover of yours abused
my father, and made him the unsocial, rough voiced, bitchy, bitter person he can be. Don't
you realize, Grenny, that your former lover, the man you now hate, beat my father and told
him "Si no trabajas, no comes!"4 I know my father didn't spend his entire childhood with his
"father." My father did, however, spend some of his precious years at your lover's metal
shop. My father never experienced a teenage life! He went from child to adult, because
food had to be put on the table. He didn't get to socialize with people his age, or go
through the stupid identity crisis we all go through. He had to be an adult at age seven. He
learned about sex at this age too. He told me that a woman, old enough to be his mother,
saw him working for his father, and invited him into her house. In a house of a woman, old
enough to be your age, Grenny, your second child, my Dad, learned how to satisfy women.
Do you know about this, Grenny? Why did you choose a lover who would take the teenage
lives away from your children? He was only a kid on the verge of adolescence. He didn't
learn about himself completely. He learned to work hard, take physical and mental abuse,
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starve, not have a father, trust no one, and somehow become a man.
This man is now forty some years old. He has a beautiful wife, two daughters, a
dog, a house, two cars, a truck, bought my mom a jeep, and is putting me through college.
I know he vowed never to be like his father," and he isn't. But I believe he carries an anger
inside that prevents him from being happy all the time. Some of his father's demanding
characteristics have stayed within him. When he has a bad day at work, he comes home
all irritable and starts bitching about something, anything. If we use the phone a little too
long, there he goes bitching. All his life he has been bitching; not about nothing, for all his
life he has been rejected, abused, taken advantage of, and the list goes on. He says, "I
might be ugly, but I'm not stupid!"
I know Dad; I KNOW! Dad, your bitchy attitude, your demanding, strict ways have
stifled my identity, like your father oppressed yours! You'll probably say that I don't have it
half as bad, not even ten times as bad, as you did. I know! However, I have always felt
that I'm always doing something wrong, because you're always bitching.
You immigrated here to the United States of America for a better life. When you met
my mother, you were nineteen, and you told her about a dream you had had of her. "I had
a dream about you when I was nine. You were wearing a bath robe, and you were sticking
your head out of a window of a two-story house. As I was driving a blue car out of a
driveway, you were waving good-bye to me." When my mom heard this, she didn't believe
your story, but you got married anyway. Then one day, when you two were living in Los
Angeles, your dream happened. As you were driving out of the driveway in your blue
Chevy, my mom stuck her head out of the window and waved good-bye. You instantly
remembered your dream, drove back into the driveway and ran into the house to tell my
mother. I guess it was meant to be.
Dad, you forced mom to go to school and learn a trade. She learned to cut hair, got
a job at Supercuts, and is now a manager; she has been for ten years now. You continued
working for Vons Co. Incorporated as a warehouse man. The job is tough. You get cranky,
but you'll be retiring soon. Time does fly. I'm a Junior in college. Sandra is a sophomore
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in high school. You've encouraged us to get an education, make something out of
ourselves, and not depend on a man. You want us to have a career and be somebody.
I've wondered sometimes whether I should be more Mexican, and I ask you why you didn't
keep many of the Mexican ways. "Sonia," you say, "we're not in Mexico. This is the United
States. Why look at a past that's not worth looking at? Always look forward, not back.
Move forward." I understand what you mean, dad, but why do I sometimes feel like
something is missing? Your past has shaped you, and you have helped shape me. You
and your troubles are also a part of me and my life.
Sandra and I finish washing dishes and plot to go to the mall. After we change out
of our pijamas5 and into our jeans, shirts, and Doc's, I build the courage to ask my Dad,
"Dad, can we go to the Mall?"
"Who else is going?"
"Probably Flo."
"What time are you coming back?"
"Before eight."
"Bye! Take a jacket and a hat!"
I take in a deep breath and feel a sense of relief. He didn't respond with negativity.
We can go out. We take off to the Mall, picking up Flo, my boyfriend, on the way.
As we window shop, I look at all the pretty clothes in style, but buy nothing. These
trendy clothes don't belong on me. They don't identify who I am. I am a first generation
Hispanic female, an American citizen, a Whittier college student. I am Sonia Hernandez,
daughter of Ruben Hernandez. I will be an independent woman. I will make my father
PROUD!

1

2

1
2

gossip
straw
The name my cousins and I call my grandmother.
"If you don't work, you don't eat!"
pajamas
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Twilight Temptress
by Marina T. Gonzalez
I have memorized the Dusk as she nightly calls upon me.
I know her gray fingers, and wisps of purple hair
That fly before her on wings of twilight.
Like a faithful lover, she comes to me stealthily creeping,
Slow and sweet with a blanket of oblivion
To toss upon my feverish body.
No knowledge have I of Dawn's pearly light, Aurora's red glow
Their false beauty holds no promises to savor,
No long awaited harbinger of gladness.
T'is Dusk alone that steals my soul with whispers of amnesia,
Her shades of slate cover my eyes with darkness, and
Our pledge complete, I rest in her arms.

Heat
by Marina T. Gonzalez
Fingers of air caress my skin
And I tingle to the sensuous
Joy of the sun's hot, heavy kiss.
Hard grains of sand press to my flesh
Almost pain, and then shades of pleasure
Keep me awake to tides of touch.
I am alone save for the sun,
And the sea and the sand and the sun
Combined, they drain me and drown me.
I am replete as a woman
Whose lover has left her inner self
Yet, his essence surrounds her still.
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As A Family
by Michelle Velasquez Bean
The men of our grandfathers' generation worked hard for what they had. My
grandfather, Samuel Stevenson, worked hard—he worked hard to overcome his family's
turmoil and tribulation. He is a Stevenson, and Stevensons work hard to overcome
adversity. It is an inborn characteristic of every Stevenson—even the black sheep of the
family, like my mother Emily Stevenson. My mother never married, and I am the product of
one of her "relationships." But I'm a Stevenson and all Stevensons are very proud of their
lineage. Grandfather used to tell me the Stevenson family stories. The family can be
traced back to the great religious theologian, Gregory of Ayssa.
Grandfather used to drive me to dance practice every Wednesday after school. I
remember sifting in his old Cadillac listening to him talk as he drank something—I think
wine—out of a brown bag. He would give me a dollar to buy candy from the liquor store. I
never told my mother—she wouldn't have approved.
"America is a great place," Grandfather would say after taking a few gulps from the
bottle in a bag, 'You know your uncle, Nathaniel Stevenson, was the first of us to set foot
on America—it was a new land to them way, way, way back then. He came over in search
of freedom. He was a religious man wanting to rebel."
"Against the system, right Grandpa?" I would help him tell his stories. I knew them
by heart after the third time he recited them, but I never tired of hearing them.
"Yes, you remember," he would say in a tone intended to praise me. He thought I
was so bright. "Nathaniel, along with his friend... Do you remember his name?" he asked,
testing me.
"John Winthrop—they fought the Indians and started a colony of very cour—rage—
i—ous men and women."
"Yes, courageous Christian men and women," he corrected me.
The Stevensons have always been thought of as a "religious" family. Grandfather
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said it started back with one of great, great, great grandfather—his name was Jonathan.
He was the man who revived the Christian ethic and religious fever of Nathaniel and
Winthrop. Grandpa said that Jonathan was not always a good man. He supposedly
became very sick and was very close to dying, so he made a promise to the Lord to begin
his life anew. As soon as Jonathan got better, he dedicated his life to serving the Church,
and was especially essential in the founding of a small private Christian college. But
unfortunately, Jonathan Stevenson overextended himself, both physically and financially.
Grandfather said he had made enormous pledges to the college, which he could not afford,
and that forced him to mortgage almost everything he owned just to finance the debts.
"His own strength was his own weakness," Grandfather would say to me in a very
authoritative voice—almost as if warning me. I never really understood how being good
could ruin a person. Maybe it's not that person it ruins, but rather the people around him.
Jonathan Stevenson not only lost his money in dedicating himself to his community
and his work, but he more importantly lost his intimacy with his family in the process. He
was always too busy to play catch with his sons.
And those sons inherited their father's debt. One of the sons—William—was a much
better businessman than his father; he was able to manage his finances. William
prospered and gained wealth; and eventually moved up from the office to become a lawyer
and later a Congressman. But he was frequently absent from the family because he was
tending to business and community affairs.
Grandfather used to tell me how strict William was, and I should be thankful that my
mother was not as bad as William. He was a scrivener in his earlier years, just like his
father was before him. After Grandfather explained this occupation to me, I began to
understand William and his entire personality and way of being. His duties required him to
sit at a desk and copy words down all day—other people's words. Day in and day out he
sat and copied. I can only imagine how frustrating and non-stimulating it must have been
for him not to be able to develop his own thoughts or make any input into his work—surely
a job of a heartless and mindless man. In the same way he lacked passion in his work, he
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lacked the passion to love his family. His obligations did not go beyond providing wages.
Supplying his family's material and physical needs was noble, one might say, but it may
have been more important to provide love for his children.
Even as he prospered and became an educated lawyer, he still did not share with
his family—he withheld knowledge and wisdom from them by instead sharing his time
mentoring the people of the community.
"You hear me, child," Grandpa would scold me, "Never complain about your mother."
He tell me not to say I hated her because she loved me and would always try to give me
the best.
I feel really bad now that I used to roll my eyes in disgust and annoyance when
Grandfather would say those things. I was just mad because mother was never around
either. She was always working, just like William and Jonathan and Nathaniel and even
Grandfather. They all learned from each other how not to be father.
My husband is also named William. Everyone calls him Willie. I met him when I
was about five. My mother was his nurse. We lived in the Collier house. Mother always
reminded me how "blessed" we were to be there. I think she just said that to me in order to
reassure herself. Mother tried to make herself happy and in the process made me
miserable.
"Mary, please don't cry. I'm sure young Willie will like you," my mother said to me
that one sunny morning right after my seventeenth birthday. I sat there motionless,
watching her veil my head with her best lace covering, the one she would wear on Holidays
and special Sundays when she would go visit Father Hannigun. This sacred veil smelled of
men's cologne—it was so disgusting. I remember spraying it with perfume when she left
the room, but it was still disgusting.
God, how I hated her for leaving me in the church office for hours while she and
Father Hannigun laughed and played in the rectory. I could hear her moaning and
screaming. She was in his room adjacent to the office where she left me. As the
screaming got louder, I heard something pounding on the wall. That's how I later figured
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out she must have been having sex with Father Hannigun. My mother had no shame—she
loved Sundays.
"You should be thanking God for providing this special blessing. Let us rejoice in all
things, Mary. The wife of Mr. Collier's boy is a good position. Mary, you must understand
the great role you have. The duty and sacrifice is great, but you will be doing it for the
family, Mary. Think of it as a noble deed. Your grandfather would say you were being
brave like what was his name?" my mother continued. She was trying to make it better,
but instead she made it worse.
"Nathaniel—Nathaniel Stevenson—the first to set foot on American soil! You don't
know anything, mother." I paused and then exploded, "Mother, Willie is a retard!" After the
words came out of my mouth, I quickly cupped my mouth and cringed in fear of being hit.
My mother was Willie's nurse—Willie was a reflection of her in a way.
All I was remembering at the time was the way people would make fun of him—he
would just sit there biting his finger nails, mumbling to himself, watching his mother play the
piano. My mother would have to carry him away. Willie's mother was a cripple. She had
fallen down the staircase. She was pregnant at the time. She never recovered,
emotionally or physically. She would just sit at the piano and play lullabys.
Willie was the only child. He not only had a mother who would never again share an
intimate moment with her son; but he also never got any love from his father—the man was
always away doing business, much like a Stevenson.
Willie went to school for awhile, but my mother let him stay home because she saw
that the kids at school were teasing him. My mother protected him—probably the only
compassionate thing she ever did in her life.
I remember once seeing Willie's father slapping him on the hands with a ruler. I was
peeking through the crack in the sliding doors of the library. I had heard Willie crying. My
mother saved him. She came in grabbed him by the hands and dragged him upstairs. She
made him say the entire rosary—in Latin. Not even she knew it in Latin. Willie had been
tutored in Latin since he was five. Willie was very smart, but he was just weird—probably a
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result of the absentee father and introverted mother, not to mention the hypocrite of a
nurse—my mother.
Willie and I were married the spring following my seventeenth birthday. We were
mostly friends at first. He told me a lot I didn't know about the house where we lived as
children. I found out that his father would make him pay three cents for every cuss word he
would say. And if he didn't have any money or any means of getting money, he would get
smacked on the hands with the wooden ruler. How we survived there, I do not know.
Now, the Collier's are well-respected, but that's because I was forced to marry one—
I work hard to keep my name in good-sake with the community. I am still a Stevenson, but
I am not like my mother. My mother was a slut and could not marry herself, so she married
me into wealth. William and I made it work. Once he left that awful house, he changed.
The oppression no longer inhibited his being. Willie became a man—articulate, confident,
and loving—William, my husband.
It was the birth of our first son that really changed him. But I know he would never
forget the old home. He told me once that he had heard my mother screaming. He ran
towards her voice and discovered it was coming from his father's room. He went back to
his room. In the morning, my mother found him in the corner, chewing on his nails and
mumbling to himself. After all the protection my mother gave him, in the end it was her who
really hurt him.
William and I became friends—after we left the house we grew and matured
together. We learned to protect each other. In a sense, I nursed him back to health.
My poor mother died alone. She was buried in the small cemetery next to the
rectory. And I'm married to the retard.
We now have two sons—they're wonderful. I raised my sons the same way I raised
my husband. I taught them confidence and gave them security. Every day we talk. Every
day we sit down and eat together. Every day together—as a family.
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Morning
by John Maki
He set his eyes upon the shadows
in the brevity of the morning's light
before the sun takes to rise.
(Before the sun takes to risethe dew soaked grass lazily slouches
and the birds begin to melodize
as all await the sun to take to rise.)
All was, he would later think to himself, as a dream
and he was silent and feels alone.
And as the sun rose
his eyes followed the shadow stricken glows
and the light of day crept insidiously upon him.
Soon the morning had met defeat.
The day had conquered it and demanded its retreat.
And there, in the day's light
the wet grass dried
the birds sang songs of bitterness sweet
and the slumbering masses left their homes
to meet the sun lit world
and he sat there beside himself, silent and alone.
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How I Feel About Dye-Job Redheads
by Catherine Stover
Of those who dye and those who don't,
I, of course, am one who won't.
And I hold no one in greater contempt
than those who suppose that they are exempt
from abiding by mother nature's laws
and refuse to accept minor physical flaws.
Be you blonde, brown, or brunette,
I ask: Have you no clue yet?
You've no idea what I've been through
being tortured and teased by people like you.
I went to school each day with dread,
for "carrot top," "fire crotch" and "radish head."
These were names when I was a child.
Now my character's shy, but my temper is wild,
because I went through Hell for the hair I have!
So for you to just dye it in the bath,
is simply not fair. You've never been heckled,
nor torched by the sun, nor covered with freckles.
And so, Miss Clairols of the world,
I don't care if it's straight and you change it to curled,
but if you must change the color of your head,
I beg of you, please, don't make it red!
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Canal Trail
by Karen Grissette
As my grandmother and I walk along Pleasant Hill Road
beside geranium and oak trees leading to the canal
I don't stop asking questions
because I am afraid I will have to soon
She is excited because last time, she saw new ducklings here.
Along the canal, homes backed up to the trail invite observance
A miniature farm holds rows of squash, kale like a small forest, and carrot
stalks that suck the sun
Next door, a rusty jungle gym is held together by memories
in the post-love yard of neglect
Are all of their backyard barbecues observed like this?
The family with the hot tub must skinny dip with strollers
and ducks watching?
We talk about the people who live in each backyard-is-f rontyard
home knowing who they are by what they let us see
When we finally come upon the ducks, there are no baby ducklings,
and I imagine they've all been killed
Grandma says they must be sleeping in the tulle.
In all the questions I could ask, I guess I won't find
the answer I am asking for-her soul
I'm asking her to tell me how she is such
a beautiful person.
And what she is saying is
take a walk to see ducklings
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The Accidental Traveler
...or, The Anti-Odyssey of Rip Van Winkle
by Jennifer Sanchez-Salazar
While the plot of "Rip van Winkle" has been recognized as "shamelessly stolen"'
from the German folktale called "Peter Klaus" by J.C.C.N. Otmar, Irving himself seems not
to have been ashamed of his utilization of others' stories and styles. He said at one point,
I consider the story merely as a frame on which to spread my
materials. It is the play of thought, and sentiment, and
language; the weaving in and out of characters lightly, yet
expressively delineated; the familiar and faithful presentation of
scenes and common life; and the half-concealed vein of humor
that is often playing through the whole;-these are what I aim at.2

In fact, Irving made a point of collecting folktales and local legends which he would later
turn to his advantage, by rewriting them for a new, expanded audience. Even when the
basic plotlines were recognizable, Irving justified his "borrowing" by producing something
which was new and freshly amusing; his adaptation of old stories was a kind of excusable
(because creative and pleasing) plagiarism.
But this heavy borrowing of sources led Melville to classify Irving as an "adept
imitator" rather than a "creative genius," and one critic has even said the "few writers have
successfully stretched a small talent farther than Washington Irving.1'
4 Investigation and
close reading of his enduring works reveals that Irving was clearly more than a shrewd
promoter of his own limited talent: rather, he had a knack for observation and a sharp wit
that made him a literary force not to be ignored, although his candid dependence on
primary story sources seems to have made other writers queasy.
When one accepts that Irving was not always original when he was being brilliant,
his prose retains its playful sparkle. In fact, his clever borrowings and stylistic allusions can
be appreciated as the intelligent and delightful tricks of his trade; discovering them, one can
gain a new respect for Irving's intellect and his power for transforming stories into literature.
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Identifying instances where he borrowed from another source can be a delight, an exercise
of celebrating the author's skill rather than indicting his lack of originality.

When this unsuspicious close reading is applied to the classic "Rip Van Winkle,"
something wonderful can happen. Even not knowing the "original" German source, one
can find nuances that seem familiar. A comparison that has not yet been made, I believe,
is the exploration of the tale as a re-creation and revision of Homer's Odyssey. This
proposed connection may sound improbable, but close reading (done with an eye toward
extracting pleasure from the tale rather than exposing literary fraud) shows that a
successful case can be made for playful allusions to the great epic, whether these allusions
be intentional or unconscious on Irving's part.
Here is a first, shallow justification of this claim: one biographer has noted that
Homer was among Irving's many influences.5 Knowing that Irving read Homer makes it
easier to imagine that he might have used Homer's story as a kind of inspiration from which
his own tale sprang: a distorted, disguised, absurd reflection of the original masterpiece,
but compelling in its own right. At the very least, one can accept that Irving could easily
have absorbed the mythic overtones and literary conventions of the Odyssey; perhaps
Irving sounds like an anti-Homer at some points simply because all stories must ultimately
point back, in structure and content, to the great classics of Western literature. But this
judgment should be suspended until the close reading and intertextual comparison have
been undertaken.

Irving introduces his story by attributing its origins to an oral tradition which, if it is not
as long, is definitely as distinguished as the oral tradition on which Homer based his
Odyssey:
[Diedrich Knickerbocker's] historical researches did not lay so
much among books, as among men; for the former are
lamentably scanty on his favourite topics; whereas he found the
old burghers, and still more, their wives, rich in that legendary
lore, so invaluable to true history.6
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True, Irving attributes the recording of the story to the fictional Knickerbocker, a departure
from Homer's style; but then again, scholars have debated whether or not Homer actually
wrote the Odyssey, or whether it has been traditionally attributed to him as part of the
legend itself. So the confusion over the identity of the writer of both these works is a point
of commonality.

As for the texts themselves, both protagonists (one can hardly call Rip a "hero!) are
away from home for twenty years, both return home unrecognized to a situation beset with
strife, and both have wives, sons, and dogs who have for years wondered whether to
continue waiting for their return, or to give up hope. Both are gentle, father-like men
(although Rip is probably more accurately described as a plaything of the town children,
than as a leader and protector of the townsmen like Odysseus). This is where the
similarities end, and the delightful contrasts begin, but these fundamental commonalities
are what make the contrasts meaningful. For instance, Rip's wife is a far cry from the loyal
and beautiful Penelope, pining away for Odysseus and desperately deceiving her suitors
with the shroud she weaves daily and unravels each night, "wise, tall in her beauty, I as
Artemis or pale-gold Aphoditê"7. Instead, Dame Van Winkle is twice described as a
"termagent wife,"8 who makes the indolent Rip miserable, because "a tart temper never
mellows with age, and a sharp tongue is the only edge tool that grows keener by constant
use."9 It is easy to see why Odysseus would be constantly longing to return home to his
wife (except, of course, for a few moments of distraction with Kirkê and Kalypso), while Rip
would slink away into the mountains to escape the domestic joys his wife offered.
Likewise, Odysseus's son Telémakhos is the image of the loyal and courageous
son, struggling throughout the epic for his parents' honor. His very demeanor and dress
proclaim his nobility:
When primal dawn spread on the eastern sky
her fingers of pink light, Odysseus' true son
stood up, drew on his tunic and his mantle,
slung on a sword-belt and a new-edged sword,
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tied his smooth feet into good rawhide sandals,
and left his room, a god's brilliance upon him.1 °

Telémakhos, Odysseus' "true son," is bound to follow in his father's footsteps as a great
warrior, while Rip, Jr. is "ragged and wild as if [he] belonged to nobody," marked for a life of
good-natured laziness that was his father's trademark:
His son, Rip, an urchin begotten in his own likeness, promised
to inherit the habits, with the old clothes of his father. He was
generally seen trooping like a colt at his mother's heels,
equipped in a pair of his father's cast-off galligaskins, which he
had much ado to hold up with one hand, as a fine lady does her
train in bad weather.11

While Telémakhos proves upon his father's return that he is himself a true warrior and
leader, Rip Jr. finds a humbler destiny, also following in his father's footsteps: "As to Rip's
son and heir, who was the ditto of himself, seen leaning against a tree, he was employed to
work on the farm; but evinced a hereditary disposition to attend to any thing else but his
business.1112

Odysseus and Rip are as opposite as two characters could be, Odysseus the "man
skilled in all ways of contending" whom men hold "formidable for guile in peace and war;1113
Rip the "simple good-natured fellow"14 who would rather not cause any trouble, and
probably never even considered trying to be guileful. Unlike the guileful hero who returns
home in disguise to surprise his enemies, Rip is disguised upon his return by his own lack
of awareness about what has happened to him. Rip, quite unlike the self-possessed
warrior who wreaks horrible vengeance on his enemies, returns home to find himself
ridiculed, forgotten, and utterly at a loss to comprehend the events around him.
As a heroic warrior struggling to regain his homeland and a pitiable, henpecked
husband who never meant to leave, Odysseus and Rip are mirror images, their lives taking
place in bizarre alternate universes where everything is opposite, but the resemblances are
unmistakable. The same is true of their "adventures." Odysseus is ocean-tossed,
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threatened by death, wined and dined, shipwrecked, and tried by the gods "in a thousand
ways"15 (as he tells the court of AlkInoös) during the second ten years of his absence from
home, the first ten having been spent as a great general in the Trojan War, where his
famous guile finally opened the city gates to the Greeks. From blinding a Kyklopês to
dodging Skylla and Kharybdis, Odysseus' adventures have been swashbuckling and
unbelievable (complete with courtly entertainment and dalliances with beautiful
sorceresses). By ridiculous contrast, Rip's twenty years have been spent very tamely: in a
deep sleep with no adventures to speak of, unless they happened in his dreams. Even
what might have constituted the tragedy of Rip's story-the death of his friends and wife-is
given comic treatment: Rip is too bewildered to sincerely mourn Nicholas Vedder, and is
downright relieved about the death of his wife. This easy acceptance is the antithesis of
the deep grief Odysseus feels when he meets his dead mother and his comrade
Agamemnon in Hades, and a mockery of the guilt that haunts the captain after his entire
crew is killed.
Thus, Rip is an anti-hero compared to Odysseus' traditional heroism; Rip is an
unwitting traveler who never went anywhere, a homebody sucked into an "adventure" that
is long in duration, short on danger and exploit. Even his one peculiar encounter with the
supernatural that begins his strange story is no ominous dialogue with an angry god or
titillating affair with a demigoddess, but a laughable, inscrutable run-in with the odd,
quaintly dressed crew of Hendrick Hudson. This influence of the supernatural is significant,
however: divine guides recur throughout the Odyssey, and spells and magical draughts are
used throughout the epic to induce sleep, as when Athena "showered a sweet drowsiness
on the suitors, I whom she had presently wandering in their wine; I and presently, as they
could hold their cups no longer, I they straggled off to find their beds in town, / eyes heavylidded, laden down with sleep."16 Compare with Rip, who was so enamored of the
"excellent Hollands" served by Hudson's crew:
He was naturally a thirsty soul, and was soon tempted to repeat
the draught. One taste provoked another, and he reiterated his
visits to the flagon so often, that at length his senses were
overpowered, his eyes swam in his head, his head gradually
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declined, and he fell into a deep sleep.17

This enchanted sleep potion links "Rip Van Winkle" to a mythic tradition which was
epitomized in the Odyssey. Lewis Leary has written,
As Irving gave local habitation to a myth, perhaps as old as any
which has beguiled the mind of man-that of Epimenides,
Endymion, Sleeping Beauty, and the seven sleepers of
Ephesus- he added such other familiar elements of popular lore
as the thunder of the gods, birds of ill-omen, a magic potion,
man's canine best companion, and dwarfs who are spectral
spirits, transporting Valhalla and the Brocken to the Catskills.
"18

If Epimenides and Endym ion, then why not Odysseus and crew on the island of the LotosEaters? All of the familiar mythical elements mentioned by Leary (excepting the spectral
dwarfs) are also present in the Odyssey. Birds of ill-omen are a recurrent symbolic
foreshadowing of Odysseus' wrath and revenge when he will return, and one of the most
comic contrasts between Odysseus' and Rip's homecomings is their respective encounters
with their "canine best companions":
.an old hound, lying near, pricked up his ears
and lifted up his muzzle. This was Argos,
trained as a puppy by Odysseus,
but never taken on a hunt before
his master sailed for Troy. The young men, afterward,
hunted wild goats with him, and hare, and deer,
but he had grown old in his master's absence.
Treated as rubbish now, he lay at last
upon a mass of dung before the gates....
Abandoned there, and half-destroyed with flies,
old Argos lay.
But when he knew he heard
Odysseus' voice nearby, he did his best
to wag his tail, nose down, with flattened ears,
having no strength to move nearer his master.
And the man looked away,
wiping a salt tear from his cheek; . . .
death and darkness in that instant closed
the eyes of Argos, who had seen his master,
Odysseus, after twenty years. 19
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This poignant reunion has a hilarious counterpart in the meeting of Rip and old Wolf; for all
that they are described as true buddies before Rip's disappearance, Wolf's loyalty is a little
nearsighted compared to that of Argos:
A half-starved dog, that looked like Wolf, was skulking about
[the door]. Rip called him by name, but the cur snarled, showed
his teeth, and passed on. This was an unkind cut indeed-"My
very dog," sighed poor Rip, "has forgotten me!1120
This contrast puts into hilarious relief the difference between the drama and heroism of
Odysseus' epic and the accidental legend of Rip Van Winkle.

One further comparison might be made between the hero and his counterpart: both
are associated with weapons of office that identify them: Odysseus strings his prodigious
bow to reclaim his power; Rip totes home an old, rusty firelock that he doesn't even
recognize as his own, which was probably never pointed at anything larger than a squirrel,
but which ironically casues the townspeople to wonder whether Rip means to cause a riot.
Quiet, retiring Rip with his fowling piece is the exact opposite caricature of the picture of
brave, brawny Odysseus stringing his bow to kill the suitors.
This difference highlights perhaps the most significant contrast between Odysseus
and Rip: Odysseus, as a general in wartime and a local chieftain in peacetime, is by nature
and talent a political person. Rip, on the other hand, has no interest in politics, just as he
would rather avoid squabbles or arguments of any kind (especially skirmishes with Dame
Van Winkle at home). Perhaps this lack of political awareness is the pinnacle of Rip's antiheroism, the virtue Irving wanted to praise while poking fun at it. For it is well noted that
Irving himself went to little pains to become embroiled in or even informed about political
matters.
His success was at once the measure of his own placid
adaptability and of assurance among most of his
contemporaries that literary excursions should be pleasantly
trivial, skipping over surfaces without disturbing deeper matters
of trade or politics, the opening of the West or decisions about
what democracy should be.21
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One can almost visualize Irving in place of Rip: I can clearly see him toting his pen around
the countryside of America and Europe, hitting an occasional squirrel and pigeon now and
then, but never pointing his weapon at the bigger game of political or economic issues.
Perhaps the quiet conclusion of "Rip Van Winkle," while not the Hollywood ending of the
Odyssey, was Irving's way of assuring himself that the quiet, unambitious life is just as
satisfactory, if not quite as dramatic, as the heroic life of someone like Odysseus. One
biographer has observed that in a late poem called "Rip Van Winkle's Lilacs," Melville
depicts Rip as "an archetypal artist figure."22 So it is conceivable that Irving saw himself in
Rip, or something of Rip in himself.

However, regardless of the extent to which the author wrote himself into his story, it
is can clearly be read as a companion to and parody of Homer's serious drama. While
there is really no way to be sure now that the connections between "Rip Van Winkle" and
the Odyssey are intentional, it is clear that making the story mythically intriguing was of
great importance to Irving. Leary has written:
Legend is created and local legend is utilized as Irving shaped
from whatever came to his quick-moving hands a mirage of
tradition, through which characters moved in quixotic grandeur,
their noble pretensions made absurd, though no less noble,
because of the provincial background against which they
suffered inevitable, comic defeat. His reading was ransacked
for archetypal patterns against which native heroes could be
measured.. 23

Homer was part of Irving's "mirage of tradition," and the archetypal patterns Irving was
looking for had their clearest demonstration, if not their literary roots, in the Odyssey.
Clearly the Odyssey is relevant to "Rip Van Winkle,"either as a direct influence, or as an
indirect source of mythical elements which have helped to make the story the classic it is.
For reading Irving's tale along with the Odyssey allows us to understand Rip as more than
a lazy, confused ne'er-do-well; looking through the lens of the epic at its distorted, funhouse
reflection in "Rip Van Winkle," we can understand and enjoy Rip as the anti-Odysseus, an
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accidental traveler who makes his journey home- not from war, but from rest- without
realizing how long he has been gone.
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August Afternoon
by Carrie Forrest
The white lawn
chairs are crisp
against the yellow
morose humidity-the surface of
the Japanese pond
stirred by battering
drops plunking down,
miniature hammers
hitting piano strings,
spontaneous, yet harmonious.
The sunny conclusion
dries pebbles and tears-my soul is drenched.

Song of Mary
by Rochelle DuPlessis
raise sounds of praise,
shout aloud, in joy
when trails come, proclaim victory.
dance, with delight
sing people, sing
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Untitled
by Devlin Grunloh

The silence threatens to scald my throat to ribbons of ice, and yet to speak would be
shatter the heat of the fleeting moments when I understand your silence and am bathed in
its light, the light of the moon through the rain in a dew-lashed meadow or the shores of a
lake, that peaceable time when I feel no need to speak because an awe born of amorous
fear spreads across my ecstatic face like the rustle of the silvery ripples across the windless mirror of the water and the pebbles on the shore mumble quietly of the lightness of my
step as I stand here awaiting the dawn that will bring I know not what fuel for change and
catastrophe to this axis of the universe and yet it keeps turning and turning on past the
muddy shores, past the princely citadels by the crock in the river waiting for the prophet to
come and journey on to the mountain only to find that the tablets are harder to swallow than
the stars, and so you throw back your head and open your mouth as wide as you can,
trying to catch a dewdrop and somewhere a loon calls, soft and sussu rating raucous
echoes flashing out to follow the ripples of its last dive to shore, and our eyes lock in
the crystal aftermath of its seeking and I know that my own search is at an end and would
you take my tears and wash the sunrise because I want nothing to ruin the clarity of this
moment, this wait on the mountain before the confusion of the sermon dashes the serenity
to fragments on the desert floor, and I watch the water and know that the shifting cloudshadows can only hide the true seamless power of the waters for a moment, the innocent
unknowing fury whose only direction is shoreward, crystalline undulations hanging in the
moist sky somewhere just out of reach and so you step to the water's edge, to rescue the
babe with its eyes full of another world's wisdom and the serenity you felt when the lake
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was still, and though I long to whisper that nothing's ever still and all the ferocious
inexorable chaotic vitality of the uterine sea lies just under the surface, arm in arm with the
mystery of how the islands are lost with every crossing of the burning water and yet here
we are, in the broken place where rain is born, waiting for the promise of the dawn and my
only guide is the sparkle of the rain between your toes and I wonder, have I screamed with
the joyous agonies of being so close and yet so far from the endless font of wisdom and the
sporadic sea-spray of love and yet to scream, I know, would send my vocal chords
cascading in an argumentative whorl over the jovial pebbles lounging good-temperedly at
my feet and to lose the cystalline need I've buried deep inside against the heat of your
coming to hold off the sweltering abandon of your embraces and the intoxicating mystery of
the river's meandering through the riddle of the Sphinx...
her silence threatens to scald my throat to ribbons of ice and numb my vain attempts at
wisdom and answers with the clarity of a plateau on the mount where no bushes burn to
smirch the view with proclamations of divinity and so I can see all the blessed way to the
valley floor where the rain still waits for the grass to whisper a welcome and the sky awaits
the dawn like the quiet majesty of a masquerade-ball concierto, where everything moves
quietly and assuredly toward unborn time without fear. And as once more the silence
looms large in the shadows dancing the tarantella over my bowed head and I am awed by
the moment. I understand your silence--I only wish to hear you whisper that you love me
before the dance begins again and the rain tumbles, laughing, from the velvet skies.
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The White Cloud
by Sora A. Farfan
Fluffed as cotton candy,
white as snow,
the white cloud looks from the horizons
with a proud mushroom shape.
Its roots claim the ground of birth
and hundred fold.
It stands tall
and discriminates none in its path.
It feeds on thousands of miles
and leaves no sign of life.

Enlightenment
by Seraphine Ann Gott
Conscious of a crashing wave
Struggling against my fate
Questions of a timely save
Coming before too late
I wonder what my life doth hold
Prisoner of a screaming mind
Will I live to see my old
Only if peace is what I find
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Nihilistic Botany
(or, How I Became the Creator of Nothingness)
by Candace Lawrence
Day 1: Having gotten an unacceptable grade on my first Botany "minor examination," I
decide to take advantage of Dr. Morris' generous offer for extra credit--a journal recording
the growth of a plant, which I am to start from seeds. Fellow botanist John graciously provides me with six lima beans from his store-bought packet, and I eagerly go home, looking
forward with great anticipation to producing my own lima bean plant. I spurn Dr. Morris'
suggestion to plant my seeds in an old shoebox, feeling that this method is for rank
amateurs. I plant my seeds, having dug little holes to the first line of my thumb, in the
wooden box where my husband Tom (the gardener in our family) grows my cooking herbs,
right next to the sage. I have already bought myself a cutle little denim coverall outfit, and
have dragged out an old book, Chop Wood, Carry Water, which will prepare me, I hope for
the earthy experience I am now about to undertake. How I dream of harvesting my own
lima beans. No matter. The experience will still put me in touch with all that is pure, simple
and good about nature. I am totally committed to growing my own plant!
Day 2: Nothing is happening sprout-wise. I begin to panic. Dr. Morris has advised us
that if nothing happens right away, we should take our seeds out of the dirt and put them in
water, so that the seed covering breaks and we can see the green shoots emerge.
Wearing my new coverall, I dig up my seeds and place them in a saucer of warm
Sparkletts (God forbid they should get mineral deposits from nasty tap water!) in my
kitchen greenhouse window, where they'll have plenty of sun. For who knows at exactly
what moment the miracle of photosynthesis might begin? I want my seeds, my babies, to
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be prepared!
Day 3: Nothing. The seeds look exactly the same as when John gave them to me. I
begin obsessively changing the water every few hours, even heating it up to lukewarm in
the microwave. Tom snidely points out that just because I look like a farmer in my coverall
doesn't mean that my crops will rise--or whatever it is that crops do.
Day 4: Nothing. It's obvious that the water treatment isn't doing the job. I implore Tom
to replant my seeds back into the herb box, which he does grudgingly. After class, I angrily
berate John for giving me defective seeds; he smugly replies that his seeds show growth of
about 10 inches already! It doesn't help my humiliation when Sam, another botanist who's
studying with us, chuckles and says that John must have provided the whole class with
lima bean seeds (all of which are flourishing), and then pulls out a journal of several pages,
chronicling the growth of her own plant. I feel disgraced beyond belief and go home a
nervous wreck.
Day 5: No sprouts have appeared through the dirt in the herb box, though I've watered
religiously. Meanwhile, my herbs are growing like crazy. I read a Zen koan on growth
through nothingness. Maybe something's growing there, but it's not my seeds. These lima
beans will never see the sharp side of a thresher.
Day 6: Still nothing. I contemplate writing a novel, to be called The Bad Seeds.
Day 7: Nothing. But it's raining. Maybe this is what my seeds have been lacking;
maybe they don't like the water I've been giving them, and pure clean rain water will make
them grow.
Day 8: Still nothing. More rain, though. Now I begin to fear that perhaps my seeds are
drowning. I ask Tom to bring the herb box into the garage, or at least drag it under an
eave, where my seeds won't get soaked. He snarls at me, "Don't be ridiculous." (The box
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at least 300 pounds.) In desperation, I grab a ratty old plastic tablecloth that my former
husband's redneck relatives gave us for a wedding present, and put it over the seedlings'
corner of the herb box. (This same family also gave us one fitted twin-sized bed sheet for
a present, a turquoise-and-black geometric pattern, indescribably hideous. We had no
children, nor any plans for any, and we owned no twin beds. I have since spent a great
deal of time pondering this gift, but never with any satisfactory resolution.)
Day 9: Nothing. The plastic tablecloth, which I had hoped would impart a sort of
"greenhouse" effect to my seedlings, has sprouted mildew on its underside from all the rain.
And still no sprouts have appeared. I remove the tablecloth and hope for the best, now that
the rain's stopped.
Day 10: Nothing. Maybe I've smothered my seedlings with the tablecloth? Maybe now
that they've had a chance to get some fresh oxygen (02, we botanists call it), they'll grow
in great spurts.
Day 11: Still nothing. My, this journal practically writes itself.
Day 12: Although there are still no sprouts from my seeds, I seem to have managed to
have grown a tiny weed, some sort of miniature clover. I view this as organic proof that I
don't have a black thumb after all. I am very proud and relieved.
Day 13: Dr. Morris has promised to consider offering us some other form of extra
credit, besides growing lima beans, at which I am obviously a complete bomb-out. I don't
care what it is, whatever he comes up with, I'll do. A 1,000 page essay on George
Washington Carver and his peanut sounds good to me at this point--anything would be
better than trying to grow a plant from seeds that clearly hate my guts.
Day 14: I've put the coverall in the "Goodwill" box. I restrain myself from savagely
kicking the corner where my lima beans lie, permanently dormant, in the wooden box--but
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only because I don't want to disturb the neighboring basil plants. I admit it: I concede
defeat. My lima beans were a total and complete failure. I'm not going to waste anymore
of my limited time here on earth coddling them. I will devote myself to studying for the
final instead.
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Minimum Wage
by Karen Grissette
Weathered and worn
by the invasive sun and too many dives in
My hat and I sit ten feet up using God's eyes,
the view of a deity over my little
responsibility, my turbulent square of reflected sky
The clear chlorine breeze washes off noon scorch and brings
calls of glistening speedo fish-kids
who spend every day of their short summer with me,
not you
They flop out and scamper to the board again, along the
worn route I took as one of them
Alone with these ten lanes, my dive punctures
the bowl of stillness, my moon shadow just beats me to the wall
Silly shrieks linger, and ants help clean the candied grass
Quiet now, the water recuperates in long sighs for tomorrow
In the suburb lake with cement beaches
I glance at the corner where I lost my fear and found,
Two thousand cold mornings later,
league finals, a life-time best
I live here
Teach your children to walk
in water
and protect those who can't
When you want peace, I babysit free,
and slather sunscreen you forgot
or couldn't afford
They will remember this summer
spent without you
I've been expecting them
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Lo-fi Blues
by Melissa Dougherty
We had left the city around noon and were traveling south on highway two-eighty. It
was midday and the tug of the wind made the car jerk to and fro. The air stunk of dung
and gasoline as I sat in the passenger seat with my right arm out the window. I watched
how it fought with the breeze that we had created, and then I had a gruesome vision of my
arm being ripped off by one of the big semis that we continued to speed past. I thought of
how it would probably only take a few seconds and of how flesh and tendon would be torn
away from the socket. I kept my arm out regardless of such thoughts and let it surf the
rough, edgy current. It floated as if weightless and unconfined by the limits of the earth, but
deep down inside, I knew the muscles in my arm were secretly holding court and reacting
to the air's force.
I watched the mountain tops and how our movement affected them. They outlined
the horizon and reminded me of the telephone wires which once soared through still skies
and guarded the streets of my childhood. They penetrated the blue sky and took my mind
away from where I was at. My travel companion and I weren't on the same wavelength and
so I kept my head shifted towards the right so as to avoid any sort of visual contact. I
watched the rows of cotton; they stretched for miles and miles, for years and years. I
wanted to be as soft as cotton and as smooth as the hills that surrounded us. I wanted to
be naturally perfect. I wanted things to be not so complicated. Such notions were ironies
in themselves because cotton bulbs were actually probably rough, just as the hills probably
weren't as smooth as I'd imagined. However, at this moment, my one desire was to go
running through the stretches of cotton, through the wind, smoothed hills.
We'd been in the car for only around two hours and I was wishing that I was
anywhere else but here. We'd had a ridiculous argument about some stupid singer and
both went away with a new realization about the other. It had gone something like this:
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"What do you like about her?"
"Her words.. .1 relate to her." Music as the opiate of the masses.
"Yeah, but it's all been said before ... l guess, I'm looking for some sort of.. .something
new.. .something true."
"She is true!" This songstress is Muhammad to many.
"Right! She screams and bitches and whines and gawks and rants and shouts and.. .she's
just ridiculously obnoxious... it's as if no one's listening anymore."
"Well it's what I like." This songstress is Buddha to many.
"People don't hear. Millions of sheep following a big shit heap. Baaahhh."
"I like it!" This songstress is Christ to many.
"She's not true. She's a commodity, a dollar. She screams at me for things that are her
own fault. She's stupid. She's not liberation. She's just lame."
And this is the way we really speak. And I was the one who thought she was a big
shit heap. And I had forgotten that each of us, in our own little way, needs something to
rely on. Something to save us from ourselves, from the dangers of solitude in the mind. I
hadn't realized that I had hurt something that someone could quite possibly hold dear. I not
only made the world a flock of hearing impaired codependents, but also this person who sat
by my side. This person who I knew I really cared for. I became just as I'd imagined those
who liked her music to be; I deafened my ears and didn't digest anything that was being
said.
Our friendship was a fairly new one. This excursion was meant to be a meeting of
the minds, but it turned out to be just the opposite. This sort of thing had happened to me
before. I was, at one time, really excited and taken by this person, but somehow those
things changed to regret, alienation, complete wierdness. I thought and thought of my
situation, of our falling out, and of how we were physically inches away from one another
but mentally light years away from one another. I felt more connected with the other
travelers that we shared the highway with, and wished that I could somehow beam myself
into one of their cars. What if I did manage to, somehow, magically beam myself into the
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wood paneled minivan that traveled next to us? This thought made me laugh at myself. I
could sit in the second row from the driver and play with all those great minivan extras. I
could flip the ashtray open and shut for miles, I could ask my 'adopted' family if we were
there yet, I could ask them to put on different music, I could try and find myself in the
mirrored, silver petroleum rigs that we passed. And how would they react to me? I think
they'd probably just humor me and then leave me at one of those scary rest stops out in the
middle of nowhere, but that's the chance you take. A chance that I was willing to take now.
Words soared in and out of my mind like the birds that journeyed across the distant
horizon. With outstretched wings, with the wind and the air engulfing feathered bodies, with
the freedom to fly up above so high. Words would never fly so high. They began to fail.
They plummeted to the bottom of my stomach. They crashed and burned in the acids that
granted me survival. My eyes welled up with emotion, but all I could do was gnaw on the
thin skin which constructed the wall of my mouth. The fibrous cells which were knitted
together, the microscopic bacteria that caused tooth decay, the taste buds that
differentiated sweet, sour, salty, bitter. The temperature was ninety-eight point six degrees
in there. Every thought was a procrastination, an observation, an inability. So I sat in my
seat and embraced my two hundred plus miles to go, my two hundred plus miles of cotton,
my two hundred plus miles of stink, my two hundred plus miles of my head veered towards
the right.
The noise of the radio competed with that of the wind which gushed through my
open window. Once inside the metal container, it took various routes in unlikely places. I
felt it surge above my left shoulder and move my hair from the back, right side of my head.
I felt how it made the window rattle in between the two slabs of steel that made the door a
door. What makes a door a door? Door-ness. I listened to it as it drowned out the music
from the radio and found some sort of personal satisfaction in that. The voice sung of
hardship, lost chances, the inability to feel. Universal themes that, if it weren't for the
distraction of the wind and all its chaos, would've probably made me feel nostalgic, or
worse than I already did. As I shifted my weight, my thoughts turned to touch upon the past
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few days and all that had been said.
The night before we left, I had a dream about swimming in brilliant azure, deep
below the surface, near the ocean floor. In the dream, I had made a home there and had
become quite content. I wanted to say that we had been there together and that there was
no need to speak for our eyes revealed all that we could not say. We were completely bare
and open for all who would dare to look into them. Things such as the barriers of language,
societal dogmas, and the inability to express emotion didn't exist here. I felt as though we'd
been living there for awhile, and, yet everything seemed so new, so fresh . Child like, true,
and simply perfect like the old oaks that let us climb upon their barked branches so that we
might attain new heights. We hadn't grown tired and barren yet. We were all empowered,
all enthralled, and, yet, managed to mainatin the innocence of newborn babes. We'd just
taken our first breath of air, had just felt the touch of mother's warm, soft arms for the first
time. This was all I remembered about my dream. I kept trying to piece things together as
I stared out at the earth, but I felt so sad about the impact of what I had said before and
about my own, personal inabilities. I sat slouched in the gray fabric of the seat. I leaned
my head on my fist which was situated on the door's ledge. It rocked my head, made my
insides shake, made me feel jumbled.
I looked down at my left hand which rested on my leg and noticed how much it
reminded me of my mother's hand. It was young, smooth, blue-veined, just as my
mother's had been when she was my age. My veins were pathways, and I began to
rediscover the idea of how things come and go. This whole thing would pass, but it was the
experience that was torture. The pilgrimage from here to there. The notion that we are all
really, truly alone in this life, and that sometimes pathways meet, but, that often times they
go astray. That's just reality. That's just the pain that life is. A loud rattling in my right ear
racked me out from the depths of my mind. It was the wheel of a hectic, old van. I watched
the hubcap spite the friction of the wind and all its fury. It probably wouldn't hold much
longer. It moaned at me fiercely and I felt all that it felt. Surely it was suffering. Surely it
would fly off and bang into something and begin again anew. And so this is not the end,
but, rather, some sort of slow, murderously meandering beginning.
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Fiction
by Marina T. Gonzalez
Casual love, so warming once
Leaves dull embers burning low,
I close my heart, and seal myself
Empty feelings, where to go?
Expectations never answered,
Heart's delight so seldom known.
Wish there was an easy answer,
Am I meant to be alone?
Silly novels, full of romance
Lead me in an endless quest,
But the truth of hollow passions
Means I setle for much less.
So I wander through the pages
Of another person's dream,
Having learned a bitter lesson,
Love is rarely what it seems.
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Nature Perceived: A Wilderness Triptych
by Jedediah Gilchrist
The following is a collection of assigned musings spawned from the Whittier
Scholars special topics course "Nature Perceived". Throughout this course, my classmates
and I read and discussed examples of nature writing, from the classic work of Henry David
Thoreau to the contemporary visions of Edward 0. Wilson, while bolstering this discussion
with further readings on what it means to be "natural" and how those meanings have arisen
from human experience. The capstone of the course, however, was a series of field trips
on which we as students of nature writing were called to try our hands at the art itself.
These reflections are the fruits of that endeavor.

9/23/95
Even to those unfamiliar as I am with what constitutes "true" wetlands, the Bolsa
Chica wetlands on the coast of Southern California would probably seem an ersatz version
of the ideal ecological preserve. The entire area, as I have been told, is a project still
underway and far from completion, and what has been accomplished is quite pleasing to
the senses (physical, spiritual, as well as moral), but the human industrial traces that
outline the far side of the park conflict, almost to a degree of imbalance, with the initial
images one encounters of a living equanimity.
Upon leaving the parking lot and starting to cross the long wooden bridge over a
deeper section of marsh, I surveyed the surrounding land and began to notice the many
creatures and plants that undulated all around me, breathing and humming in a
synchronous rhythm of life. In the lake below the bridge, I could distinguish clouds of deep
green moss and underwater weeds that swayed with the current like wind-tossed cotton
candy. A round stingray soon appeared, navigating its way through and amongst the
billows of green, and its grace reminded me of a skilled bird, sure of its path no matter how
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convoluted.
Sharing the lake was a nearby school of minnows that darted in unison—left, right,
toward the surface—in a seemingly chaotic pattern, as well as several groups of tiny
bottom-dwelling smelt whose sides sparkled like sterling silver. At times, a single fish
would turn on its side just for an instant, and when it did, the glint would pierce through the
lake's murky silt and catch my eye like a quarter in an old wishing well.
None of these creatures interfered with the doings of the others; each went about its
own business without imposing on its lake mates. Yet each was and is an integral part of
the lake's existence, as are the countless microbes and shellfish and crustaceans that I did
not see. Independently active yet vital to the overall structure—perhaps humans can take a
cue from this model of living. Our current tendency seems to be toward self-serving
advances on many fronts, the most dangerous being technology. As evidenced by what I
soon saw in this "preserve," a revision of this philosophy is mandatory for the survival of life
on earth.
As I reached the end of the bridge and crossed onto the main wetlands, I glanced
back at the shore of the lake I had just traversed. Collecting at its edge was a montage of
human refuse—bits of paper, a plastic bottle cap, a Pepsi can—bound together by an
obvious petroleum film. The whole semi-congealed and multi-colored mess clung to the
shore while being tossed about by the ripples of animal activity on the lake. I found myself
wanting to approach the water's edge and feel this man-made atrocity between my fingers,
but something in my head deemed it "unclean" and kept me from acting on my impulse. I
was then hit with the sad realization that this mess was the fault of my fellow humans, and
that my refusal to touch it made no more sense than a person's refusal to drink his/her own
saliva from a cup. The materials being discarded in both cases have not changed since
their use, yet it seems we have a tendency to demote items to a level of unacceptability
once we have cast them away. Still, in spite of this revelation on my part, I turned back to
my original path and walked on.
Once over the bridge, the wetland trail provided a stark physical reminder of the
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supposed boundary between humankind and nature. The path followed along the lake's
shore, and its velvet-sandy banks teemed with life in the form of pickle weed forests, water
skippers, foraging egrets, cackling terns, and a lively, babbling water surface that
continually spoke as wavelets crashed into one another.
Opposite this portrait of serenity—to the right of the same path—was the antithesis
of this relatively idyllic scene. A wide, shallow pool of obscure, reddish-brown and foulsmelling liquid lay in the center of a substantial reservoir, with rusted iron drums and bankentrenched drainage pipes framing the vile pond. Whereas the lake I crossed was bubbling
with vitality, this pool remained flat, motionless and dead. Three lonely egrets waded at the
far edge of the pool, attempting to salvage some sort of value from this stinking, wasted
resource, but it looked as though they were sadly unsuccessful. Deeply disappointed in
this human legacy, I returned to the path and trudged back to the cars.
My final reflections as I crossed the bridge back were many and several, but chief
among them was the thought that while the point of this ecological preserve is to restore
the natural beauty of untainted wetlands, the macrocosmic human trend appears to be just
the opposite. After witnessing the abominations of Bolsa Chica that have yet to be
addressed, I am fearful of the human propensity for blind and steady degradation of life,
and it is my sincere hope that we can pull back the reigns of progress before such scenes
become the norm and mother nature takes a back seat to industry.
10-21-95
I suppose that technically, it really is a "forest," but I'm still not quite convinced.
The Angeles National Forest has all the trappings of a fine woodland—crisp, clean
mountain air, limited human development, plentiful vegetation and the incessant, ubiquitous
burble of life. It is severely lacking, however, in a few specific areas that are crucial to my
idea of what separates a forest from a group of unkempt trees.
These characteristics no doubt originate from my experiences in the Pacific
Northwest, a region richly wooded and forested to a degree unseen in most of Southern
California. Forests there, I have found, are moist, lush, verdant worlds within which
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humans are strange but welcome guests. Behind my house, for instance, is a six-acre
forest that perfectly illustrates what I see as the typical "Northwest Woodland." In this plush
natural landscape, dank, primordial odors assault the nostrils as a deafening roar of chirps,
gurgles, rustles, slurps and other wild sounds fills the air. Crystal streams lined with brown,
stew-like mud wind along the forest floor, and pliant saplings, victim to their rain-heavy
leaves, bend their branches toward the earth below. Even in the summer months, when
rainfall is a little less frequent, the forest is a rich playground for every aspect of life, and
water somehow continues to permeate every inch of ground and plant tissue, making the
Oregon wilderness a seemingly perennial pocket of fertility.
The Angeles forest, by contrast, is a dry, brittle assembly of species that challenges
my conception of what it means to be a "forest." Much of the ground is littered with rocks of
all shapes and sizes, and only a small portion is covered with "duff," the discarded organic
refuse of trees and animal life that completely covers the floor of most Oregon forests. At
several points in my visit to this mountain woodland, I knelt down to feel the soil and found
each time that it was quite powdery, having the consistency of ground chalk. Leaves and
tree needles also exhibited this arid nature, many times crumbling to the touch.
In addition to the moisture level, the general color quality of this area greatly
surprised me. The ground was of a tan to sandy-gray hue, and the tree fronds were pale
green—a color scheme quite unlike the deeper shades encountered in the Northwest.
Despite the obvious plant and animal life existent in this woodland, the combination of color
and aridity lent an appearance of sterility to the the whole forest; it was as if the life had
been drained from the land.
This notion was luckily allayed by a particularly magical clearing I found just beside
the parking area. In this relatively blissful little spot, rocks were sparsely located on the
ground, and the greater accumulation of duff generated gentle wafts of a rich, earthy, pinedominant aroma, bitter like the flavor of a dirt clod. I took a seat on one of the larger rocks
planted stoically in the soil, and as I observed the scenery around me, I listened intently to
the rattle of woodpeckers high in the trees, the melodic chirps and warbles of other nearby
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birds, and the steady hum (with occasional crescendos) of multiple insects. These sounds,
in concert with the pit-pat of pine needles landing on my note pad and rustle of movement
in the underbrush, evoked a vivid image of a natural synergetic rhythm, a symphony of
nature in the raw.
Interestingly enough, as I heard the footsteps of an approaching companion, I
experienced no sense of dissonance; the sounds of human life mixed well with those of
non-humans, and the symphony in progress went on uninterrupted. Perhaps this portends
an intrinsic connection between the various facets of nature—facets which include rather
than exclude human life. I would like to think so.
Whatever the implications of my experiences at Angeles National Forest, the
weekend excursion brought to my attention a deep prejudice I have regarding the basic
concept of "forest." By discovering that one little clearing and taking the time to search for
something worthwhile, I can at least say that my ideal forest now has a broader definition.
It is my hope that others can do the same. To degrade fellow human beings on the basis of
set prejudices is a crime, yet many continue to do just that. Perhaps if we constantly
reassess our definitions and notions of all things natural (forests included), we will be ready
to broaden our ideas of what it means to be human.
11-26-95
My good friends Erik, Pat and I pulled into the park's entrance at around 1:15 AM,
the headbeams of our climate-controlled Suburban bravely piercing the dull haze of a
thickening November fog. At the base of this steep mountain climb, the lights of our
machine had illuminated a good thirty feet of approaching asphalt, but as we rounded the
bend of the driveway and parked at the crest of Bald Peak, we could see the fog had stolen
twenty of those feet and it continued to pilfer the rest as if in defiance of our gaze.
The Bald Peak State Park in Beaverton, Oregon has for years been a favorite
stomping grounds of mine. Its rolling hills, wooded perimeter and impeccable view of the
Portland metropolitan area provided a unique, reliable escape from the melodrama of my
high school years, and recently it has served as a reunion point for my childhood friends
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and me. In each of these capacities, my friends and I have lauded the sights of Bald Peak
to a degree which exceeds our appreciation of its other attributes. This predomination of
visual appeal has also been readily apparent in the field trips taken for this class, and
consequently I have been led to reevaluate the importance of sight as an avenue for
experiencing nature. Does it really provide us with a more accurate, vivid account of the
world's natural events, or are we simply conditioned after years of physical and behavioral
evolution to rely on sight as our primary means of input?
These were the questions on which I ruminated as I left Erik and Pat in the dormant
automobile and stood shivering at the summit of this perennial getaway. The thick Oregon
fog that had impeded our travel now nestled neatly in the valley before and below me,
completely obscuring the lights of Portland and thereby making the night all the darker.
The sky above, which usually supplies the light of distant stars, was also blank—a gray
slate of stratus cloud cover that mirrored the valley fog. All this haze provided a perfect
opportunity for natural observation without reliance on the faculty of sight, and my other
senses leapt at the chance of being exercised so thoroughly.
The first and foremost sensation that nabbed my attention was the resounding
silence generated by the abundance of fog. This gray world was absolutely still—no
rustling in the bushes, no cars honking in the city, nothing. Without listening closely, my
hears quickly attuned to the loudest sound in the vicinity—the pulsing rush of blood through
my ears.
Dazzled by this deafening silence, I quietly shuffled away from the asphalt parking
area and onto a downhill field that expanded into the gray nothingness. The crunch of
frosted grass beneath my feet seemed as loud as a shattering vase with each step, and
almost on cue, my teeth began to chatter from the persistent cold air that snuck between
the folds of my clothing and clawed at my numbing skin. I reached down and felt the cool,
crisp blades of green that carpeted the ground, and their rigidity took me by surprise—it is
rare for a frost of this degree to come this early in the season.
Returning to the asphalt, my teeth resumed their silent residence in my mouth as I
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was struck by an odd, bitter odor that subtly permeated the air around me. It smelled of an
old carpet, freshly beaten on a spring day—a blend of dust and warmth, of water and
greenery. My nostrils felt seared by the frozen air, so the smell seemed to come in waves
as my nose permitted, but it was a welcome sensation each time.
I wanted to venture into the forest at the park's edge and experience its beauty
without the limitation of sight-preference, but my companions were quick to tell me that they
were cold and wanted to leave. Still, I was satisfied with my new-found perception of Bald
Peak as a park that has much to see without the aid of vision.
Not to be misunderstood, I used my eyes on that November night just as I had used
my other faculties countless times before—obviously, my descriptions of the fog and its
effect on visibility were based entirely on sight. I make no claim that sight obstructs one's
appreciation of nature, but it is important to examine the role of sight in our understanding
of the world and to realize that new perspectives on nature can be gained if one shifts his
or her perceptive emphasis toward senses other than vision.
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While the Meter Ticks
by Marina T. Gonzalez
He's old. Very old. I think he must be in his 70's, although what a 70 year old man is
doing driving a cab in New York City is beyond me. Of course, what a 70 year old man
driving a cab in New York City is doing asking me to be his mistress is also beyond me.
How did my status change from passenger to mistress-in-training in just 30 minutes
from Manhattan to Brooklyn? Maybe the Battery Tunnel is having an exhaust problem and
too many fumes have rattled both my brains and his. Which makes me wonder if he has an
exhaust problem. It's definitely something to consider, if I decide to take the job.
What am I thinking? I should be planning my escape from this yellow cab of possible
iniquity, but the old man is telling me he could arrange for me to have piano lessons if I
want. Mmmm. Job benefits.
He has a baby grand. Interesting. I always wanted to learn to tickle the ivories. Piano,
I mean.
The piano was his wife's. She's been dead for 22 years. I wonder how she died. Was
she sorry to go or relieved? Probably sorry--after all, the old man seems like a nice guy.
Then again, if he were a nice guy, would he be propositioning me? Of course, he might
simply be overwhelmed by my thirty-something abundant cuteness. Cuteness I have in
abundance. Abundance I have in abundance. If my extra pounds don't bother him, maybe
I shouldn't let his extra years bother me.
What's that? Oh, yes, the piano. Piano lessons I do not have. Lovers I do not have.
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Possibilities of pianos or lovers or pianos and lovers I do not have. However,
whenever I had considered the possibility of either, I had always assumed my piano
lessons would be when I was older, and that my lover would be younger.
I wonder if this comes under the heading of moral dilemma. Would it be a moral
dilemma if he were 20 years younger? (Make that 30 years). Or would it just be an
unbelievable stroke of good fortune?
Stop. I have to think about this. And I don't mean the piano lessons. Afterall, except for
one or two around my eyes, there isn't a wrinkle on me. And except for one or two inches
on him, I bet he's all wrinkles. Can you see wrinkles in the dark?
Oh, no! What if he wants the light on? Would he be offended if I kept a puke pail near
the bed? Maybe he'd think those gagging sounds were moans of ecstasy. Afterall, how
good can his hearing be?
Excuse me? Did he say travel? Oh my, I can hear the Champs Elysee calling to me. I
can also hear it saying dump the old guy. Nonsense. Younger woman and older men are
completely accepted in Paris. They're practically de rigeur.
I don't know, what if his heart gave out in Europe? Would I have to come home? Bitch.
What is the matter with you? This man is old enough to be your ancestor. Have some
respect.
Okay, okay. Let me think. How would I explain this to my family, my friends? I've fallen
in love with a little old prune. No, no. That won't do it. Let's see. Mom, this is my new
boyfriend. He's my soul mate. We knew each other in a previous life ... except he's still
living it.
Affection. He says a man his age still needs affection. Fine. Just define affection for
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I'm affectionate with my dog, but he still sleeps in the pantry. I guess that wouldn't work
with the old guy. Then again, I hear old people don't need a lot of sleep. Or is it the other
way around?
God! What am I thinking? I can't do this. I'm a liberated woman, not some sex toy. I
can't trade my favors for piano lessons and a trip to Paris. Not for anyone whose armpits
flap in the wind.
Then again, maybe I could try it for just one night. You know, he might be so grateful
that he'd be really good in the sack. And it has been a long time. Lately, the only hard
thing that's been in my bed is my mattress.
What am I saying? I could catch a disease. Of course the likelihood of him having
anything to give me is probably as rare as the likelihood of me enjoying it. It. Everything
comes back to that. Could I do it with a fossil?
No, I can't. I can't. That's all there is to it. Good-bye piano lessons. Good-bye Paris.
Good-bye, Mr. Cab Driver. It's been a wonderful ride.
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PACMAN
by Jovi Candelaria
He walked me for my first day of kindergarten, fifty feet ahead of me.
He was the one that hit me every time he passed by in the halls at school.
He was the only baby-sifter to deny me eating privileges.
At my piano recital he burped all the way through Beethoven.
He was away at summer camp the day I learned to ride a two-wheeler.
For my tenth birthday, he gave me the chicken pox.
When we both got hamsters for Christmas, mine mysteriously died while his lived on for
another year.
He was in the front row of the audience for the only dance recital in which I made a mistake
The day I got four teeth pulled, he welcomed me home with a punch in the jaw.
He named the dog I got I for my thirteenth birthday.
Once he told me that hid initials, PAC, stood for "PACMAN" and that mine stood for
"Junky Little Car."
We no longer try to beat each other up, nor do we attempt to verbally destroy one another.
If I'm lucky I can hear his size eleven shoes creeping up the stairs at four in the morning.
My mother says, "Your brother loves you."
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Nana, Mi Abuela
by Michelle Velasquez Bean
Senora Morales is a good customer of mine. I cut her lawn and trim her hedges
every Thursday and only twice a month in the winter. Winter here in L.A. is about from
October to March—give or take a few weeks. It all depends on the rain—sometimes it
starts early, sometimes it goes away and comes back—sneaks up on you in May when you
think it is definitely summertime. Summertime is very busy—I hire Pedro from the YMCA-he hasn't got a home really, so he coaches the girls' basketball team in exchange for a
place to sleep. Now it is winter so I work alone. I like to take my time in doing Senora
Morales's home—she has rose bushes that need careful attention, especially in the winter
when the shade from the big Edison building behind Senora Morales's house covers the
bushes of red Queen Elizabeths. I always tell her to plant bougainvilleas there because
they do good in the shade.
The house is very pretty. Colonial is the style—with big white pillars in front holding
up the little porch. Senora Morales's bedroom is on the first floor. Her window faces out,
right above the white Kennedy roses. She likes these the best. I see her take them when
she walks down the street to Senora Guiterez's little house.
I've only once been inside Senora Morales's house when she got me some
lemonade on a day when it was a hundred-'n-something degrees outside, but I could tell it
is a home of love. I remember one day seeing her with her young granddaughter, six or
seven years old. She was braiding the young one's hair. I saw only really fast, but it was
hard for me not to listen, because I needed to trim those Kennedy's so that they would
grow up nice for the Senora—and it was such a nice story Senora Morales started, I had to
hear the end, even if I wasn't invited to hear.
She started the braid. The Abuela Morales divided the hair of the nina into two
pieces. I saw this with a quick peek into the window above the white roses. She was going
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to make the hair like all the other little ninas.
The little girl said, "Nana, mommy doesn't do it like you."
"That's okay. This is a special braid that my mother taught me when I was a girl in
Mexico."
"But I like it when she puts it on the side like Madonna. Nana, where's your
mother?"
"She is gone now. She died in Mexico."
"Mommy took us to Mexico once. She bought us Guess jeans there because she
said they were cheaper."
"That Mexico is different—that's called Tijuana. We lived in Leon."
"You lived in Mexico, Nana?"
"Si, I went to school there, too. I always thought I was a Mexican citizen," she said
to her grandchild in a far away voice as if she was remembering out loud to herself, as if
the child wasn't there. "My mother never told me—I was an American citizen." Then she
seemed to snap out of her dreaming as she shook her head as if trying to tell herself not to
remember what she was thinking. "Out there things are different," she said to the little one.
"You're never supposed to question your mother—never disrespect your family, my father
would say to me in Spanish."
"Papa—my father," she said smoothing the sides of the child's head as if trying to
replace some little hairs that might be sticking out, "was a strict man. He loved his familia
enough to work night and day to provide for us—his son, two daughters, and my nana—my
mother's mother. My brother worked in the city. I don't know what he did, I just remember
him coming home on Sundays to go to church with the family. He met Maria at church.
Maria wore her hair like this," the grandmother said to her granddaughter as she slowly
turned her around to get a look at the child's hair from the front.
The Senora nodded, and pleased with her job, she placed her rough, wrinkled hands
on the girl's shoulders and led her to the mirror. And as the grandmother looked into the
mirror at her granddaughter standing in front of her, she seemed to look past the images
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and fall again into her dreaming as she said, "Once mother said to my oldest sister
Guadalupe that Maria was a good Catholic girl who would obey her husband and give
her—my mama, lots of ninos—grandchildren. I remember thinking to myself that I wasn't
going to be like Maria—I was going to get a job and learn things."
The Senora, she seemed to come back out of her dreaming to look into the child's
face. "I want you to learn—finish school, go to college, and get a good job—that will make
your nana happy," she said to the child. The nina looked up at her grandmother as the old
woman went again into her state of dreaming with her far away look, saying, "Papa let me
go to the private school where they taught the girls how to be secretaries. I never went to
school in America. I learned English on my own after my husband and I come to the United
States. I never was able to be a secretary."
The Senora walked slowly to the bed and carefully sat down on the edge, continuing
her rememberances she said, "I was fifteen when Papa and Mama let me marry Pepe, your
abuelo—Grandpa. His friends called him Pepe, but his name is Jose Morales de Morales,
the son of my father's boss at the hotel. My father worked the night shift at the big hotel,
cooking and waitering for the tourist who ordered room service, and during the day he
worked at the border, clerking for the policia—a very respectable job, but it didn't give the
family enough money." The Senora rubbed her knees and smoothed her cotton K-mart
house-dress as she continued, "My father gave my mother only the best. Our house was
three bedrooms with a large kitchen that had a place to keep the big washing bucket. We
hung the clothes outside on the line behind the house because Mama did not want anyone
to know we did not have a fancy washing machine. But we did have a radio," she said in a
child-like excitement, "but none of us could touch it."
***
"This is your mother's wedding ring," I heard Senora Morales say to the girl as she
sat on her grandmother's bed. The Senora was redoing the twelve-year-old's hair in
braids. I was trimming the rose bushes and peeked in the window really fast. The little girl
still had that long dark hair like she did when she was small, and the Senora still braided it
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in that special braid. She started the braid with two pieces of hair.
"I'm gonna save this ring for you—for when you get old enough," Senora said in the
best English she knew.
"Nana, I remember the stories you used to tell me about Mexico. Why does Dad not
know these stories?"
"Your father is a very special man. He loves you a lot. And I love him—he is my
son, but some things I can't tell my son. His father—your abuelo—is a strict man; he would
not like me to tell these stories to his son. Grandpa and my Papa did not get along.
Remember I told you when you were little that my father worked hard to give his family only
the best?"
"I remember something about your mother wanting to be the first on the block to
have a washing machine."
"And she was. Papa worked fourteen hours on Easter Sunday at the big hotel in the
city just to buy Mama that new washing machine. The tourist liked him and they tipped him
big. That Easter one man in a blue suit and two-toned shoes gave Papa a yellow plastic
egg. Papa said he almost disrespected the man because he wanted to curse at him for his
silly prank, but instead Papa smiled and said 'Thank you, sir.' when Papa got home he
counted his money and opened the plastic egg to find a hundred dollar bill. The next day
the man with the fancy Italian shoes was gone. Papa calls him an angel, who was sent to
bless our family."
"Your father was a religious man?"
"Only when good things happened. When bad things happened, he cursed God."
"Yeah, like my dad. I hate it when he gets made at my mother. He says 'That God
damn woman' when he fights with her over the phone, usually about me, like which one of
them is going to pay for my school tuition or my cheerleading camp. Dad thinks I don't hear
him cuss, but I do and I hate it. It ruins all those good thoughts I have of him in my mind."
"Tell me some of your good thoughts, mihijta."
"I remember waking up in the morning to the smell of bacon frying and coffee
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brewing. Mother made breakfast for me every morning because she said I needed my
protein. She would not let me leave the table until I finished everything on my plate. Father
ate sometimes, but usually he just drank his coffee.
On rainy days, father took me to work with him, but the best days were sunny days.
On sunny days mother let me walk to the playground—the old playground on Fourth and
Olympic. It was only two blocks from our house, but as a four year-old I remember it
seeming a whole lot farther—maybe because I sometimes detoured on the way to the
playground. My little detours happened because of Father's kindness.
On Fridays, Father would come down the wooden staircase, tying his tie as usual,
grabbing his cup of coffee from mother, and finally kissing us good-bye before he went out,
letting the screen door slam behind him. Sometimes his aftershave would rub off on me,
and I would not wash it off because I liked to smell my daddy all day long, imagining he was
close by. Fridays were special because he would give me a dollar to spend at the liquor
store on the corner. He even used to give Matt and Tanya, my Aunt Neda's kids, a dollar
when they sometimes spent the night, like during Christmas vacation. Once we had our
dollar, we would walk to the liquor store, turning left at the first Street where we crossed
over the bridge with the railroad tracks underneath, and finally passing the gas station two
doors down from Rick's Liquor. It was a thrill for us to spend our entire dollars on Skittles,
Bubblicious, and Gummy Worms." Now the girl paused and smiled like she was
remembering something special.
"That story you told me about your Papa's plastic egg," she continued, reminds me
of my daddy, too. He gave me two dollars every Easter, but I had to earn it, he said, by
searching for the colored eggs Father would hide in the backyard."
"Yes, your father is a good man. He loves you," the grandmother said to the
teenager.
"I know, Nana."

***
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The years passed and the visits from the nina became fewer. She no longer wore
the green plaid skirt and sailor shirt with matching tie from St. Mary's, and the braids
stopped, too. Senora Morales used to scold her for cutting her beautiful long black hair off.
But no matter what the changes of the girl, the grandmother seemed to glow with
happiness when she visited. Senora Morales even smiled when the girl walked through the
door with purple spiked hair. The girl later told her the color was not—how did she say—
perm-a-nant—you know, not going to stay.
Senora Morales bragged when the granddaughter graduated top of her high school
class, and she invited everyone she knew to the nina's college graduation. The girl now
works at a law firm. To Senora Morales she was a lawyer.
It was the Monday after Easter, 1989. I had gone over to check on the white
Kennedys—Senora Morales had been worried that she saw "some ugly bugs on the
Purities"—that's how she said it. I was picking and pruning when I glanced into the window
and saw the Senora lying down at the foot of her bed in her new flowered house-dress—
her wrinkled cheek pressed against the shag rug. I rushed in—luckily, the Senora had
been up earlier because the door was unlocked. I called 911. I spoke in Spanish—I was
so nervous—I couldn't think, but they understood me, because the ambulance came right
away. I told the driver to call her granddaughter.
It was the granddaughter that came to the house first. I had gone back every day to
check on the roses. Something inside me told me that if no one talked to the beautiful
"Purities" every day, they would wilt and slowly die away.
"My Nana would be happy," a small, soft voice spoke—startling me. I didn't have to
turn to know it was the nina. She was dressed in a sharp, grey suit—and carried a heavy
brown leather case.
"I know she loved these roses," I said, "She called him her Purities."
"They're Kennedy's, aren't they?"
"You know your roses, huh?"
The girl looked away. I saw a tear come down her cheek. At that moment I knew
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what she could not tell me. I wanted to cry myself, but I stayed strong for the nina.
"Thank you for being here for her all those years I was too busy to come."
"I did nothing for your abuela. She was a strong woman on her own."
"But you gave her her roses. My dad said she would talk to them everyday. I was
too busy with myself. Why didn't
"Nina, remember your abuela wanted you to learn and become something special.
She wanted you to do what she couldn't. And you did! You graduated college, and work
like a lawyer—a lot more than she ever did, nina," I said trying to encourage the young
one.
"No," she said shaking her head and pulling at the hair by her temples, "My father
never told me, you know. He didn't teach me how to appreciate my grandmother. He
never told me to learn all I could from her—about who she was. She tried telling me those
stories, but they were just stories when I was little. Now, I wish I had really listened. She
tried to tell me who I was, but all I heard was the voice telling me who I should become."
"But it's the same, nina."
"No. I am a Mexican-American. I didn't remember that. 'Over there things are
different,' Nana used to say. This is America—[ am American, but I am not. My family is
Mexican. How am I Mexican? I am not. I never questioned my father. I never asked
about my familia."
The girl stopped, went over to the edge of the porch and sat down, rubbing her thin
knees with her perfect, young hands. "My family—huh!" she said with a mocking laugh. "I
remember my mother crying," the young woman continued as she looked out passed the
rose bushes as if dreaming. "She threw Daddy's cologne bottles on the floor.
I tried to help clean up the broken glass, but mom yelled at me and said to leave it.
'Shell,' she said, 'You and your sister pack up your clothes. We're going to Grandma
Sylvia's house for awhile."
"I remember getting a paper bag from the kitchen and packing up my shoes—all of
them, even my little sister Nisa's shoes. That was the day my mom left my dad. She
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packed up our little orange '73 Volkswagen bug with all our valuables—the T.V., our
clothes, and the ironing board. My sister and I squished in the front seat with that avocado
green ironing board sticking out above the tops of our heads. Mom let me hold the portable
radio—we were never allowed to touch that radio before."
The girl paused. "Well," she said as she got up, smoothing her skirt, "I better get to
the packing. Father says he wants to rent this place out until he can find someone to buy it.
He put me in charge of renting it. 'I paid all that money for a college education, you should
know how to go about handling this matter,' he said to me over the phone."
The young woman started to go inside, but she turned back as if she forgot to tell me
something. She held out her hand. "Nana gave me this ring last Easter," she said as the
little diamond on her finger in front of me sparkled in the sun. "She said it was my mother's
engagement ring. When I was a little girl she would say to me that when I was old enough
she would give it to me. Well, I have it now." She turned and slowly walked into the house
through the double doors. Twenty minutes later she returned with a dream in her eye and
braids in her hair.
"Nana shared her family with me. Now it is my turn to talk to the "Purities." The nina
laid down a yellow flowered house-dress in front of the white roses. "I shall want my
grandchildren to call me Nana, and I will share with them all I know about my familia."
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Living Ouarters
by Catherine Stover
Doughnut and coffee,
a vending machine breakfast
for my vending machine life.
Drop in some quarters.
Make your choice.
It's all the same
jelly - filled crap anyway,
and all the cream in the world
can't take away the bitter
oil slick reflection
of God's will from my coffee.
I hear my next door neighbor,
who boozed and schmoozed all night
with Miss Tammy Tequilalover,
and I'm not paying attention,
but her shrill candied party-girl giggle
and the spastic regurgitation
of his last three meals
aren't barred from my ears
by the wall between our dingy rooms.
And downstairs, someone is singing to
an annoyingly nasal country radio station,
and across the hall,
the guy who kicked the window
three hours ago is again popping pills
whose names are too glamorous and expensive
for me to pronounce. What a jolting crash
and a fantastic crack of bone that kick made!
But God, Tammy had better shut up
and pull her panties on and sneak back
to her room betore her boyfriend calls
and figures out her scheme.
But I don't really care if she does,
because she's a doughnut, and I'm a danish,
and our plastic wrappers crinkle,
and we all cost the same:
a light jingle of change,
three quarter, or thereabouts.
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A Humanistic Hamlet
Shakespeare's Dissolution of the Courtly Prince
by Michael Garabedian
Behind Hamlet lie the courtesy books, the treatises on nobility, and the
reflections on the nature of man, in which Renaissance prose literature was so
prolific. The famous passage "What a piece of work is man! how noble in reason!
how infinite in faculty! . . ." (ll.ii.323) may owe much to Shakespeare's command
of language, but it owes more a tradition which goes back to Ficino and Pico della
Mi rando a.
-Winifred Nowottny
According to Winifred Nowottny, "The sheer volume of criticism [on Hamlet] attests
to the truth of one critic's remark that 'Hamlet is surely the most perplexing character in the
English drama" (57). Indeed, Hamlet's difficult situation, the many internal and external
conflicts that he faces, and the societal questions that Shakespeare poses within the plot
have resulted in a number of writings that attempt to break down the enigmatic nature of
the prince and of the play itself. A great many of these writings tend to look upon Hamlet
not merely as an "unquestioned experience," but as an "[important] object of systematic
study" (Wormhoudt 11), and in this method of literary examination, Hamlet is seen as a
play that can give the reader insights into other types (that is, not necessarily literary types)
of thought and ideas. In most cases though, in spite of the possible diversity among these
other subjects (from morality to politics, for instance), the issues of the play always seem to
return to place human affairs at their center.
One of the indications of this constant return to and emphasis on human affairs is
the idea that Shakespeare is looking at an application of Renaissance humanism to the
particular situations in the play. Shakespeare explores different aspects of humanism in
Hamlet, not only through the central themes of the play and the nature of the prince, but
also through the dialogue that accompanies these situations within the plot and the imagery
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therein. Ultimately, these qualities of the play will be seen as dualistic; for although they
implicate an application of humanism to a large extent, they will also foreshadow
humanism's demise. Shakespeare does not imply that humanism is a bad concept, but
conveys it as being an "inappropriate ideal," ill suited for realistic situations and broken
down by the inherent corruption and evil ambition of man.
Before delving into the methods by which Shakespeare reveals (and breaks down)
Hamlet's humanistic qualities, it is necessary to define this somewhat ambiguous term and
to qualify the different aspects of humanism within the context of the play. Humanism is the
name given to the "intellectual, literary, and scientific movement" that occurred during the
European Renaissance (Herbermann et al. 538). Generated in part by a "rediscovery of
the culture of the Greco-Roman world," the humanists based every branch of learning on
the literature, philosophy, and culture of classical antiquity (Bergin and Speake 216). At
the same time, the humanists recognized "the dignity of man" and thus took the limits and
interests of human nature into account as well (Edwards 70). The humanist movement
originated in Italy in the latter half of the fourteenth century, and it was intended as a means
to form the perfect man through classical training (Herbermann et al. 538). The writings of
Pico della Mirandola and Baldassare Castiglione also reveal philosophical discussions and
discourses on such topics as the nature of man, love, and politics (Edwards 70).
As the movement "diffused" into other countries though, particularly in England, the
emphasis of humanism seemed to shift. Where, before, humanism had been primarily
concerned with the education and improvement of the individual, it was now seen as a
doctrine by which both the individual and society could benefit (Caspari 1). As a result,
much of the writing that is associated with English humanism can be seen as "societally"
oriented; the writings of the English humanists (as opposed to the Italian humanists) deal
chiefly with public affairs, education, and religion (Bush 79). Sixteenth century courtesy
books, for instance, describe the education of the perfect scholar and of the perfect courtier
in an attempt to give the courts and the people better public servants (Geiger, "Elyot").
Descriptions within the courtesy books are arranged in an organized manner (in some
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instances, numerically ordered), so that the qualities, manners, duties, education, and
expectations of the perfect humanist are easily recognized (Hollander and Kermode 78106). The humanists held several things in high regard, including rationality, virtue,
prudence, and observation, in order to arrive at the truth within nature, and the truth within
man (Geiger, "Elyot").
Since Shakespeare wrote Hamlet in 1603 (Hoy, "Preface" 99), and since "[the
courtesy books] continue the long tradition of European treatises on the education of a
Christian prince" (Bush 78), the humanistic aspects of the play can best be described in
terms of English humanism. It can be assumed that Shakespeare, being English, drew
upon the qualities of the humanists as described in the courtesy books, and that Hamlet,
despite being an eighth century Dane, is Shakespeare's idea of the courtly prince. As
such, again, the descriptions and humanistic points of the courtesy books can be applied to
Hamlet himself, while the general "social doctrine" of English humanism can be applied to
the prince and the play.
The most obvious implications of humanism in Hamlet are found later in the play
with a conflict in the plot, humanistic allusions within the dialogue, and humanistic aspects
within Shakespeare's imagery. However, humanism is also explored early on (and during
the course of the play) within Hamlet's societal structure. In the sixteenth century, the
predominant political belief among humanists was a social order of hierarchy, in which "it
was the duty of the ruler and the aristocracy to maintain" (Caspari 7). All of the major
humanist writers in England advocated such a system, "infusing their ideas" into the society
that surrounded them (Caspari 6, 98-104, 174). Shakespeare uses a similar method in the
introduction and subsequent development of the political system in Hamlet, using the
established society as a vehicle with which to convey his ideas.
Fritz Caspari observes that "In several of his plays.. .Shakespeare proclaims his faith
in [a hierarchical political system]" (98). In the royal court of Hamlet, the reader is
introduced to such a system, where "an insistence on a stratified, monarchic society"
(Caspari 98) has allowed Claudius to assume the throne after murdering his brother. So
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although Shakespeare has developed a humanist society, he has also suggested a flaw in
the system through this negative implication. Shakespeare uses this suggestion
throughout his exploration of humanism, again, where an ideal (humanism) is inappropriate
not because it is necessarily wrong, but because of the situation to which it is applied, or
because of the corruption of individuals. The hierarchical monarchy, for instance, has
made it possible for Claudius to assume the throne, to murder, and to deceive (that is, to
take on the anti-humanistic qualities of a ruler), but these things only come about because
of Claudius' actions, so that humanism is not "at fault." It is an ideal that suffers because of
Claudius' corruption.
Shakespeare's dissolution of humanism can also be seen through the actual
development and digression of the royal court. The court can be seen as an element that
defines and reflects the atmosphere of the play in general, and it also represents a
humanist type of society. As a result, as the play progresses, and as the court suffers more
and more because of the constant spying and treachery that is going on, the humanist ideal
suffers too. The gradual deterioration of this humanistic society is revealed from scene to
scene. The first instance in which the court is represented occurs in Act I, scene ii: "With a
great and unheralded change [from the previous "ghost" scene], there is a crowded court
interior, ample in words and gesture, formal and colorful for a royal celebration" (Brown,
"The Setting" 165). After the second exterior scene with Hamlet's confrontation of the
ghost, the court "returns," but this time, its splendor is reduced because of the kinetic
nature of the characters and the duration at which the court is presented. "[The court] will
remain for the next two acts. But now, there is less formality and much coming and going,
hearing and overhearing..." (Brown, "The Setting" 165).
When the court appears in Act V, scene i, the "formalities of Elsinore [are echoed],"
but this formality comes about only because of Ophelia's funeral (Brown, "The Setting"
166). The true intentions of the court are hidden, and as a result, the funeral can be seen
as a morbid auspice, in which Shakespeare foreshadows the court's demise. The
fraudulent court does, indeed, fall in Act V, scene ii, in which the once formal and splendid
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court erupts into a climactic uproar, followed by "the stillness and quietness of death"
(Brown, "The Setting" 166). As a result of the deception and corruption of Claudius and of
the court, Shakespeare is saying that the society, and more importantly, humanism, has
failed.
Although English humanism was thought of as a social doctrine that might benefit
society as a whole, the individual, of course, was seen as being very important, as well; for
the individual was the means by which this societal end could be achieved. Similarly, in
Hamlet, although Shakespeare's development of the court is an indication of the downfall of
humanism, his exploration into and revelations about the nature of Hamlet lead to the
greatest amount of humanistic suggestions. "[Hamlet] is," writes R.A. Foakes, "supreme in
all things... He defeats the expert, Laertes, in the swordfight, and his 'noble reason' readily
outmaneuvers the wiles of the court's elder-statesman, Polonius. His wit is too sharp for
the skillful Claudius, his philosophy too deep for the scholar Horatio..." (151).
The central conflict within the play (Hamlet's delay in killing Claudius after hearing
the ghost) can be seen as the result of Hamlet's humanist characteristics. If Hamlet had
acted promptly, there can be no doubt that all those who die within the play (including
Hamlet) would have been saved. Instead, Hamlet takes on the qualities of the humanist
leader as described by Sir Thomas Elyot (Geiger, "Elyot"). He is prudent and cautious, and
instead of rushing into a vengeful murder, he attempts to make wise choices. Hamlet
becomes a victim of his own hesitation, and humanism, although a nice concept, is again
seen as inappropriate (this time as a result of the situation to which it is applied). It must,
however, be remembered that many of the references to Hamlet's humanist characteristics
are neutral. Especially in the dialogue and in some of the imagery, a feeling of
Shakespeare's disavowal of humanism comes about only when Hamlet's ultimate downfall
is considered.
These instances of "humanistic dialogue" occur throughout the play. They are bits of
narrative that are spoken by Hamlet and the other characters, and they suggest the
aspects of the ideal humanist in the prince as described in the aforementioned humanist
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literature of sixteenth century England. The earliest examples in which the dialogue
implicates Hamlet as the courtly prince occur in Act I, scene ii.
When the reader first encounters Hamlet in this act, he is apparently mourning the
death of his father. Claudius attempts to downplay the death of the king by appealing to
Hamlet's intellect:

But to persevere
In obstinate condolement is a course
Of impious stubbornness. 'Tis unmanly grief.
It shows a will most incorrect to heaven,
A heart unfortified, a mind impatient,
An understanding simple and unschooled. (I. ii. 92)
According to Claudius, Hamlet's apparent grief is indicatve of an unhealthy mind. His
sorrow, he says, is "To reason most absurd." Such grief over death is anti-humanistic
behavior. In fact, Claudius' description of the indications of Hamlet's grief reads almost
exactly opposite to Sir Thomas Elyot's descriptions of the humanist leader in The Book
Named the Governor (Geiger, "Elyot").
It would seem that because of this initial impression of Hamlet, much of the
humanistic argument behind the nature of the prince would be invalid. However,
humanistically speaking, it can be said that Hamlet's grief, in part, is due to the treachery
behind Claudius' and Gertrude's marriage, and as a result of the inferiority (in terms of
leadership), of Claudius as compared to his brother. Hamlet expands upon his disfavor
toward Claudius and toward Claudius' "unkingly behavior" in a very humanistic manner in
scene iv of Act I. The consequences of Claudius' drunken revelry, Hamlet explains, is that
the people of Denmark (and the achievements of Denmark) are diminished, especially in
the eyes of other nations:
This heavy-headed revel east and west
Makes us traduced and taxed of other nations.
They clepe us as drunkards, and with swinish phrase
Soil our addition, and indeed it takes
From our achievements, though performed at height,
The pith and marrow of our attribute. (I. iv. 16)
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There are no selfish motives behind Hamlet's complaint; his concern is humanistically for
his country and for his people.
In addition to these indirect humanistic implications, Hamlet actually incriminates
himself as having humanistic qualities through his dialogue and speeches in Act I. In lines
129-158 of scene ii, Hamlet reflects upon the corruption of man, the untimely (and
incestuous) marriage of his mother and uncle, and the death of his father. During the
speech, the reader realizes that Hamlet is an educated and possibly a humanistic courtier
as a result of the imagery he uses, his loathing of the corrupted "rank and gross" leaders of
the world, and his allusions to classical mythology. Within 29 lines, Hamlet alludes to
Hyperion, a satyr, Niobe, and Hercules.
Perhaps the most revealing humanist aspect in the first act that will actually
determine the course of the most of the play, though, is Hamlet's "quest for the truth."
Early on, the reader learns that Hamlet wants nothing "sugar coated." As a result, the inital
impression of Hamlet is a humanistic one; his "active and noble quality is displayed.. .[in] the
awareness he has of the living world" (Nowottny, "Shakespeare" 63). In his first
conversation with Horatio, Hamlet interrupts his friend twice, "instantly correcting him" and
displaying his "insistence on the truth" (Nowottny, "Shakespeare" 63):

Hor. The same, my lord, and you poor servant ever.
Ham. Sir, my good friend. . . (I. ii. 162)
Hor. A truant disposition, good my lord.
Ham... I know you are no truant. (I. ii. 169)
This "truthful" and humanistic quality of Hamlet's comes about earlier in the scene as well,
when Gertrude attempts to find out why Hamlet still grieves for his dead father:

Queen. Why seems it so particular with thee?
Ham. Seems, madam? Nay, it is. I know not 'seems.'
(I. ii. 75)
Such instances remind the reader of Hamlet's intrinsic desire for the truth and
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"determination to have things spoken as they are" (Nowottny, "Shakespeare" 63). As a
result, again, Hamlet is seen as a humanistic leader: "His insistence on truth and
awareness make him Shakespeare's best loved character, and both the limits, and the
reach, of that awareness make him a great image of the nobility of man" (Nowottny,
"Shakespeare" 63).
This humanistic "nobility of man" is questioned and explored through Hamlet's
actions and the dialogue of the play. In some instances, Hamlet offers the reader bits of
witty "social commentary," questioning the nobility of the royal court and the courtiers in the
midst of their corruptive, anti-humanistic behavior. During other instances, Hamlet expands
upon what the ideal humanist leader would be, as compared to the uninvolved, inauthentic
leaders that the royal court represents. In Act V, scene ii, Hamlet dismisses Osric's
suggestion that Laertes is "an absolute gentleman, full of most excellent differences, of very
soft society and great showing" (V. ii. 104):

But in the verity of extolment, I take him to be a soul of
great article, and his infusion of such dearth and rareness
as, to make true diction of him, his semblage is a mirror,
and who else would trace him, his umbrage, nothing more.
(V. ii. 112)
Laertes then, despite being well-travelled, educated, and courtly, is not portrayed as the
ideal humanist. A noble man, Hamlet says, is "one who can only be described in terms of
himself" (Eagleton 55). Hamlet breaks away from the corrupted court's definition of a
noble and he retains some dignity and individualism. He, like the English humanists of the
sixteenth century, realizes that the individual is as important as the society that will benefit
from that individual's contributions.
Hamlet also expresses his feelings toward the nobility and dignity of man earlier in
the play in a conversation with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern:

What a piece of work is man, how noble in reason, how infinite in faculties, in form and moving, how express and
admirable in action, how like an angel in apprehension,
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how like a god: the beauty of the world, the paragon of
animals. And yet to me, what is this quintessence of
dust? Man delights not me. . . (II. ii. 292)
This is one of the few instances in the dialogue where Shakespeare blatantly disavows
humanism. Hamlet reflects upon the position of man in the universe and his (man's) many
attributes, and the reader learns that his viewpoint is that of a humanist. In his speech,
Hamlet comments upon reason as the aspect that qualifies man's nobility, realizes that
man is "the beauty of the world," and, following the humanistic "great chain of being," he
fixes man hierarchally between the animals and the angels. Amidst the corruption, murder,
incest, and spying that is going on, Hamlet also admits that he has lost faith in man.
According to Theodore Spencer, the passage is a "device of weaving into the texture of his
play a point of view or standard of values which the action is violating" (210). Here, again,
the humanistic view of man is seen as an ideal that suffers because of him.
There is even some doubt as to the nobility of man in Hamlet's actions, as well. For,
although his intentions are honorable, and although he represents the ideal humanist in the
play, his actions are sometimes questionable. "Twice," writes Rebecca West, "[Hamlet
rejoices] at the thought of murdering men who have not made their peace with God" (264).
Several times, the reader recognizes Hamlet as being irrational, which is also antihumanistic. His madness and "violent alterations of behavior" (Cruttwell, "Morality" 114),
though feigned at times, can still be seen as irrational types of conduct. During scene i of
Act Ill, Ophelia, who Hamlet later admits to loving more than the quantity of love among
forty thousand brothers (V. i. 247-249), comments upon Hamlet's unusual (and insulting)
manner:

0, what a noble mind is here o'erthrown!
The courtier's, soldier's, scholar's, eye, tongue, sword,
Th' expectancy and rose of the fair state,
The glass of fashion and the mould of form,
Th' observed of all observers, quite, quite down!
(Ill. i. 146)
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Ophelia's reaction is the most humanistic description of Hamlet in the play. The reader
sees Hamlet as able to combine "soldier and swordsman. ..on one hand.. .scholar, student,
and statesman on the other" (Foakes, "Character" 151). He is the ideal humanist,
"potentially ... a figure like Sir Philip Sydney" (Foakes, "Character" 150), but again, Hamlet's
"melancholy, his bursts of sudden, swift action and elation, his apparent cruelty, [and] his
self searching" (Foakes, "Character" 1 51) contribute to his "enigmatic nature." And again,
there is Shakespeare's subtle hint about the ideal, humanism, being corrupted by man. For
one of the contributing factors to Hamlet's anti-humanistic behavior is the corruption around
him, and the deceptive, artificial nature of his family and friends (Foakes, "Character" 151).
Hamlet is frequently anti-humanistic; and although the humanistic aspects he exhibits in his
behavior and dialogue are often interrupted with irrational, at times seemingly evil
characteristics, there can be no doubt as to the philosophy within the "essential" Hamlet.
Shakespeare "ascribes one virtuous action; and the nature of that action is determined by
his most lasting preocupation" (West, "Nature" 266). As he is dying, the reader again sees
another one of Hamlet's selfless thoughts reflected in his dialogue:
0, I die, Horatio;
The potent poison quite o'ercrows my spirit;
I cannot live to hear the news from England;
But I do prophesy th' election lights
On Fortinbras: he has my dying voice.
So tell him, with the occu rents, more and less,
Which have solicited the rest is silenced. (V. ii. 337)
As in scene iv of Act I, there are no selfish motives behind Hamlet's comment. His only
concern is the future and well-being of his people. "[In the passage], Hamlet was never
more the Renaissance man who was statesman, a true Machiavellian, a prince careful for
the safety of his subjects" (West, "Nature" 266). So in spite of Hamlet's enigmatic nature
and his "disillusionment with the [human race]" (West, "Nature" 266), Shakespeare finally
emphasizes Hamlet's humanism at the end of the play. Here, at the play's conclusion, the
reader sees his disavowal of humanism through the coupling of the dialogue and the
action. Shakespeare presents Hamlet (and Hamlet's humanistic characteristics) as the
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ideal through the dialogue, but through the play's action (Hamlet's death), he reveals that
humanism is not appropriate, and that it cannot be achieved because of the corruption of
man. As Rebecca West puts it, "The court was saved by its political conscience; yet it was
damned by it too" (266).
The imagery of Hamlet, in contrast with the dialogue, can, for the most part, be seen
as "uniquely dualistic." Unlike the dialogue, which depends largely on other literary devices
(namely the action) to break down humanism at the same time that humanism is being
implicated, the imagery simultaneously alludes to humanism while foreshadowing its fate
and the corruption that will bring about its (humanism's) demise. These instances of
double-sided imagery are found primarily within Hamlet's speeches. They reveal some of
Hamlet's humanistic characteristics, actually "downplay" his abrupt changes of mood
(Clemen 109), and again, through their corruptive suggestions, convey Shakespeare's
concept of the broken ideal.
"Hamlet's imagery," writes Wolfgang Clemen, "shows us that whenever he thinks
and speaks, he is at the same time a visionary, a seer, for whom the living things of the
world about him embody and symbolize thought" (106). The humanists placed great value
in observation at a time encompassed by a "spirit of critical objective inquiry" (Bergin and
Speake 217), because through observation, the truth about nature and man (as opposed
to the "truth" of the scholastic texts) could be explored. In Hamlet's imagery, the reader
sees this humanistic objectivity, and clear indications of Hamlet's observations of his
environment. This is because, rather than employ flowery images, paraphrasing, or "poetic
similes," Hamlet "refers the generalization to the events and objects of the reality underlying
the thought" (Clemen 107). His images are of everyday objects, "concrete and
precise.. .common and ordinary things. ..but they always hit their mark" (Clemen 107).
These images reveal to the reader that Hamlet is (humanistically) a fine observer, and at
the same time, they reflect his "wide educational background.. .and the extraordinary range
of his experience" (Clemen 108).
Again, the humanist revolution was also an educational one; the emphasis
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throughout was on perfection, well-roundedness, and an "active life" through education
(Edwards 70). In the dialogue, there are references to the sciences, mythology, and the
terminology of law (Clemen 108), and in the action of the play, the reader learns that
Hamlet is familiar with such courtly facets as the theater and fencing. Through his imagery,
too, Hamlet discloses his familiarity with the fine arts, soldiering, falconry, and hunting—
"the courtier's way of life" (Clemen 108):

Why, let the strucken deer go weep,
The heart ungallEd play. (III. ii. 253)
We'll e'en to like French falconers, fly at anything we see. (II. ii. 403).
As a result of the educational and observatory allusions of Hamlet's imagery, there is more
evidence of Hamlet's humanistic characteristics. However, like most of the dialogue, these
bits of imagery still do not foreshadow humanism's demise unless Hamlet's ultimate fate is
considered. This is not true of the majority of Hamlet's images, though, which both directly
and indirectly reveal the corruption and "rottenness" of the royal court.
Hamlet's desire for the truth and his "ability to penetrate to the real nature of men"
(Clemen 109) again, results in imagery that implicates his humanistic characteristics, while
revealing the inferiority of the state: "It is by means of images that [Hamlet] seeks to lead
[the characters] to a recognition of the truth" (Clemen 109). Such instances are examples
of dualistic imagery, in which Shakespeare presents his ideal and reveals the corruption
that will result in its demise. Again, Hamlet is humanistically concerned with the truth; he
wants reality only, and not euphemism, eloquent speech, or the artificial nature of the
courtiers. In scene ii of Act III, he "uses the simile of fortune's pipe" (Clemen 109) to tell
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern that he knows their true motive, and in scene ii of Act IV, he
"unmasks" Rosencrantz as a "[sponge] that soaks up the king's countenance" (Clemen
109). Gertrude reflects upon Hamlet's ability to arrive at the truth in scene iv of Act III,
appropriately when he is forcing the truth from her:
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0, Hamlet, speak no more!
Thou turn'sy my eyes into my very soul;
And there I see such black and grainEd spots
As will not leave their tinct. (Ill. iv. 89)
"Hamlet," writes Wolfgang Clemen, "perceives what is false, visualizing his recogntion
through imagery" (110).
Hamlet's other primary use of imagery relates to the corruption of his environment,
and because his imagery implicates this corruption, it also indirectly foreshadows
Shakespeare's disavowal of humanism in the play. Coincidentally, there is also a
humanistic return to placing people at the center of things, because the aspect of the
imagery is seen by Hamlet "under the aspect of a process of the human organism" (Clemen
112). The inherent corruption of the court is seen as a bodily ailment (Spurgeon 316) a
disease that will ultimately disintegrate the structure of the royal court and the humanistic
ideal. Throughout the play, and especially in Act II, "images of rot, decay, and corruption
are especially numerous" (Clemen 118). The moral decay of the society is reflected in the
metaphorical decay of an "unweeded garden" (I. ii. 135), and in "maggots [that breed] in a
dead dog" (II. ii. 180). In a sort of "vicious circle" of dualistic imagery, Hamlet's unadorned
observations of reality that cut to the truth of matters (conveyed by the images of disease
and rot) actually foreshadow the demise of the philosophy that he is employing in making
these observations.
As a result of the humanistic implications amidst the evil and corrupt society of
Hamlet, the reader comes to learn that Shakespeare is presenting a "teasing ambiguity"
(West, "Nature" 265). Hamlet is, again, Shakespeare's "best loved character.. .[and] a great
image of the nobility of man" (Nowottny, "Shakespeare" 63). But, as a result of his
situation, and because of the imagery and foreshadowing throughout the play, the reader
knows Hamlet's fate, and the play becomes an exaltation of the doomed and honorable
individual. Shakespeare suggests that it is not humanism (or Hamlet's application of
humanism) that is destructive; rather, it is the inherent evil and corruption of man: "a
condition" that the individual (Hamlet) is not responsible for, which will ultimately "annihilate
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him and others, innocent and guilty alike" (Spurgeon 319). "That," writes Spurgeon, "is the
tragedy of Hamlet, as it is, perhaps, the chief tragic mystery of life" (319).
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Friday Night Outside
by Melissa Dougherty
From the distance, the city sounds like an ocean.
Cars roll, hiss, crash, groan;
planes are born into the atmosphere above and
then slowly shift frequency pitches;
streetlights,
frail and bedazzled,
hum to the tune of the night.
And from my perch,
in my distance,
I can hear the
bustle directly inside the city,
can smell its multiplicities,
can see its tragic head,
its lackluster eye.
And so I rely on the tiny dots in the sky,
which are constantly being trampled by fluorescent, pink clouds.
And I watch the city,
which lies languorously like
a woman in a shimmering,
gold sequined gown.
She curves,
and glimmers,
and twinkles,
stretching out for miles and miles.
Consuming me,
engulfing me
far off in my distance.
So I am sitting still, physically alone,
with the company of the world.
The omniscient
being
feeling
every emotion,
every experience,
every element.
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Magic at 2000 ft.
by Melissa Miller
A little flashback interlude of craziness aboard a long strange trip...
Of twinklings in the night sky pointing to the almighty question mark.
of longings and yearnings to understand it all at something less than 80 mph.
the thoughts of home and all its wonders of arms and pillows. . . free coffee and the insanity
of a sedentary lifestyle.
Then, again, movement, the rhythm of life...
of the stories told by Vicky, Magic at 2000 ft, Pallard Flats and the obnoxious pregnant
woman who made coffee like me, mud, that is.
Traveling for all the faces who had the same yearnings but more to hold on to.
Kerouacian possession and the unity of movement carry us from place to place, life to
life.
The craziness of it all is the tranquility of unadulterated movement.
Of speed and trees flying. . . foggy roads and rocky oceans, small diners with baby crawling
on the table, carried like a football out the door.
And the Earth. . . she sings to me a sweet song - late night melody of truth and
beauty. . . and the purity rings all around.
Alone as the sun rises my constellation is overpowered and light reigns supreme again.
The ants come out, their daily invasion
And She is quiet. . . an Indian silence of toleration, embedded pain, anger, hurt.
Yet they transverse, unknowing as I weep.
Late night we prayed for her to have mercy as we cross Hell's Gate. . . blurred white trees
reach out to us, begging for their lives, as we join.
Up, down, over, through we perilously travel praying, hoping, telling her our sweet
somethings.
Images of teary-eyed insanity as I laugh. . . he says 49,000 lire. . . Catherine's voice plays
in the background of her maternal murmurings. . . another Melissa maneuver...
A true one as She allows us to see The Show. . . another world's glowing. .
Aloud in the silence of it all. . . the cream is gone the vastness is everything. .
Hobgoblins and boogeymen all must subside in their awe - nothing breaks the steel
silence.
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I come here, in silence
by Devlin Grunloh
I come here, in silence, to shudder and shiver in silence, to tremble at the useless
protest I've painstakingly constructed of something far more flimsy than cards, the useless
baffle-gear I've thrown together to fight the most important war of my shamelessly and
uselessly battle-torn life.
I come here, here to concrete and artificial shores of this incandescent sea, not to
lay down my sword and shield, useless as they may seem, but to heft for the weightiest
time this ancestral broadsword, only to find that my thin tissue thin armor has been washed
away by the undertow of the mighty citadel's blaze, torn to dust in its crucifixion and
exposure to that vast unborn sea that refuses to ebb with the waning of the moon.
The light refuses to leave me, though I stand here by the rough and temptingly
abrupt shores of its watermark, slumped in battle-fatigue, head bowed in defeat and
submission.
and yet, what have I to offer when the bright lights of the city have already taken it
all? Aching for the cool company of things natural and free of man's far-reaching and
corrupting fingers, I come here, to this place of grey areas and the time between, this
temple of indecision, this stronghold of the unwillingness to succumb to the pilgrim's
progress and yet even this is too weak to resist the pull of the hardy vegetation that begins
the endless journey back to the jack's cycle and just because he wears the colors of the
summer all year 'round doesn't mean he has no power over the winter's doing, don't you
know.
and so, entreating the wood-elves and the spirits of Ni-Frith to give me strength to
persevere, I come here, to the mechanized riverside, to begin the dreadful apprenticeship
of those twenty degrees of the compass that fester in my rearview mirror's blind spot, the
eyes of a hurricane, patiently awaiting, in a self-satisfied and smooth way, to spring from
their haunches and bury their baffle-scarred and war-hungry fangs in my trembling, passive
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flesh. And yet that violation I would bear, most gladly, for the simple chance to exist as I
choose, I would saddle the burden of any number of lacerations and war-room
conspirations and the deeper you can make the wounds the better, for the more blood
shed, the more valuable the freedom and so I plead, do not make me part of your raiding
parties and conquering bands.
let me live out the life I have left here in peace, let me walk the path that I have
chosen simply because it gives your petty battlefields a wide berth, let me stumble along
this overgrown track in peace, for I have given your petty struggles the space they require,
all I ask is that you give me the same; I have not demanded that you relinquish the entire
vast envelope of the sky to me, nor have I requested the entirety of the blown-glass earth
for my domain, just give me space, peaceful time from the relentless and piddling, yet
stifling pressings of your armor upon my naked and innocent flesh, free me from your
barbaric necessity so that I may brood here in an attempt to wash away all vestiges of self
in pure water, though your tributaries have begun to run thick with the first rills of a gore
that, though fulsome and shocking, is inevitable, when you've fought as long and as
fruitlessly as I have.
and so I come here, a creature caught between any and all extremes, needing to
find a comforting middle ground, and yet, while I offer you what I have to give in surrender,
you dismiss it as flower-child wishy-washy rot, and refuse to see the flaying away of your
own putrefying flesh under the blazing lights of your war machines.
and you say to me that I am weak and useless and only in the way to complicate
things, not knowing that to twist and weigh down the flighty questions of utopia you believe
impossible to reach is my duty, here by the riverside...
I come here, here to the bank to find peace in the struggle and the strength to
nurture the secrets of babes to be born, when all you can hear is the blatant and redundant
falsities of aborted fetuses in the mud...
will you listen?
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Where poetry left science behind
by John Maki
We walked together, he and I
Our feet firm on the ground, our eyes on the sky.
Asking him what he saw, he replied,
"Something like a dream, yet one with no end.
Those stars- just passing points where new dreams begin.
And you?" he said as he cast his eyes downward and took another step.
"I see the quintessence of beauty, that is where beauty itself begins.
Infinite in sight, incomprehensible by brain, intangible by touch;
And yet, we talk of it so- one would not think that much."
We treaded on, he and I
As a dying star fell to earth, her last breath etched across the night sky.
"Look," he said, "there's a dream that died.
And so is the fate of those who strive to fly too high."
Looking at the sky, I turned to him and said,
"How does one know, or why even bother to discern
whether one can fly too high, or whether wax burns?
Our dreams should take us where we are destined to go
If it be heaven or to hell, let its will be so."
We stopped there, he and I
pausing a moment to catch our breath under the night sky.
He then looked up from the ground, and focused his eyes wide
upon the many constellations painted on the black canvas night.
"Someday, I will know them all, each one," he said.
"For if science serves any purpose at all, it is to teach
that we are destined to conquer everything within our reach."
He then pointed out for me the sword that hangs at Orion's side,
but I kept my eyes on the infinite and left him behind.
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By a Woman's Hand
by Jose Burgos
The Lord Almighty has thwarted them by a woman's hand.
It was no young man that brought their champion low; no
Titan struck him down, no tall giant set upon him; but
Judith, Merari's daughter, disarmed him by her beauty...
Her sandal entranced his eye, her beauty took his heart
captive--and the sword cut through his neck! (Judith 16:6-9)
In her song of praise and thanksgiving Judith stands victorious in the eyes of her
people. It was her hand that became the instrument of God's will. She was used by God
as she chose to subject her safety and life to rescue her people. Like David and his
encounter with Goliath, Judith faces odds that seem insurmountable. Yet, unlike David, the
hero of this story is a woman; her sling is her beauty: "her beauty took his heart captive
and the sword cut through his neck!" (Jth. 16:9).
Judith sings her song of thanks to tell her people that her beauty was the vehicle of
God's deliverance. As the writer points out early in the story, "She was beautiful and very
attractive" (8:7). Like a warrior arraying himself in his armor of battle, Judith meticulously
prepares herself in the same manner: "She adorned herself.. .and made herself very
attractive, to catch the eye of any man who saw her" (10:4). Yet, despite her outward
beauty, Judith's inner worth is what counts. Her resolve and her faith in God are her
breastplate and shield: her strength comes from God.
Even as her outward appearance is beautiful, it is a trap to ensnare her enemy. In her
prayers to God, Judith humbles herself to become the instrument of deliverance to her
people: "Give to me, widow though I am, the strength to achieve my end" (9:9). It is her
appeal to the "God of the humble, the help of the poor, the support of the weak" (9:11) that
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gives strength to her resolve. Can we not wonder if in her prayer Judith does not say the
words of the psalmist: 'Save my life from the wicked; make an end of them with your
sword" (Psalm 17:13-14).
The story of Judith stands as an example that God's instrument of deliverance is
seldom the obvious choice. Barren women give birth to nations, younger sons inherit the
fortunes of their elders, a boy slays a giant, and a widow leads her people to victory against
insurmountable odds. In her song, Judith tells her people: "No Titan struck him down, no
tall giant set upon him; but Judith" (16:7).
Inspite of her delicate appearance, it cannot be missed that Judith is a powerful
presence: "The Persians shuddered at her daring; the Medes were daunted by her boldness" (16:10). Judith is a charismatic force, as well as a pretty face. When Caravaggio
painted Judith and Holofernes, the face of the heroine is set with a steelly look of
determination and resolve. The sword seems natural in her slender hand, a hand that
decapitates her enemy as it sprays arterial blood in the air. In his painting, Caravaggio
captures Judith at the moment in which providence has made her a heroine.
Judith gives everything she holds dear to deliver her people. Her beauty is a sacrifice
before her enemies to show that the children of Israel may look weak on the outside, but on
the inside they hold the strength of God. She is an example of the resolve of a woman's
will against the insecurity of the Jewish nation before its enemies. As her name symbolizes
her nation, her actions are symbolic of faith against overwhelming forces. Humble and
faithful throughout the tale, Judith's song of praise triumphs over pride and arrogance.
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(Optional) Ethnic Background: Circle One
by Rochelle Duplessis
Who knows exactly when it happened. One day I just noticed it. Sometimes things in
my life change so quickly, I can consciously seethe difference. Then there are otherthings that
evolve so slowly it is impossible to see any kind of change at all.
For years I couldn't comprehend why people ended up in gangs, on the streets, or
sentenced themselves to a life of abuse. As I grow further away from my childhood and heal,
I understand a person's need to belong and how that pain must be numbed. Everywhere I look,
there are sorrow and silent cries for help. Water swells in my eyes.
That could be me.
I consider myself fortunate for having reached a place in my life where I can express
compassion to those that hurt; yet, I sigh in relief for having escaped that road of endless pain.
"Miss Duplessis, I'm sorry; but, this is the Wilshire District. We're lookin' for some strong
people our customers can relate to
You've got great skills, but the office is lookin' for somethin' else. You're just not
black enough. Thank you for your time. Good luck to you."
Black enough? What does that mean, not 'black' enough?
I walked out of that building devastated. How could I not be black enough? When I first
walked into that office, I noticed the shock on her face. I tried to tell myself that my impression
was wrong; but, it wasn't. After our previous phone conversation, she expected to interview a
white woman.
I am black, aren't I?
In comparison to my parents I am, if I'm talking about color. My brother calls me an
"Oreo". Black on the outside and white on the inside. He's talking about attitude. I didn't get
that job because when I opened my mouth, I sounded like a "white girl". I remember my father's
obsession with articulation and enunciation. He wanted people to know I was educated. Look
where my education got me. At eighteen, I felt unqualified to be Black.
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The truth of the matter is I may be black, but I know nothing about being Black. Aside
from my cinnamon brown color, I don't even look black. I have the smallest features imaginable,
very French. My ears are small, the shape of my face and nose is tiny and narrow, and my lips
are thin and flat. I'm the cousin with "good" hair. Not like the girl down the street. Diedre is as
black as asphalt. Her lips, full and round, rest below a wide nose. Diedre's hair is short and
"nappy", very different from my two long braids. Her whole family looks like she. In our house,
everyone has black features and "white" skin. Everyone except me.
I imagine I went through the same assimilation other first generation children attempt.
My parents were born in the United States just as their parents were. So was I. We are not
immigrants in the proper sense of the word. However, I am the first on both sides of my family
to be born outside of Louisiana.
My father was born in Davant, Louisiana, in country land in the Mississippi bayou. My
grandmother's house sits on three foot risers and back off the road. Across the highway -there
are no streets in Davant - is a canal, a levy and the great Mississippi River. Behind the house,
a forest of pecan and orange groves that thicken the further in you go, whispers with every gust
of wind. There are sections that never feel the wamth of the sun and create ghostly images in
the dead of night. That grove is so thick I didn't even like being there during the day. I remember
walking with my grandmother and her mother as they picked nuts, making sure I stayed
between them and the edge of the grove.
Going to town meant crossing the muddy Mississippi on a flat ferry. Once during
hurricane season, I came close to falling in. I remember how my Uncle Donald stood there and
laughed, as I slipped on the slimy algae in a panic to scale the levy. My father's family thought
it was funny to scare me. Usually, it took a lot to frighten me, but they were able to make me
crawl out of my skin. I dreaded going to Davant. I remember their stories of people's bodies
stuck in the mud at the bottom of the river because they were unable to move once they fell
in. My young mind envisioned the river as a trail of quicksand that would swallow me before
a cry of help could be heard.
"Look Shelley!" they'd say, "See how brown? It be all dat mud. Yep, there be more mud
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in dat riva' then wata'."
When Uncle Donald came to California in '70, I was eight and no longer scared by his
stories. I understood how my family was and teased him relentlessly.
"Hey, Uncle Donald! You better hurry up and finish school. I'm going to graduate before
you!"
That would start my father's lectures on Donald "bettering" his life. To me it seemed
Donald was taking each grade twice. I'm not sure, but I think he is at least 10 years older than
me and only six grades ahead. Two years later Uncle Donald had an opportunity to finish high
school and received a scholarship to play basketball for USC. He chose Davant instead.
I guess, to my father, Donald's life was what it was to be "black". No education and going
nowhere. My father went somewhere, got an education; but, it didn't make him any different
from them at all. He even tried not talking like them. The southern pronunciation was there,
so he avoided words like "oil". It always came out like "earl". I noticed things like that. Noticing
is not understanding though. Many experiences molded unhealthy opinions of who I was and
left me feeling like a misfit.
One day, when I was a young teen, my mother boasted to her friends or maybe family
- I don't remember which - why I only had white dolls.
"I don't like those black dawlis. I never buy them. They're so ugly."
She wrinkled her face, looking cute, speaking in her slow Southern drawl. As I stared
into my mother's eyes, I had my one recurrent thought.
I'm ugly.
When I was growing up, black dolls looked just like white people. I saw myself in those
dolls because lam dark with white features. I learned early, in my own home, that! had to have
black features in order to really be black. Society taught me that certain characteristics
identified blackness, characteristics I do not have. I couldn't relate to Diedre's family at all. I
was endlessly harrassed for my speech and ignorance of the black culture. In my house we
talked, ate and lived "white". I can't even remember my parents having black friends.
One day, when I was a teenager, I came home with cornrows and beads. My motherjust
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about had a heart attack. A day did not pass without her telling me how ugly she thought my
hair looked. Even today, my friends hate my beaded braids because it reminds them I am black.
The black community pressures me to be something I'm not, while the white community
oppresses me about what I can never change - the color of my skin.
Born in New Orleans, Lousiana, my 17-year-old mother met my father in Los Angeles,
California, where she was raised. When my mother was five or six, my grandmother moved
with her three children to California. My mother and father met through my aunt at a party. My
mother got pregnant, with me. That is the extent of what I know. Bits and pieces of information
I've put together like a jigsaw puzzle.
It was a quick wedding: no pictures, no certificate, no stories. She assumed people
wouldn't do the math. I did. When I was a child I questioned everything I viewed as hidden.
I had so much exposure to Asian and Mexican cultures that being surrounded by people
drenched in tradition raised a curiosity in me, a curiosity created out of need. My motherclaims
I'm nosy. Maybe so. I know I still long to belong somewhere, to someone.
"What is our history?" I'd ask her. I finally did get somewhat of an answer to this. I am
Creole, French-Black. So, what does that mean? Am I African and French? I can't just be
"black". For awhile, into my adulthood, this answer settled me. I'm not saying I stopped
struggling, I'm saying at least being Creole was something to hold on to. Even in this, saying
I was Creole felt like I was rejecting the fact I was black.
Now, I knew what I was, but was clueless about who I was. More and more I experienced
rejection from the blacks because of my white ways, and rejection from the white people who
could not get past my skin color. Deeper and deeper grew my sense of not fitting in anywhere.
In my late twenties and into my early thirties, the black community became a sector of
political correctness. My parents pushed the "white" way and, in accepting it, I failed at being
black. And now the world wants me to become "African-American". Neither of these work for
me. I am too unique to be looked at as a stereotype. I see myself influenced by so many cultures
that I just refuse to take part in the sorting of human nature. Telling me I'm not "black"enough
says I have assimilated myself into the culture in which I was raised - white. It also says I am
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not what my label defines me as. Unfortunately, assimilation does not ensure acceptance.
At thirty-four, I have found a balance in my cultural identity. I have become close to a
woman who taught me a valuable lesson. I didn't get it immediately. Her motto in life is that
everyone must "always be true to themselves". I didn't understand the seriousness of this until
today. I may not know an awful lot about being African (I'm not from Africa) or understand
exactly what "black" is (technically I'm brown). I do know a lot about being American, and it has
nothing to do with what I look like or how I act. All I had to do was be born in the United States.
Being true to myself looks past my skin and my speech. I found my place inside my heart.
/ belong to me.
Being Creole seems to make my family feel less black. If the country finds it nessesary
to categorize me as African-American, fine. If a community must label me as African-American
in order to widen its understanding, that's fine too. I can look beyond the stereotypes and
concentrate on who I am without the worry of having to be shaped into other people's mold. I
am a slab of clay, but society is not my potter.
Today I had to fill in an ethnic category for an application. I filled in "Other
- and wrote "all the above".
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Please Hear What I'm Not Saying
by Jason Pingol

Don't be fooled by me. Don't be fooled by the face I wear.
For I wear a mask, a thousand masks,
masks that I'm afraid to take off,
and none of them is me.
Pretending is an art that's second nature with me,
but don't be fooled.
I give you the impression that I'm secure,
that all is sunny with me, within as without,
that confidence is my name and coolness is my game,
that the water is calm and I'm in command,
and that I need no one.
But don't believe me.
My surface may seem smooth—
But my surface is a mask,
ever-varying and ever-concealing.
Beneath lies no complacence.
Beneath lies confusion and fear and loneliness.
But I hide this.
I don't want anybody to know it.
I panic at the thought
of my weakness and fear being exposed.
That's why I frantically create a mask to
hide behind, a nonchalant, sophisticated facade,
to help me pretend,
to shield me from the glance that knows.
But such a glance is precisely my salvation.
My only hope, and I know it.
That is, if it is followed by acceptance,
if it's followed by love.
It's the only thing that can liberate me
from myself,
from my own self-built prison walls,
from the barriers I so painstakingly erect.
It's the only thing that can assure me of
what I can't assure myself,
that I'm really worth something.
But I don't tell you this.
I don't dare.
I'm afraid to.
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I'm afraid your glance will not be followed
by acceptance,
will not be followed
by love.
I'm afraid you'll think less of me,
that you'll laugh,
and your laugh would kill me.
I'm afraid that deep down
I'm nothing,
that I'm just no good,
and that you will see this and reject me.
So I play my game, my desperate pretending game,
with a facade of assurance without,
and a trembling child within.
So begins the glittering but empty
parade of masks,
and my life becomes a front.
I idly chaffer to you
in the suave tones of surface talk.
I tell you everything that's really nothing,
and nothing of what's everything,
of what's crying within me.
So when I'm going through my routine,
Don't be fooled by what I'm saying.
Please listen carefully and try to hear
what I'm not saying,
what I'd like to be able to say,
what, for survival, I need to say,
but what I can't say.
•
. .Who am I, you may wonder?
I am some one you know very well.
For I am met in almost everyone.
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Newborn Beauty
by April Grice
Innocence and purity,
Delicately crafted,
Beautiful and flawless,
Peaceful and heart-warming,
How precious and sweet,
Adorable and fragile,
Soft as a rose petal.
What a treasure and pleasure
A new life truly is.
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Questions

by Jason Pingol
Is it worth the uncertainty, pain and the doubt?
Is it worth all the questions, the wondering, and fears?
Does being involved, and maybe in love,
Merit the times when you can't stop the tears?
To
To
To
Is

have someone with you, who's there by your side,
have someone hold you, and treat you with care,
feel you are needed, and somehow complete,
it worth the heartache you often will bear?

I wish it were easy to see all the bad,
The negative aspects, the cons, and the strife,
But although my head knows, my heart keeps reminding me
Of the desolate void that's here in my life
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Educating Educators
by Rochelle Duplessis
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As California, along with the entire country, continues to grow as a multi-cultural nation,
a need to understand the increasing amount of cultural diversity becomes a crucial part of daily
living. The most reoccurring exposure centralizes Language Arts. It is not enough to just
tolerate the high amount of language difference. People must learn to be willing to accept the
various dialects encompassing our society. This is particularly true of educators.
Black English (BE), recognized as an official dialect, can be heard all across the country.
However, children using this dialect have received ridicule for their lack of ability to use
Standard English (SE). It is assumed that young BE users coming in to school know nothing
about reading or writing. As a result, black minority students have a low percentage of school
retention due to negative feelings from using an "inferior native speech" and not being able to
relate to SE users. (Baugh: 407) Educators approach language with an attitude that BE is filled
with errors, instead of developing an understanding about the dynamics of the dialect.
The BE user can be easily offended with constant corrections within the classroom.
Programs that teach different dialects for various speech situations need further development.
Examples include scenarios created by the students, working in groups, that express scenes
from popular sit-coms. In this same line, children's literature, has attempted to expose children
to writings of their specific culture with the goal of assisting the child to conceptualizing
language. The goal forthe bidialectal child is extending that knowledge, in his or her own dialect
to better develop his or her skills in SE, provided the literature is an accurate representation of
the dialect.
BE users whom are expected to learn SE do not process the language as native SE
users. It is not their natural dialect. It is perhaps more beneficial for the learner to translate SE
into his or her own dialect. The child will be able to relate to the unfamiliar language because
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it was processed according to the child's natural language system. Too many educators believe
this only encourages students to keep inappropriate language patterns; however, this thinking
is based on SE as proper English and not the ideology that in order for a child to read and write
well in SE, he or she must be able to make connections between the written word and their
native dialect first.
Educators are faced with the dilemma of choosing appropriate children's literature that
protrays BE, along with methods that give children the opportunity of being exposed to SE as
a second dialect equal to their own. In the past decade children's literature did a major turn
around. Literacy programs, throughout the nation, now include dialects as a part of their
curriculum. Past beliefs implying that variations from SE produced poor grammar have finally
begun to fade. Theterm bidialectal will hopefully become more widely used and accepted. With
this acceptance comes the goal of teaching non-standard English speaking children SE as a
new dialect rather than pointing out the inappropriateness of their own native language.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
"Every language has a standard grammar," explains Joan C. Baratz, author of ?(Smith:
3). If this is true, why are bidialectal (knowledge of more that one dialects) students assumed
to have no or poor grammar? Dialects are variances of specific languages that have rules within
the five parimeters of language. Teaching SE to the child who speaks BE dialect should be
done with the goal of guiding the child into a future of being able to function within an established
speech system, not to change the native dialect of the child. The most positive way for this to
happen is by educators fully understanding the black culture. Oral communication is the root
of African heritage, while Europeans rely more on the written word. The inability for people to
conceptually understand BE has almost lostthe culture in literature by burying it in SE. Attempts
have been made to bring BE into current literature that will enable children to make stronger
connections with SE, without having to change their natural dialect. Bidilectal children are
similar to bilingual in the way that they must put SE words into their own language/dialect in
order to derive deeper meaning.
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Specific children's literature is designed to give the black reader a connection with his/
her native dialect. For instance, in SE a student may read "Jane ran down the street." BE
formats this sentence Unfortuntely, most of the literature fails to do so without enforcing the
ideology of changing the child's natural speech. The child may relate to the language to a
degree through the use of southern phrases, but can not relate completely. Southern phrases
overlap BE with pronunciation only. It is the syntax and lexicon (vocabulary) that distinguishes
BE as a dialect. Literature written in southern speech follows the grammatical sentence
structure of SE; whereas, BE has its own grammatical structure rules.
In the attempt to better educate the black communtiy, the education system is failing due
to the insistance of changing the child's native dialect of Black English. Just as the bilingual,
the bidialectal thinks in the native language and must learn a second by what s/he already
understands. Books have been written with the purpose of relating to the black community
more closely. The children using BE can not relate completely because these books may
contain phrases they are familiar with but do not provide the rules of BE they understand as a
dialect. The BE speaker can see the difference, but may not fully understand the concept
unless it is responded to in his/her own dialect.
Dillard gives an example of how two dialects, SE and BE, follow proper grammar rules
that are different, but give the same meaning:
"A six year old, with a native BE dialect reads, "Here are a cat and a dog."
However, his language is, "Higo (Here goes) a cat and a dog." The child
will say, "Dat am' no cup," for "That is not a cup." (Black English:281)

In the past educators would assume this child knows nothing of the English language. That
is a fallacy that must be eraticated. This child understands, but thinks in another dialect.
Giving this child books that sounds like BE is not enough. The speaker of BE must be able
to relate to the SE they are expected to learn. This can be done through children's
literature that exposes true BE and but encouraging the child to learn SE as a second
dialect with a specific purpose rather than a replacement for Black English
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Research Design
There are multiple aspects, in the areas of phonology, syntax and lexicon, that set BE
apart from other English dialects. In this study, three out of six syntactical criterias will be
focused on: " be", "done" and "be done". (See Chart 1: Syntax Structure of Black English.)
These have been chosen because they are the most recognizable aspects within BE.
Specific books in children's literature have been chosen through a survey given to
parents and educators. (See Chart Two: Children's Literature for the Black English Reader.)
The questionaires were given to black parents and both white and black educators.
(When the surveys all come in I will tally up the books and look for repeated titles.
Statistics will be taken in the following areas:
Usage of BE in the home and classroom
Desire to only have SE taught
Usage of BE in classroom
Knowledge of educators in recognizing true BE
Total of children's literature books that were authentic BE according to criteria

A: LANGUAGE CRITERIA CHARTS

The Invariant "Be"
The comparison in SE would be auxiliary verbs is, am and are.
The usage of the invariant "be" is in the following:
Verb+ing

She be talking when she knows she
shouldn't.

Locative

- Jesskia don't be at her school no more.

Noun Phrase Adjective

Perfective "Done"
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Ann be the one to give good grades.
- He be angry after he finds the car wrecked.

SE comparison would be the words have and already.
Perfective done indicates a completed action such as:
Susanne done broken broken her nail.
You done spent all your money.

Future Perfective "Be done"
Occurs with past tense verbs that predict the completion of future
events, whether the outcome be consequence or result.
They be done spent my money before I even get a look at it.

Multiple Negatives
B: QUESTIONAIRE
Children's Literature for the Black English Speaker
Please answerthe questions as precisely as possible. Please keep in mind the following
considerations when answering the questions: a) Questions referto Black English dialect; and,
b) The answers are to be subjective to your own personal use in the home and classroom. If
you are an educator and a parent please fill out parts one and two.
Part One: Parents
1.

Is Black English used in your home?

If yes, how much?

100%

75%

50%

25%

2.

Do you specifically look for children's literature that is written in Black
English dialect? Why or why not?

3.

Do you desire your child to be exposed only to Standard English in the
classroom? Why or why not?
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4.

Do you believe your child can become a better reader, writer and/or speaker
if he or she can relate Standard English back to Black English?

Why or why not?

5.

Please list five to ten books your child has been exposed to that you believe
ues to Black English dialect?

Part Two: Educators
1.

What grade do you teach?

2.

Do you have children in your classroom who use Black English in the home?

If so, are they encouraged to do so within the classroom setting? Why or
why not?

3.

To what level to you recognize and understand the grammatical patterns of
Black English? (5 being the highest, 1 the lowest)

1.In speech only

5

4

3

2

1

Not atall

2.In grammar only

5

4

3

2

1

Not atall

4.

Do you have children's literature in the classroom displaying Black
English dialect? Why or why not?

5.

Please list the names of five to ten books used in your classroom that are
specifically written for children of the Black English culture.

Thank your for you coorperation and help.
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Model Girl
by Elizabeth Freudenthal
Whenever Bernice and I went to parties, I had a hard time forgetting that she was
my-friend-the-model. She probably did a better job of ignoring it, but I saw myself in
everyone that looked twice at her. They hadn't even seen her pictures anywhere; they just
heard, "Oh, she's the one."
At college parties she was almost a ridiculous sight. Two constant forces were
forever at battle: Bernice's basic naiveté fighting all the young men and women dying to
see the model do something ugly. For instance, everyone indulged her desire to play guitar
and sing folk tunes. It wasn't because they were eager to sway at an imaginary campfire,
but because she was not very good. The beautiful jawline earnestly quivered, unleashing a
voice never meant to cover Joni Mitchell songs. Her starlit eyes opened and closed
according to the passion of the lyrics, and her manicured fingers plucked out weak riffs.
Everyone at the party could either sing and play better, or knew someone who could. I
could glimpse many smirks hidden in backyard shadows.
Bernice never had to wait in line for alcohol. Every guy wanted to help get her
drunk, not always for a chance at getting her to make out with him. Sometimes they were
drawn by the possibility of her showing a little ugliness, like peuking or talking about her sex
life. So the guys made sure her cup was never empty.
She always had to wait in line for the bathroom, though, because the girls wanted to
see her suffer. They wanted the assurance of knowing that the model had as small a
bladder as they did, and that it bothered her just as much. Although most girls talked loudly
about how awful modeling is, how unrealistic, demeaning, and philosophically unsound,
they were all fascinated with her. Does she have a whiny voice? Is she smart? How much
does she eat?

I was fascinated with those questions too, when I first met her at a dorm get107

together. I immediately compared her with the models everyone saw all the time. They
occupy a distinctly different space than all other people, not only because of the cameras,
stupid facial expressions, and computer enhancement. They are separate from us
because they are supported solely by their looks. In their public lives, nothing is as
important as their face and body. So an actual live model within my social reach was a
very big deal.
Soon, though, I figured out that her jokes were funny, her nose got runny, and she
wore deodorant like the rest of us. As a model, she was disappointingly un-stunning. She
ignored all possibilities of glamour. She didn't even embrace it through rejection; her hair
and clothes were always clean and tidy, and her clothes were always brightly colored.

On the porch, she wrapped around the guitar in graceful fetal position and tried to
pull the crowd out of their muskrat jealousy.

She had a serious portfolio in New York before she moved out here. She had the
glossy photos, the perfect lip liner, the unfettered drive to be as vapid looking as the next
fifteen year old beauty. When the obsession put her into a hospital, she decided to begin a
college career without the pressure of New York modeling. She wanted to stay in the
hospital a while, relearn how to eat, and practice staring at the ceiling. She spent the whole
summer thinking, eating, and talking very slowly, city noises streaming and swarming
around her head. Underneath her perfect face, underneath the gray noise and fluorescent
lights, she was deciding to move to California and practice her newfound calmness. She
enrolled in Weston College, embraced the mellow gold of my state, and started slowly
rebuilding her career.
Her agent fixed her up with a photo shoot for Butterick pattern books. She earned
her compact disc money by appearing in these suburban bibles of fashion. She lives on in
fabric stores across the country, wearing clothes made with Butterick patterns. They
sometimes put her in the evening-wear pages, but she's most commonly found in the skirts
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and blouses. My profoundly unrecognized opinion is that she had way too much style for
the pattern books. She belonged in cutting-edge magazines, where her sincere smile
would win her popularity and profit. She rejected that life, though, when she was staring at
her New York hospital ceiling. With every slow, nutritious chew, she convinced herself
more that her looks were killing her.

One afternoon we borrowed bikes from some boys down the hall. We were going to
go biking in skirts, living our ultra-feminine ideals. Floral fabrics flapping at our calves, our
hair like flags in the wind. We ended up at an industrial complex about a mile away. I was
swooping around the cement gardens and thinking of the article I would write exposing the
executive scum corruption when Bernice yelled at me to stop. "Come over here and look at
this bird." A little bird was twitting across the road mechanically. Bernice meditated softly
as we watched it hop and scurry.
"He moves like the road runner. Are they native to here? Look at that. I wonder if
people can move like that." Bernice had a high school drama teacher that was always
making them imitate animals. "00! Did you see him hop up that gutter? Amazing!"
After it scuttled away, she kept biking in circles and thinking about how to walk like
the little bird. I rode over to the freeway fence and stared at the speeding cars. When we
finally began to ride back to the dorms, it was almost dusk. In the impending grayness, we
saw the body of her little bird. It was flattened, cartoon-like. We could see the tire prints
in the feathers. Its tail flickered a bit in the breeze, jutting eerily out from the smashed
body. We had a sober ride home.

I often remember us bathed in the candy-colored light that they use for movie
flashbacks. There were so many beach trips, the two of us wrapped in exotic fabrics given
to her by a neighbor back in New York. There was the time we walked into Safeway for
crackers and were halted by an Elvis impersonator in his full glory. There were a few
double dates, some shared classes, shopping trips. There was so much giggling, rolling
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back on our beds and floors, laughing too hard to talk.
There were also the gray moments when we were gazing at dead birds, avoiding
each other's eyes, or leaving the room before we said something we'd regret. I would look
at her plate in the cafeteria, and she would tell me all about the crackers in her room or the
fruit stashed in her backpack for later. I never looked through her room or her backpack.
My favorite memory of her is still from the frat parties. The porch plants curled over
her, she curled over her guitar, and the crowd gathered at the steps below her. Her hair,
her dress, her arms all overlapped in ovals. Everything was ruddy wood colors and half
circles. She sang so earnestly, trying to show us what her perfect face hid.

As Bernice walked down the street her dress wrapped around her, flapping tightly
around her clumsy boots. Those boots were always wider than her legs, and walking
seemed to take so much effort. All her carbohydrates must have gone into her feet, giving
them enough energy to lift those shoes. The wind wrapped her dress around the tops of
the boots, making every step seem stilted as she walked away from me. Her practiced
posture carried her with dignity, but it didn't keep her from studying the cement.
She never talked much about her months in the hospital, but I knew they came back
to her every night. At every low moment, she was seventeen in a hospital bed again,
staring at her antiseptic ceiling. Now a sophomore in college, she was walking away from
the record store. She watched the grayness of the ground below her, and I watched her
boots outweigh her tiny legs. The sidewalk reminded her of a hospital ceiling, and she
reminded me of a little bird. She flew back home to New Jersey the next day. She needed
her old doctor, her old room and homemade soup. She needed more than our dorm roombright giggling.

Bernice's job put her in charge of the dreams of all the girls in America. I still dream
about her, and I wonder about the millions of other girls. Do they dream of the faces
plastered on their buses and supermarket aisles? Do they dream of the lives beneath the
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faces? Do they stare at their ceilings? Do their friends monitor their plates? Do they
notice the birds flattened on the streets?
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"Seasons Amongst Sequoias"
a meditation in three parts
by Jeremy Cosand
I. My First Summer in the Southern Sierra
It's the Tule River valley
we find ourselves
staring down,
perched atop a marmot's rock
at the end of Edison road.
I don't want to see the power line cables.
I don't want to see the San Joaquin.
I don't want to miss the turning shades but
somehow we do,
even when we are looking.
No open eye is fast or slow enough to see
water burn to ash:
pale turns ruby, ruby fire,
fire cold blue-grey pale
then dark then black.
We come to ourselves again,
pinpoints of light
distant and dim,
and we are awake with cold,
with hardness and a tender-handed pain
of pebbly rocks,
the dead skin of a boulder,
as we shift and scrape to re-sit.
Those serious marmots could sit this long and still
not miss the tragedy of tonight's sun's sermon.
We are blinder - less pious - and never sure
how it happened that darkness came so quick.
I want you to love this place as much as I.
I don't want you to miss the choking fullness,
too dry, too big,
an audible swallow,
an ashy paste,
an indigestible undissolved lump in the throat.
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It's threatening.
Get down, onto your hands and knees.
Abrase yourself on this decomposed skin,
rough granite ashes - all that remains of years.
Asphixiate on rotten logs and fungus.
Those needles on trees, the needles on wings no t-shirt, sleeves, sweats, pants or jeans keeps out
the prick, the sting, the buzz
of pine, fir, mosquito, granite.
Cold is your light in your hand.
Loud is the silence invading our ears.
Loud is the silent pretense of beauty and peace:
"speechless," all creation's joy, world-without-end.
My first summer in the southern sierra,
range of light, garden of stone.
The wilderness kills to know and dies to tell.
We see but green as we read the ocean for its surface.
Beneath speaks of darkness, thick airy blackness in depth.
We come to the wild to live or get away
from or get back to.
If it is life that rules in this desolate womb this mother, this nature it is unlike any life we desire to live.
It is feeding, destroying, all-consuming, decomposing, leeching, stinging, buzzing, sitting,
crumbling, crushing, spitting, stumbling, gurgling, murmuring, whispering, moaning and still

and silent.
and it won't answer our questions.

II. Crossing Another's Tracks in Snow
Crossing another's tracks in snow
I recall southern winters I have spent
looking up, wondering what
is meant when all the birds
and their solid black bodies
drift gently west at sunset floating bits of trash stuck to surfaces,
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or sticks of wood on deep ocean swells,
or melting streams of snow banks
and white evergreens.
Either way it is stillness and silent,
Quiet presence of absence, negation.
Beauty is a loss of self in sunsets
or blood or frozen air and wet meadows.
We cut ourselves out as we cross this meadow,
over-animated gashes in the seamless scene
of objects and props.
[Stop]
Crossing another's tracks in snow crossing this meadow there is less than a surface,
there is a softening of time.
There is evidence of the invisible,
paths of lives not here,
of things not now.
There is company amongst strangers,
legion in solitude.
I can't step but to sink; though returning,
I find each foot goes down less
a second time.

Ill. In the Clear-Cut
Pine trees only as high as my eyes,
Temporary evergreens grown grey
Under a pastel-washed sky.
Sunless, the pinkish west All blue above and behind all grey.
Wading waist deep, red fir and elderberry,
A clearing cluttered over
With forgotten recourse
Of other lumberers, blunderers.
The old cutters' wide stumps
Almost covered or smothered
By short, fat, bristling babies
as tall as me, four times as wide,
and thick and stiff and prickly.
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She's up ahead where the tall trees begin
And the slope stops soft and starts steep.
Behind, I am listening to bats,
Invisible in twilight, and blind in daylight.
Mosquitos and bears, granite and needles,
We crunch and whistle and pop and buzz.
The crazy bats almost squeak,
But we are silent
Mimics of the moon
And that dull pink band west.
We are like the bats,
Listening to our own inaudible screams,
Waiting for the reflection
To send back some recognition,
To echo the emptiness
Of ourselves to ourselves.
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A Structuralist Interpretation of Garcia Marquez's
Love in the Time of Cholera
by Kristina Nasi
In this essay, I argue that Garcia Marquez's Love in the Time of Cholera presents a
world paralyzed with deep structuralist tendencies. Through an examination of the
symbolism, characters and plotline of the novel, I intend to illustrate these tendencies. I do
not suggest that Garcia Marquez himself supports these arguments, but his accuracy and
attentiveness to detail in regards to the characters and their experiences is influenced by
the structurally constrained societies of which and in which he writes.
In the theoretical tradition of economic structuralism, attributed to Karl Marx,'
Barrington Moore' and Dependency theorists3 who argue that the international economy
is the driving force of history, the country in which Love in the Time of Cholera takes place
is a breeding ground for class segregation and prejudice. From the silent masses dying of
cholera to the "embarrased new poor," who pawn their jewels with the 'airs of queens (72),"
Garcia Marquez presents a society deeply rooted in feudalism; Juvenal Urbino is from a
feudal family, striving to assimilate into bourgeois culture; Fermina Daza, is making the
most of her Spanish name and trying to marry into a feudal and more lucrative name;
Ariza, doomed by his position, is an unsightly business man from the middle class.
Throughout the course of the novel, the reader is introduced to these class distinctions and
the frustration and absurdity of farcical love from a perspective laced with economic
structuralism. Garcia Marquez illustrates his political views through his three main
characters and in the irony and symbols that pervade the plot. Meaningless affairs,
marriages based on names alone, and the apparent superficiality of becoming "absorbed in
civic and cultural affairs (22)" signify the characters' futile attempts to change their positions
in their relative classes. In the end, the facades which permeate Dr. Urbino's, Fermina
Daza's, and Florintino Ariza's lives prevent them from experiencing genuine bourgeois love.
As a result of Fermina Daza's "inborn haughtiness (25)" and desire to become a
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member of a prestigious lineage, she ignores her heart, clings to her Spanish name, and
chooses social status over love—acts accepted as expected in an economically
structuraled society. Even her husband, Dr. Urbino, participates in this mockery of love and
admits that he had felt no emotional attraction to Fermina at the onset of their relationship.
His 'marriage to a beauty from the lower class (45)" seems as if he is merely reaching out
in vain charity. Irony arises in this marriage of convenience, however, as time progresses
and Fermina, who weds for status, becomes nothing more than a "deluxe servant (221)" in
her own palace. The fallacy of love is also represented by the parrot, a reoccu ring symbol
throughout the novel. Reaching for the parrot which has escaped from its cage and taken
refuge in a tree, Urbino trips and dies instantly (42). Symbolizing mimical actions and
artificial love, the parrot appropriately proves to be Dr. Urbino's downfall.
Perhaps the most disconcerting evidence of the importance placed on economic
standing and socially advantageous relationships is the eternal infatuation between
Florintino Ariza and Fermina. Refusing Florintino because of his seemingly unsubstantial
position in society, Fermina thrusts him into a life of obsession and constant affairs. Almost
as if love is impossible on the economic periphery, Garcia Marquez takes the one hope of
true love and places it in the hands of a man with a strong heart and a weak digestive
system. After pursuing Fermina and waiting for her husband to die, Florintino realizes that
he must offer her a love that "would give her the courage.. .to discard the prejudices of a
class that had not always been hers but had become her more than anyone's (293)." It is
in this statement that the reader discovers that love is impossible in an environment where
economic classes are the primary factor in every facet of living.
Like the devastation of cholera that is plaguing the country in Love in the Time of
Cholera, the "love" involved in the main characters' lives is destructive and comprised of
waste. The obstacles of class and economic position hinder the development of authentic
relationships throughout the novel, suggesting that the author's outlook is heavily
influenced by economic structuralism. Initially denying her heart with extreme apathy,
Fermina's only opportunity for a genuine relationship is cut short because of her age and
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the time it takes her to accept the love Florentino posseses. In similar irony and
backwardness, Dr. Urbino marries without love, spends his days on earth trying to save a
country without any regard to its people, and finds his passion with a woman he meets
briefly. Thus Garcia Marquez makes a statement through the plot that the characters, in
their quest for becoming someone they are not, keep the country in its Third World status
and make it virtually impossible to have authentic love.
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Reflections
by Rochelle DuPlessis
To walk the valley of springtime and capture its beauty in a moment
To sit by the seaside silhouetted by a sunset or greeted by the sun
Reflecting on goals and values mingled with memories that make up who we are
The beauty of one's self is unique; to be loved in this world is true blessedness
Whether red, yellow, black, or white each stands tall
Touching and sharing a part of self all paying tribute to one another
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"0 lady in whom my hope shall ever soar":
The Significance of Dante's Beatrice
by Shefali Desai
The Divina Commedia is a journey which transforms Dante the pilgrim into Dante the
poet, and the instigator of this profound journey is a woman named Beatrice. Dante sets a
precedent in his poetry through the inspirational and divine character of Beatrice because
in medieval literature, it was uncommon for the allegorical woman of literature to represent
a person who had once lived. Beatrice proves to be a remarkable character because she
is akin to the traditional Lady Philosophy as well as being Dante's original creation. At first,
she is merely a projection of Dante's youthful longings and desires, but eventually she
develops a spiritual significance which guides Dante to the highest reaches of heaven. In
addition, Beatrice is unique in that she plays more than one role in Dante's struggle to
achieve Divine Truth and Divine Love. Therefore, by focusing on this woman found in
Dante's poetry, it becomes evident that Beatrice is not only an interesting persona, but also
a central figure in the process of Dante's salvation.
The denunciation of women in literature has been practiced by the Western culture
from the time of the Ancient Greeks and the Old Testament. This tradition of misogyny was
especially striking in medieval literature such as ecclesiastical writings, letters, sermons,
theological tracts, and philosophy. In a too-common medieval view, women were
"contentious, prideful, demanding, complaining, and foolish," in addition to being the
nemesis of man.' A woman was considered dangerous to a man if she had great physical
beauty because this meant that many men would desire her and subsequently become
unfaithful. A woman could not escape her negative role in society even if she was ugly
because then she would chase men and become a plague to them. There are many
examples of this dual condemnation of women which prevailed in the Middle Ages. Jean
de Meun's Roman de la Rose professes that if a woman is reasonable "she is subject to
seduction," yet if a woman is irrational she is almost always destroyed and punished by
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society (4). Andreas Capellanus also upholds this double standard for women because in
one sense the woman's love is desired yet at the same time, "Many evils come from love.112
Capellanus goes on to say that "woman is a slanderer" and concludes that loving a woman
can lead to a man's downfall (49). Thus, regardless of the characteristics a woman
projected, she was often denounced in both literature and society.
The misogynistic attitude towards women in literature, not surprisingly, stems from
"the very real disenfranchisement of women in the Middle Ages" (Bloch, 8). For example, it
was unheard of that women should posses or inherit property, have legal rights, play a part
in government, or even represent themselves! Additionally, women were often given
differing legal penalties for committing crimes than those given to men, and it has even
been speculated that sons may have been treated better than daughters "to the extent of
creating a higher infant mortality rate among females" (9). After examining the role of
women in medieval society, it is not difficult to understand why there were only a few
exalted feminine figures in medieval literature who had also existed in reality.
There is however, one exception to the blatant misogyny evident in the much of
medieval society, and this is the "idealization of women in literary texts" (15). It is a striking
paradox that even though women were consistently ill-treated and ill-represented in the
Middle Ages, it was the allegorical and fictitious figure of woman which symbolized love,
salvation, wisdom, and grace for mankind. In his Divina Commedia, Dante's approach
towards women stems from this mythical angle rather than a misogynistic point-of-view. It
is true that there are horrific female characters in Dante's poetry such as the she-wolf of
Incontinence in the beginning of The Inferno and female characters with lesser attributes
such as Francesca in the hell of the Carnal. However, these females have male
counterparts and their feminine nature is not the sole perpetrator of their faults. Dante's
literature utilizes a plethora of female figures as guides and mentors in The Purgatorio and
The Paradiso. A figure who emphasizes Dante's positive portrayal of women is Matilda
who, in The Purgatorio, expertly explains to Dante the nature of the Earthly Paradise.
Another example of this occurs when Dante depicts the sphere of the moon in Canto IV of
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The Paradiso. Here, Dante glorifies two women who were married against their will. He
sympathizes with Piccarda and Constance and presents their side of the story. Dante
supports the women's decisions and at the same time creates a feeling of contempt
towards the men who violently disrespected the women's vows of chastity. Piccarda's
powerful words: "Then men came, men more used to hate than love," is one way in which
Dante allows the reader to identify with women.3 Of course, the ultimate way in which
Dante elevates the position of women in medieval literature is through the character of
Beatrice.
There is not much doubt that Dante's idea of using Beatrice as his heavenly guide
was born from an old tradition in which virtues were personified as female. However,
Dante's Beatrice differs from this custom because she is not a purely allegorical woman.
Boethius' great work, The Consolation of Philosophy, shows how Beatrice both copies and
diverges from the standard allegorical female most often found in medieval literature. It is
important to realize that Dante and Boethius are exploring similar ideas in their works since
both men have gone "astray/from the straight road" and found themselves in a "dark
wood.114 In order to discover the correct path these men require a heavenly guide. Lady
Philosophy becomes Boethius' guide and she will help him to achieve his goal of "human
happiness. . . in the midst of the suffering and disappointment" of life.5 Likewise, Dante's
guide, Beatrice, leads him on a journey to discover the ultimate mode and meaning of
existence.
Both Boethius and Dante have guides that take a female form and Beatrice may
have been modeled, in part, from Boethius' Lady Philosophy. The basic way in which
Beatrice emulates Lady Philosophy is that she has, like Philosophy, taken pity upon the
misguided soul of a mortal man. In the beginning of Boethius' book, the benevolent Lady
exemplifies her charity by saying to Boethius that he has merely "forgotten [himself] a little"
but she will be glad to "wipe the dark cloud of mortal things from [his] eyes.116 Beatrice, too,
acts out of charity for Dante when she tells Virgil to "help [Dante], and solace me" (Inferno,
II: 69). When Boethius confesses that he is confused, Philosophy replies, "What is it?.
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.though I think! know what is bothering you" (Boethius, 104). Similarly, Beatrice often
knows what is disturbing Dante's mind before he can articulate his doubts. For Dante,
Beatrice is "she/who saw my every thought as well as !/ saw my perplexity: before I asked/
my question" (Paradiso, I: 84-87). Another parallel between the two women is the
mediating purpose they both serve between the Divine and mortals. There are several
concepts in theology which disturb Boethius, and it becomes Lady Philosophy's function to
not only expel these doubts, but also to give Boethius a glimpse at the understanding
required to accept heavenly mysteries. For example, after one of Boethius' particularly
complex and confused questions, Philosophy makes it clear to him that "it is hard for [her]
to recount all this. . .for it is not fitting for men to understand intellectually or to explain
verbally all the dispositions of the divine work" (96). Beatrice very much models this
attitude as she is leading Dante through The Paradiso. In Canto II, Beatrice reiterates Lady
Philosophy's declaration when she explains to Dante that in heaven there is no hierarchy,
yet it must be presented as such for Dante's limited mortal understanding. In this way, both
Philosophy and Beatrice express that their knowledge of the Divine is often beyond the
accessibility of mortal minds.
When Beatrice first comes to Dante, her attitude reflects Lady Philosophy's
statement to Boethius that "you will find what I have to say bitter. . . but once you have
digested it, it will seem sweet" (Boethius, 42). Lady Philosophy and Beatrice know that
what they are about to say to their followers will be hard for the men to understand. Lady
Philosophy points out that Boethius' notion of happiness is faulty, and for this she does not
hesitate to scold him severely: "you [Boethius] are being punished for having misjudged
your situation. . . you have no right to blame the things which bother you" (27). Dante, to a
great extent, adopts this characteristic in his portrayal of Beatrice. She, like Lady
Philosophy, scolds Dante the pilgrim when she says, "Do not weep yet, for soon another
wound/shall make you weep far hotter tears than those !"7 However, despite their stern
words, Lady Philosophy and Beatrice have the same intentions, and that is to lead the
pilgrim "To true happiness, to the goal [his] mind has dreamed of" (Boethius, 42).
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Another way in which Lady Philosophy can be seen as the prototype for Beatrice is
that Philosophy urges Boethius to "fix [his] attention on Providence," just as Beatrice's
ultimate task is to transfer Dante's gaze from herself to God (96). Boethius can find the
right path again only through Lady Philosophy, and by "reflecting the light of truth [she] can
bring her student to the dawn of recognition,"(Green, xxiii). Beatrice demonstrates the
same function for Dante because when he can "fix [his] eyes on hers" he will be looking at
a reflection of the Divine. Boethius often refers to Lady Philosophy as his "guide to true
light" (Boethius, 75). Beatrice, likewise, is for Dante "the Fountain of All Truth" (Paradiso,
IV: 116). Thus, both Boethius and Dante utilize their leading female characters as their
"way of knowing" and discovering truth.8
Aside from the similarities Dante draws between Beatrice's character and Lady
Philosophy, there also seems to be a semblance in the attitude Dante the pilgrim has
towards his guide and the attitude Boethius expresses for his Lady Philosophy. Dante's
deep admiration for Beatrice resembles Boethius' description of Lady Philosophy as a
"woman of majestic countenance. . .And when she raised herself to her full height she
penetrated heaven itself" (3-4). A parallel can again be drawn between Dante's earnest to
see Beatrice and Boethius' state of mind when Lady Philosophy remarks to him, "your
eagerness would be even greater if you knew where I am about to lead you" (42). This
shows that even some of the emotions which Beatrice evokes within Dante the pilgrim are
modeled after the feelings Boethius has for Philosophy.
Beatrice may have been sketched from Boethius' allegorical figure of Lady
Philosophy, but Dante also fashioned Beatrice according to his own personal sentiments.
There are minute traits which distinguish Beatrice from Lady Philosophy as well as major
divergences between the two women. One of the smaller factors which separates Beatrice
from her model, is that Lady Philosophy tries to soften the harsh words she must speak
towards Boethius, while no such attempt is made by Beatrice. For example, Philosophy
mentions that she "shall use more gentle treatment" on Boethius and this connects her to
the calm and patient Virgil rather than the quick-witted Beatrice (Boethius, 17). A second
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way in which Beatrice's character differs from her counterpart is that in addition to
representing wisdom and the guide to truth, Beatrice is also a symbol of the Divine.
Philosophy, although she is the feminine figure of Reason and "the highest natural wisdom
which man can aspire to," cannot transcend beyond the natural world to the supernatural
realm (Green, xxii). Instead of the mystical and divine figure of Beatrice, Philosophy is
described as "the physician whose medicines [are] of rational" (xxiii). Lady Philosophy and
Beatrice are essentially different because though Boethius' soul can be guided by human
judgement alone, Dante's spirit requires a mixture of wisdom and Divine love to rise to its
fullest height.
The most extreme way in which Beatrice deviates from Boethius' allegorical Lady,
and most other women in medieval literature, is the fact that she is more than just an
allegorical woman. Beatrice Portinari was a Florentine woman whom Dante passionately
admired in his youth. Sadly, she died in 1290 when she was only twenty-five and Dante
was twenty-four. When Dante the pilgrim meets Beatrice at the end of The Purgatorio, he
is not only looking at the personification of Divine Love, but he is beholding the woman who
was once a living human being with whom he had had daily contact. Lady Philosophy, on
the other hand, is most certainly not human nor has she ever been human. She cannot
fully relate to the human experience and this is apparent when she says, "What pleasures
there may be in [human] appetites I do not know, but they end in misery" (Boethius, 54).
Thus, the fundamental difference between Beatrice and Lady Philosophy is that Beatrice
was a real woman who deeply affected Dante during her time on Earth. She is not purely
fictional and although Dante may have created part of her personality in the Divine
Commedia, he did not invent her person.
Beatrice sets a precedent in literature because she was an ordinary woman and yet
she plays a central role in the "process of salvation. . .not only for [Dante] but also for all
believers!" The central female character in the Divine Commedia is not purely symbolic,
but even here Beatrice stands alone. The significance of the figures of Leah, Rachel,
Lucia, and Matilda "appears to be chiefly within the realm of pure symbol or allegory."10
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Beatrice's dual nature, though, raises serious questions. The main problem that comes to
mind when Beatrice's mortal self is taken into consideration is, where does the human
Beatrice end and the woman of Dante's poetry begin? This may be a futile question
because according to Charles Williams, "there is no point in Dante's thought at which the
image of Beatrice in his mind was supposed to exclude the actual objective Beatrice" (8).
This suggests that Beatrice Portinari and the heavenly Beatrice are intertwined in one
vision of Beatrice which cannot, nor should, be separated. It can be concluded that
Beatrice is a unique female character and much more complicated than Boethius'
Philosophy because she is constructed from earthly material as well as a spiritual essence.
In the Divina Commedia, Beatrice is the fusion of a mortal woman and a divine spirit
who will show Dante the way to God, and she does this in many different ways. There are
times in which her leadership fulfills Dante intellectually and others in which her guidance is
purely emotional and spiritual. In one of her roles, Beatrice embodies the principles of
"Wisdom in the fullest Christian sense of the word."" This means that Beatrice guides
Dante according to logic and human reason, but then goes one step beyond and fuels this
wisdom with Divine inspiration. Beatrice exemplifies this by assuming two roles: of a
mother and of a teacher.
The fact that Beatrice is, to a great extent, a maternal figure is not surprising when
one recalls that Beatrice's powers are ultimately derived from the Blessed Virgin Mary, and
Mary is the ideal image of a mother. In The Paradiso, Beatrice "displays qualities of
initiative and protectiveness," characteristics which belong specifically to mothers (Shapiro,
156). Mothers are often thought of as the ones who bring comfort to their children by
reassuring them after a troubling event. Beatrice has this effect on Dante as she subdues
his vengeance after he has listened to Cacciaguido's grave prophecy. Upon hearing what
his great-great grandfather has to say, Dante remarks that he "tasted/the bitterness. . .of
my own," and his mind is greatly troubled by the news he has heard (Paradiso, XVIII: 2-3).
Beatrice, personifying a caring mother, immediately soothes Dante by saying, "Turn your
thoughts along a happier course. Remember I dwell near/the One who lifts the weight of
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every wrong" (4-6). When Dante's fears overcome him again and he is "shaken by that
shout," Beatrice "like a mother, ever prompt to calm" eases his doubts and his stress with
her "kindly words" (XX: 3-5), Aside from being a protector and pacifier, a mother is also
one who nourishes and is the giver of sustenance to her children. Beatrice feeds Dante
when she attempts to satisfy his hunger for knowledge and Divine truth. When "equal wish
and doubt/tear [Dante] two ways," Beatrice embarks upon a lengthy discourse which
contains the spiritual food that keeps Dante growing (IV: 16-17). Dante the pilgrim also
realizes the maternal function Beatrice provides for him and his reference to his guide as
"You whose words flow over me,/and with their warmth quicken and make me whole," has
deep significance if Beatrice is to be viewed in light of motherhood (118-120).
When Dante first meets Beatrice in The Purgatorio, she is "an admiral" who
observes "the handling of his other ships" (Purgatorio, XXX: 58-60). This caricature of
Beatrice projects forth an image of an instructor or a stern professor. Marianne Shapiro
comments that in the Middle Ages "The idea gradually arose that woman's love was the
reward of greater refinement [in a man]. . .In that sense woman became to some degree
the educator of man" (20). Thus, Dante partially views Beatrice as a heavenly
schoolmistress and The Divina Commedia is his classroom. Beatrice's lessons teach
Dante about "The order of the universe" and many other profound subjects (Paradiso,
XXVII: 106). Beatrice's first lesson to Dante is when she instructs him to "break/the grip of
fear and shame, and. . .no longer speak like one but half awake" (Purgatorio, XXXIII: 3133). Later as they are ascending to the Sphere of the Moon, Beatrice's lengthy discourse
teaches Dante about the nature of "those markings [he] observes as dark and clear" on the
surface of the moon (Paradiso, II: 149). After talking to Piccarda and Constance, Beatrice
again assumes the role of a professor as she explains the true meaning of Free Will to the
confused Dante. Beatrice instructs him that "the will, if it will not, cannot be spent" (IV: 76).
Beatrice's ultimate lesson to Dante is to teach him how to elevate himself to the Divine.
She must, as a successful teacher, "turn the mind of the pilgrim toward the vision that
awaits him" (Shapiro, 157). When Dante proclaims "So wholly did I give my love to [God]/
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that [Beatrice] sank to oblivion," Beatrice the instructor laughs with delight because this is
an indication that she has taught her pupil well (Paradiso, X: 59-60).
The roles which have been assigned to Beatrice thus far have been similar to the
role of Virgil and human reason. However, as Dante approaches heaven Beatrice
becomes more and more a figure of "something divine descended from heaven in a ray of
splendor" (Singleton, 133). Natural light can no longer lead Dante, so Beatrice must now
be for Dante a supernatural light which will carry him to his final destination. One way in
which Beatrice leads Dante to the Divine is through her personification of Charity. Beatrice
exhibits charity when she initially sends Virgil to help Dante, and in appreciation of this
benevolence Dante calls out, "Blessed be that Lady of infinite pity" (Inferno, II: 130). In this
way, Beatrice "generates a love whose authority demands humility and charity" from Dante
(Shapiro, 147). Beatrice is also Charity because she allows Dante to be bathed in the
waters of Lethe so he may undergo confession and contrition. Through this act and by
pouring "[her] tears and prayers" for him, Charity forgives Dante for "pursuing the false
images of good" (Paradiso, XXX: 131 and 140). At the conclusion of his journey, Dante
acknowledges the kindness Beatrice has shown him when he tells her that "You have led
me from my bondage and set me free/by all those roads, by all those loving means/that lay
within your power and charity" (Paradiso, XXXI: 85-87).
In conjunction to her role as Charity, many critics have suggested that Beatrice is a
representation of the Divine since she shares a plethora of commonalties with the figure of
Christ. Towards the end of The Purgatorio, Beatrice arrives with a heavenly pageant and
this can be seen as analogous to the Advent of the Word of God because "the advent at
the summit of the mountain bears the signs and signals of Christ's Advent" (Bloom, 59).
When Beatrice first comes into Dante's view, he chooses to describe her as the rising sun,
and this reference to light definitely associates her with the son of God. Here, Beatrice is
like the "eastern sky glow with a wash of rose," and her face is like "the Sun's face ris[ing]
tempered from its rest" (Purgatorio, XXX: 23 and 25). Secondly Dante notices a "cloud of
flowers," and this can also be related to the cloud of Glory present at Christ's Advent (28).
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Beatrice is for Dante what Christ is for followers of Christianity. She is "supernatural
guidance" and derives her powers solely from God's grace (Shapiro, 133). In fact, it is
evident that Divinity is working through Beatrice because she grows brighter and brighter
as she moves closer to heaven. Beatrice also plays a Christ-like role because her ultimate
function is to "return the pilgrim's aspirations in their entirety to God" by directing Dante's
love from herself to that One Divine Love (71). Beatrice completes this task successfully at
the close of The Paradiso since now when Dante looks at her, what he really sees is
"reflected . . . Eternal Light" (XXXI: 72). Thus, one way in which Beatrice fulfills her
responsibilities to Dante is by being a messenger of the Divine.12
The final and perhaps most poignant role Beatrice plays is that of a lover who,
through Divine Love, teaches Dante what it truly means to love. Beatrice shows Dante that
in heaven, love is completely joyful and harmonious. For example, on Earth love is often
painful and grievous as described in the love affair of Francesca and Paolo. In heaven,
love is free of these negative qualities. Dante begins to learn this as Beatrice takes him
though the celestial spheres of The Paradiso. At one point, Dante suddenly has the power
to turn his eyes away from Beatrice and focus them on the brilliant image of the Divine. As
he looks away from his beloved guide, Dante admits that he is now able to "wholly. . .give
[his] love to Him," without feeling that he must, in the process, lose some of his love for
Beatrice (Paradiso, X: 59). Beatrice, in turn, illustrates to Dante that jealousy and envy
cannot exist in paradise. By giving his love to God, Dante has not offended Beatrice as he
had once before when he gave his love to false notions. In fact, Beatrice is so delighted
when Dante has joined his love to the Divine Love that "she laughed so that the blaze/of
her glad eyes pierced [Dante's] mind's singleness" (61-62). Similarly, when Beatrice must
resume her place in heaven, Dante is at first shocked but he is not devastated that she
leaves. Dante knows that Beatrice will always be with him since all heavenly souls are part
of the unified Divine Love. Marianne Shapiro accurately describes Dante's condition when
she writes that Dante's love for "Beatrice [is] completely taken up and resolved in the love
of God" (12). When he sees Beatrice on her throne with "an aureole round herself," Dante
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proclaims that "the distance did not matter" (XXXI: 71 and 77). Dante no longer fears that
he might "lose" Beatrice because through her, he has learned that Divine Love, unlike
earthly love, is eternal and without bounds.
Dante's guide to Divine Love is a fascinating character who "initiated. . .a rebirth.
in spiritual salvation" for Dante the pilgrim and "a rebirth. . . in creative wisdom" for Dante
the poet (Shapiro 14). She is the revered mystical entity of Dante's entire journey, but it is
crucial to remember that she was also at one time a real woman who lived in a highly
misogynistic society. She is at once a mother, a mentor, a spiritual healer, and a lover, and
through these many roles she illustrates to Dante "that divine love. . .is the governing
principle of cosmic harmony and therefore ought to govern the souls of men and women"
(Green, xxi). Beatrice is the motivational force behind Dante's ultimate understanding and
the extraordinary power of her message radiates throughout Dante's Divine Commedia.
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Weeping
by Marina T. Gonzalez
I want to weep, to weep till my face
is soaked with my pain.
No, not weep. Weeping is too gentle,
Too gentle for this.
I want to howl till God looks down, lifts
me up, holds me close,
And lets me feel the beat of his heart,
cling to the rhythem
Till it drowns out the sound of my heart
Weeping, weeping, weeping, weeping.

Rationale of Envy
by Jason Pingol
Is
Is
To
Is

it wrong to want what others have?
it a sin to desire more?
be content with what we're given
to always be a bore!

You'll always be the same.
You'll never want, just need.
The longing for improvement
Is not the same as greed.
They say to envy is to covet or hate
Or maybe a little of both.
But I say envy is required
As a catalyst for growth.
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The Guide
by Mary Neiheiser
The church was empty and quiet. As I sat in the front pew I thought about all of
God's promises. I asked the eternal questions of God: Why me? Why now? Why a
baby? What had I done to deserve this sorrow? There were no answers to these
questions, only the quiet peace of the church. The pastor sat down next to me and handed
me a copy of the Twenty-Third Psalm.
I knew what it said. I thought I knew what it meant; but what did it make me feel?
Feel?!!! I was past all feeling, or so I thought. Suddenly there was feeling in the air. It was
next to me. He was there. By sight he was a stranger; by feel he was a friend. His clothes
were out of date and somewhat shabby. His hair and beard were well-kept. He did not
appear old in years and yet he gave the impression of having the wisdom of the ages in his
eyes. He reached out for my hand as though he would lead me away from my grief.
The journey we took was through a valley filled with grass and meadows of flowers.
The sky was a pristine blue. The stream quenched my thirst with its cool, clear water. We
stopped along the way to eat a meal of berries and to drink again from the stream. The air
was cool but not cold. The sun was warm but did not seem to burn. As night fell, he bid
me to lie down and rest on a pallet of lambs wool. I was weary and longed for the peace
this odd man offered. We had trod many paths this day and both my body and my soul
ached. The stream and the bleating of sheep whispered with the wind to sing me to sleep.
Morning arrived much too soon. The blue of the sky had turned to gray and the
thunder shook the valley floor. The darkness was so deep I could not see more than a foot
before me and not at all behind me. My only point of reference was a light on the tip of my
guide's staff. As the day grew older I noticed the valley walls had become close. The walls
on both sides were of sheer rock. Fears and human anxieties dominated my thoughts for
the first part of the day's trip.
My guide stopped abruptly in a small clearing. As I stepped forward to see what had
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happened, I saw a table set with a meal. As we sat down to eat, I noticed all of my fears
had become tangible. Lurking on the edge of the clearing as though ready for attack. Yet,
they did not harm me. They seemed to fear my guide more than they needed to haunt me.
I was tired in body and confused in mind; nothing appeared right. As I ate the food that my
guide put before me I felt a tingling in my head. It was as though the hair dresser was
giving my head a massage to ease the pain of a headache. My host sat at the table and
smiled as he watched the tension leave my body. Soon it was time to travel on. The storm
had passed and once again the valley was green and lush with broad meadows and a quiet
stream.
At the end of the valley my guide turned me around to see where I had been. The
view was spectacular. The foreground was dark and mysterious and in the distance was a
radiant light with a green hazy look to it. The sky once again was pristine blue. Turning to
go forward I saw the face of a child. He was sitting on the knee of my guide and he was
wreathed in an unearthly light. He was happy and laughing. The guide looked deep into
my heart and eyes and left a message for me to remember throughout the years to come:
"The Lord is my shepherd I shall not want.,."
Someone touched my shoulder, startling me awake. It was time for the service to
begin. When my husband joined me in the pew we left room for the Shepherd to sit
between us. As He held our hands a loving vision of our child came to our minds. We
were not alone: the guide and the child were with us.
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please, no pictures
by Nathan Malone
He says that spiral leaf-tooth shutter, sealing down,
steals his spirit. Every image made of them
explains torture, loss of life in their smokey eyes.
A slow drum honor song swells against booming rawhide,
his chin quivers in crinkling spasms,
more pictures-taking, dampens his fervor.
moon-lighting can wrap dim secretive ribbons,
but prongs of metered light
rake the body of a girl.
EKTACHROME 64-1/30 at Ff8 through
50 mm autofocuszooming Canons
Shoot! Crank--click Shoot!
Latent spirits press the emulsion, steaming
D-761
STOP BATH!
HYPO-- FIXING their hands
flat like downed mimes slapping glass.
Freelanced (Free-lanced) babies, jingle-dress ladies
lynched from a singy wire, drip-drying
drop, drop ... squeegee and die.
Stopping them is easy, at ASA 400.
They will fight no more forever.
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The Claypeople: A Myth and Its Meanings
by Jennifer Sanchez-Salazar

In the class titled "Humans and the Cosmos," one of the writing assignments
involved writing a new cosmogonic (world creation) myth which, if widely taught and
accepted, could help to redress some of the problems of ecological and social distress that
we had studied in the course. The myth is followed by an explanation of some of its
elements.

The Myth of the Claypeople
In the time before memory, the Great Mother and Great Father felt the making-need,
and so they decided to recreate the world. "Maybe it won't be so bad this time," Great
Father said, and with a shrug he and Great Mother gathered the dust that had settled at
their feet from the destruction of the last world and began to shape the earth. "It is time to
begin again," said Great Mother, as she formed the shape of a mountain. "We have been
alone a long time."
The Great Parents formed the earth and the waters, and all the rocks and
mountains. Then they began to make their children from the clay of the earth. Great
Father dug out a hole and excavated clay and put in into a large pot, and Great Mother
stirred in waters from the rivers. Then Great Father reached into the clay and began to pull
out forms: he made a tree (mostly clay), a jellyfish (mostly water) and a cheetah and a
chimpanzee and all the other forms, including women and the azalea tree and birds and
dogs and fish and men and eels and all the creatures. Then the Great Parents lined up the
clay figures and let them bake in the heat of the new sun, and then they painted them with
the pigments they had put in the earth. And when all the figures were ready, each painted
with its own design and colors, Great Mother and Great Father spread them out over the
surface of the earth and breathed onto all of them, and gave them life. And their breath fell
onto the earth itself, too, and so the earth was alive.
When the creatures saw that they were alive, they blinked in the sun and began to
chaffer and holler and chirp and coo in praise of the Great Parents. The trees and other
plants were silent; they simply bowed and looked at the Great Parents in awe, and so to
them was given the blessing of stillness; they would stay in one place and not roam, though
their seed would be spread silently over the earth. To the assembled creatures the Great
Father now said, "It is good you are happy to be alive. Behold, this whole earth we give
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you to share; treat it kindly and live in balance, for the earth belongs to all of you. It was
made by Great Mother and I, but it is given to you." And Great Mother blessed all of the
creatures, saying a special prayer for the humans, who seemed to have been very busy
making plans during Great Father's speech.
After some time, it became apparent that the humans had not paid attention to Great
Father at all, for they did not share the earth as they had been instructed. They began to
harvest fruit in great quantities and give it to the orangutans in exchange for fireberries,
rather than eating only the ripe fallen fruit they needed for their hunger. They ate the
fireberries and used the iuice to color their hair and skin, for they were vain creatures. The
humans did not work, but played in the lakes and sat in the sunlight and began fiddling with
stones and metal, trying to figure out how to gather more fruit with less work. They invented
spears and found out how to kill animals; with the invention of fire they learned how to cook
animal flesh, and found it good. Great Father and Great Mother looked down, but could not
see anything amiss. They were too far away to notice that while the humans (who had
multiplied by his time) were thus engaged, they had begun to get big. For a while they
would thank an animal after they had killed it for food, but soon the job of killing was given
to a select few,while others busied themselves with cutting down trees to build houses and
collecting more and more fruit to exchange, and everyone but the hunters forgot to thank
the animals they ate. And everyone but the fruit gatherers forgot to thank the trees for their
fruit. And after a while, even the fruit gatherers forgot that the trees were alive, for they
were so still that they seemed alien to the always active, chattering humans, instead of like
brothers and sisters. And the hunters began to kill more animals than the humans could
eat, because some needed skins for their homes, and some wanted feathers for their hair.
And the hunters no longer thanked the animals they killed, for they were in a hurry to get
their skins back to the village and sell them.
The corpses of the unused animals began to smell and the odor rose to heaven, and
the Great Parents looked down. They were horrified to see that the humans had grown to
twice their normal size; they were giants now. And there were so many of them that the
earth groaned under their weight. While the great parents were watching, the humans
began to war with one another over a stand of trees or a herd of antelope, as if these things
belonged to them. One man was angry because another man had gone fishing in the pond
behind the first man's hut. They argued until lawyers emerged from the mud to settle their
arguments for them, and the solutions were like this: for the man with the pond, the lawyer
made him build a great fence around the pond to keep people away. Signs on the fence
said no one could come in without the man's permission. The fence, though, kept the
animals away too, for some couldn't climb over or burrow under the fence. The animals
began to get thirsty, and they began to get angry.
Things got worse and worse, and finally the animals decided something had to be
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done. They begged the Great Parents to hear their complaints. "Great Mother," said the
antelope, "the people no longer thank us respectfully when they kill us for food." "Great
Father, the humans try to say they own us, just because we live in the lake near their
dwellings," said the fish, "and moreover they throw their garbage into the rivers, making
them dirty and dangerous for us." "The humans have forgotten our language, and now only
come into our living places to kill or steal," said all the animals. The trees mourned silently.
"They will not be reasoned with," said the elephants, who hadn't forgotten.
Great Father and Great Mother looked at each other. "We are proud of you," said
Great Mother, "for you have shared the earth as we had hoped. You have treated it as
your own, and you have given each other space and companionship. Your human brothers
and sisters, though, have treated the earth as though it were the renewable gift of their
parents, like an allowance that keeps coming in no matter how foolishly it is spent. We shall
have to help them grow up quickly."
Great Father merely cracked his knuckles and said, "If those darn humans think I'm
just going to give them more when they use this up, I shall have to disabuse them of that
notion."
Great Father and Great Mother came down to the human villages, dirty, sad places
where nobody by now remembered the happy time of early existence. Everyone was
interested in making their hut grander than everyone else's. The humans were so busy
making deals and hunting and cutting down trees and planning vacations that they didn't
even notice the Great Parents when they appeared. Besides, the humans had grown to
just about the size of Great Father and Great Mother, and so the Parents did not stand out.
Great Father quickly grew angry and soon he blew a loud blast on his conch shell. "Now
listen, children," he said, when he had finally gotten everyone's attention, "Let's get a
couple of things straight. (A), you were instructed to share this land you haven't kept up a
good relationship with your brothers and sisters, and (2), you've used way, WAY more than
your share. What is all this nonsense I hear you chattering about economic growth and
trade and Gross National Product and the global marketplace? You have gotten so
entangled in your own affairs that you don't even remember how to talk with the animals.
I'll be not one of you can tell me how to say 'Good Morning' in iguana. Well? Any
volunteers?"
The humans were ashamed, for they couldn't remember. "Please, Great Father,"
said a young girl and a young boy, "won't you remind us?"
This softened Great Father's heart, and he was about to fix things, but then some
adults said, "Yes, and could you make a new river, while you're here? This old one's
gotten really polluted; it's not fit for drinking anymore." And someone else, a wealthy
furrier, asked, "And Father, all the weemitsl are gone; could you make some more? Our
winter coats have gotten somewhat shabby.; we'd like new ones. (Consumption's good for
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the economy, you know.)" "Great Parents," asked another, "we've cut down all the fruit
trees in the area; couldn't you make some more?"
And great Father thundered, with a voice that shattered the earth, "THERE IS NO
MORE!!"
When the dust cleared, all the quibbling people had been swallowed by the earth,
and only the young boy and girl were left standing. These two were spared for their love of
wild things, for alone among the humans they had tried to walk lightly on the earth and love
its creatures.
While Great Father went off in a huff, Great Mother took the two into her arms and
said, "don't be frightened, children; there is only life ahead of you: life, and hard work, which
is nothing to fear." ("We're not afraid," they said.) "Your task is to begin again with the
ruins left by your parents," said Great Mother. "It will be difficult, for you will have to labor
without the knowledge that your parents lost. For lore is like money: if you lose it, you have
to earn it again."
"Oh, we understand about money, all right," said the little boy. "Our parents always
argued about it."
"What you must do is try to make your way in the world again, but this time do a
better job than your foolish parents," said Great Mother. "Rebuild your village, but do it
slowly, and do not eat so much that you get very large. Remember to thank the animals
you must kill, but do not kill more than you need. Clean up the rivers and oceans, and
allow the smoke to be cleansed from the air. The animals don't want to talk to you
anymore, so you will have to regain their trust: Also, because you first fell into the mire of
greed through the fireberries, they shall not reappear."
"Please, Mother," said the girl, "what are we to do about, uh, children?"
"You will have many children," said great Mother, "but from now on your race will be
mindful of their family planning: your daughters will be born with only two breasts, to remind
them that two children are enough for each couple. Then you will not spread over the earth
so quickly and heavily. Keep quiet places of trees and water alive; when your children's
minds become cluttered with talk of politics and thoughts of money, send them to the quiet
places for renewal. Be sure and teach your children to honor the earth and spend her
resources as their own hard-earned treasure and the treasure of their children to come.
Oh, and stay away from the elephants for a while," said Great Mother. "They are
somewhat bitter about the crimes of your parents."
"We will do as you ask," said the children, and they began by digging through the
rubble for the remains of their parents, and from their bones they made flutes and from their
money they made games like checkers and tiddlywinks, and they celebrated their new
beginning with the fruit that had fallen when the Father had shaken the earth.
And this is why we no longer wear fur or leather, and why we always thank the
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plants and animals we eat, and why there are no longer fireberries, and why we do not
allow the dumping of garbage in the ocean, and why humans do not have the stature of
giants, and why piano keys are never, NEVER made of ivory anymore.

What the Claypeople Can Teach Us:
Suggestions for the Revision of Contemporary Cosmology

This cosmogonic myth above describes the kind of story people might tell to their
children in the coming age, in order to instill in them a more satisfactory sense of their place
in the cosmos than the view implied by the currently popular interpretations of the
cosmogony offered by the Abrahamic monotheisms, which place humanity at the pinnacle
of creatu rely existence. It addresses some of what I see as the problems of a cosmology
that justifies unqualified human use of the planet. The first of these problems is respect for
the other species of life on earth. The myth I have offered gives a reformed view of
human's relation to plants and animals, asserting a sibling relationship, rather than a
relationship of lord and vassal. This idea is not unlike some of the stories presented in
Long's Alpha: The Myths of Creation which suggest that humans are part of the natural
world rather than superior to it. By teaching children this new myth (unless they prefer a
traditional myth with the same message of interdependence), parents would hopefully help
awaken children to the same idea that is the theme of the story of Indra in "The Parade of
Ants":3 humans are just as fragile and integral a part of earthly life as ants or any other
creature, and should be as humble. It is to underscore this point that the first humans are
described as giants, close in size to the gods; their physical stature symbolizes their
overblown sense of self-importance. As a punishment, the human race thereafter is limited
to sub-giant size, to remind the race that they are not gods but members of the community
of life on earth. This same philosophy draws a parallel with the Jain religion, which asserts
that every object on the planet, whether animal, plant, or inanimate rock, deserves respect
and care.
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This idea that humans have lost respect and connection with their nonhuman
surroundings is touched upon in Snyder's The Practice of the Wild,4 especially in his
emphasis on the respectful use of animal and natural resources in "Survival and
Sacrament.115 Hopefully by teaching this philosophy, future generations will be able to step
back from the edge on which Snyder warns we now teeter precariously:
Human beings themselves are at risk-not just on some survivalof-civilization level but more basically on the level of heart and
soul. We are in danger of losing our souls. We are ignorant of
our own nature and confused about what it means to be a
human being. (Snyder 177)

By reminding us of our connection to the land (we are made from clay) and the nonhuman
species (they are our siblings), the myth of the Claypeople offers a way of locating
ourselves again in the cosmos, perhaps with better psychological consequences this time.

The inclusion in the myth of the idea that the earth itself is alive (the Great Parents
breathed on it too) is intended to call up a sense of the earth as organism in order to
cultivate compassion and respect for the earth, as a psychological motivation for behavior
that is gentle to (or at least not harmful to) the earth. This kind of thinking is an echo of the
pseudoscientific ideas presented in "Gaian Views"6 and offers a similar way of
reconceptualizing our relationship with and treatment of the earth. While the problem of
cultivating a more respectful attitude toward nature may seem to some like a secondary
problem in the face of the population explosion and other pressing environmental problems,
I argue that a deep respect for nature is the foundation from which reformed behaviors will
spring. There is also an very persuasive argument that people will not listen to pleas for
the environment unless the desired behavior can be shown to be profitable for them.
Certainly I think that business and industry should make it more profitable and convenient
to be environmentally sound; but the problem is deeper than people's unwillingness to do
something that is unprofitable. The problem is the very idea that profit is the highest aim.
Perhaps the most startling idea I have assimilated during this course is the consideration
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that a policy of constant economic growth is unrealistic and ultimately harmful. David
Brower is quoted by John McPhee as having said of the abuse of natural resources for the
sake of economic growth,
We're hooked. We're addicted. We're committing grand
larceny against our children. Ours is a chain-letter economy, in
which we pick up early handsome dividends and our children
find their mailboxes empty. . . . We've got to kick this addiction.
It won't work on a finite planet. When rampant growth happens
in an individual, we call it cancer.7

I have recently come to the realization8 that there is, as the Great Father says in my myth,
"NO MORE." Growth cannot happen forever at the breakneck pace which we have been
encouraging since the dawn of the industrial age. The time is now for us to collectively
consider that the world's resources are not renewable at the rate that they are expendable.
This explains my inclusion of the money analogy in my myth. It has been my experience
that once young people are out in charge of their own finances rather than relying on their
parents for support, they become much more frugal with their money, and less likely to
spend it on non-necessities (although it sometimes takes hitting rock bottom-the limit on all
one's credit cards-to realize the finite nature of one's financial resources.9 We must
recognize that our rate of income (the renewal of natural resources) has not equaled our
rate of spending for some time; we are so far in the red that we don't even remember what
it's like to have a zero balance on our credit cards, to be in harmony with the rhythms of
nature.
This is why the exemplary people in my myth, the young children who must renew
and propagate the human species, are charged with rebuilding human civilization slowly,
and keeping their minds free of obsession with economic growth and status. When this
kind of underlying philosophy of spare use of resources is applied, I think it truly leads to a
simplification of life. In "The Wilderness Idea Revisited," J. Callicott offers some
alternatives to the growth-oriented agricultural practices to which we have grown so
accustomed.1° I am not full of ideas as to how we can get people to stop caring about
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economic growth and profit, except by teaching a philosophy of cooperation and not
competition, by teaching people that money cannot buy the solitude (and living biological
resource" ) that is offered by our natural surroundings.

Clearly the idea of getting people to live simpler lives is a pipe dream if the
population continues to grow as it has been doing (even if we reach population
stabilization, it may still be a pipe dream). It is taboo (at least in our culture) to talk
negatively or disparagingly about medical developments which have decreased childhood
deaths and increased longevity, for in our culture human life is collectively considered
sacred and worthy of preservation at all times. Now that we have the means of inoculating
against smallpox and measles, it would surely be a moral crime to allow "nature to run its
course" and let these diseases act as a kind of natural population control. Nor can we,
without moral compunction and social uproar, enforce strict rules about the number of
children a woman can conceive and bear. But we can begin to cultivate a sense of
responsibility about family planning, so that women who are not morally opposed to birth
control can practice it with the future of the planet in mind.
While this issue is morally charged, it must be addressed. This is why my myth,
quite explicitly, states that two children is enough for each couple. Hopefully this argument
can be supported on economic as well as philosophical terms: it makes good economic
sense to bring no more children into the world than we can support financially; similarly, we
should not continue to strain the earth's resources by adding to the population. The earth
could be looked at as an impoverished household: we need not contribute to its poverty by
adding dependents to its already heavy burden (for there is no Welfare program for the
earth).

In his essay, Alfred Crosby explores some of the disastrous effects of virtually
unchecked human exploitation of the planet. He also concludes in a way that supports my
idea of a philosophically-based shift in behavior as he considers what we can do to reverse
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the damage we have done:
We know what we should do, but we cannot reconcile it with
habits that are so old they are almost instincts. We need a shift
in basic philosophy. We have to produce a new way of viewing
the planetary biome, one that is scientifically respectable and
emotionally and spiritually satisfying. If it does not meet the
latter requirement, it will not empower a shift to environmental
sanity.12 (emphasis Crosby's)

I can only end by saying that I think other approaches toward rectifying our behavior with
regard to the environment are of course valuable; not everyone will be convinced by a
philosophical argument, and so approaches which bring economic, social, scientific, or
other pressures to bear definitely have a place in the reform of world behavior. But without
a "shift in basic philosophy," without a change in our collective cosmology, the solutions
that come with behavioral adjustment will be temporary. We need to conceptualize the
cosmos (and our place in it) in a new way if we are to prevent the same harmful behaviors
from cropping up again and again. We cannot begin this process of reeducation soon
enough, or on enough fronts; perhaps I will someday be telling my no-more-than-two
children the story of the Claypeople.
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shocking for a person brought up in a Republican household, even though I was never
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totally comfortable with the principles of conservative economic theory; I mean, I knew I
was a bleeding-heart liberal, but to argue against economic growth?
I learned this part of the lesson when I came to college: I could see where my money was
coming from and how quickly it went, I suddenly became much less likely to spend it on
frivolities, or on replacing items (especially clothing) that were not useless but simply old;
once I was earning my own money I learned to reuse and recycle rather than replace all the
time.
10
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just burned. (This idea was imaginitively portrayed in the motion picture Medicine Man,
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province of this paper. I mention it because it may be a way of getting people to value the
natural environment; not everyone values solitude.
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The Gladiator
by Jason Pingol
I'm a battle-hardened warrior.
My philosophy is my scar.
I don't like the way it is,
It's just the way things are.
I'm a combat-ready soldier.
My face is a battlefield,
My acting is my weapon,
The words I speak, my shield.
I'm a battle-wizened general.
My loneliness is a screen.
It saves me from the weakness
Of having my true self seen.
I'm a fortified combatant,
Surrounded by a wall.
Strong, if no one takes the time,
If no one cares at all.
But if you stop and look too close
To peek at what's inside,
You'll see a trembling child,
Trying desperately to hide.
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The Naked Soul
by Michael Keith Ambrose
I am alone.
I put my wall against all intruders,
I set up my defense against all invaders,
Fearing that they will see my naked soul.
Seeing that I am fake without substance.
Seeing that I am alone.
I socialize with the brainless, dead of society,
for they are blind to me.
I believe in the Material,
for it hides me.
I try to escape from the grips of society,
that binds me.. .alone.
I am the Center of my Universe.
The Keeper of my World.
Though the wall keeps me safe,
I am still.. .alone.
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Hand in Hand They Passed
by Michelle Velasquez Bean
Abstract: The existence of prelapsarian sex has just recently become more widely
discussed in Milton studies. Milton was one of the first to boldly attempt to incorporate
prelapsarian sexual relations between Adam and Eve in his great epic Paradise Lost. Early
Christian theologians criticized him for his ideas, but in studying the text, it is evident that
sexual love is a very important part of Milton's portrayal of prelapsarian life as well as life
after the Fall. The theologians had questions about whether or not sexual relations
occurred before the Fall, but Milton obviously did not. He presents sex, along with sexual
desires, as the "sum of prelapsarian bliss" (VIII, 522). Adam and Eve were created to enjoy
pleasure in Eden, as "hand in hand" they went together, or as later discussed separate
from each other's supporting touch.

"A warning to Milton.. .it is dangerous to attempt a poetical representation of
something which is unimaginable, not in the sense of raising no images, but in
the more disastrous sense of inevitably raising the wrong ones. This warning
he defied. He has dared to represent Paradisal sexuality. I cannot make up
my mind whether he was wise."'

C. S. Lewis, a well-known and widely respected Christian author, said few, but
critical words to say about John Milton and the use of sexuality in the great epic Paradise
Lost. Lewis was appalled by the audacity Milton possessed in even attempting to
incorporate such a shameful subject into a Christian Creation story. "The poet should not
have touched the theme at all. The trouble is that the poet hardly seems to be aware of the
magnitude of his undertaking.112
Lewis was not the first to object to Milton's portrayal of Adam and Eve's matrimonial
sex. Many critics before him, both religious and secular, questioned the interpretation of
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the opening chapters of Genesis, which deal directly with prelapsarian sex. Lewis argued
that since the Bible is ambiguous about the subject, so should it remain—untampered with.
A critic before Lewis, named Daniel Defoe, also objected to Milton's ideas in that he saw
them as "inconsistent with the state of perfection."3 Defoe questions prelapsarian
lovemaking because he feels if there was intercourse in Eden before the Fall, then there
also would have been conception with that initial act. And if Adam and Eve's first sexual
intercourse did in fact take place before the Fall, how could they have passed the "taint of
original sin on to Cain ?114
Defoe proposed these questions in his Review of the State of the British Nation
(March 1712).5 He actually called on its readers and other Milton scholars to help him
resolve his questions. "No solution proved to be forthcoming, as indeed no solution is
possible. For if one holds to the doctrine of original sin, one has either to assume that God
was guilty of inefficiency (when he commanded Adam and Eve to increase and multiply and
then failed to have them conceive a child upon any intercourse in Eden) or simply to
conclude that there was no sexual consummation before the Fall."6 Most Christian
theologians opted for the second theory, that there was no prelapsarian sexual union. This
helped support the idea that an unrighteous child such as Cain could only have been a
product of conception after Adam and Eve had eaten of the fruit.
"It is conceivable that Milton himself might have succeeded if he has said nothing
about angelic love and treated the loves of Adam and Eve as remotely and mysteriously as
those of angels.117 Once again Lewis harshly criticizes Milton for his attempts to portray the
ambiguous. A fourth-century church father named St. Gregory of Nyssa, expressed his
disapproval of Milton's ideas of sexuality.8 He argued that if Adam and Eve had intercourse
in an unfallen state then their lovemaking would have been similar to that of the angels, and
since we do not have any specific idea of how angels or unfallen man propagate then we
have no business trying to imagine it.9 It seems almost absurd to assert that God intended
for Adam and Eve to reproduce as angels do, considering that God created two different
sexes, unlike the angels, and he created them for the purpose of procreating by means of
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physical sexual union. Another answer suggests that prelapsarian sexual love would have
not been excited by sinful lust, but rather moved by the will, somewhat similar to the theory
of angelic lovemaking.
Milton certainly determined in his own mind that there was in fact prelapsarian
sexual love, and he made it an important part of Adam and Eve's Edenic life. In Paradise
Lost, Adam, before the Fall, enjoys his sexual union with Eve, "the sum of earthly bliss"
(VIII, 522).10 Adam and Eve together, in their evening prayer, speak of their "mutual help!
And mutual love, the Crown of all our bliss" (IV, 728).11 Even Satan recognizes and hates
the sight of Adam and Eve's love.
Sight hateful, sight tormenting! thus these two
lmparadis't in one another's arms
The happier Eden, shall enjoy thir fill
Of bliss on bliss, while Ito Hell am thrust. (IV, 505-08)12

Obviously, Satan is jealous of the mutual love that is shared between Adam and
Eve. Milton in his epic seems to be impassioned with the idea of matrimony and sexual
pleasure. The first time in the poem we see Adam and Eve retire for the night, Milton
breaks in with his famous eulogy on wedded love.13 Milton takes his own stand and works
it into his poem.
This said unanimous, and other Rites
Observing none, but adoration pure
Which God likes best, into thir inmost bower
Handed they went; and eas'd the puffing off
These troublesome disguises which wee wear,
Straight side by side were laid, not turn'd I ween
Adam from his fair Spouse, not Eve the Rites
Mysterious of connubial Love refus'd:
Whatever Hypocrites austerely talk
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Of purity and place and innocence,
Defaming as impure what God declares
Pure, and commands to some, leaves free to all.
Our Maker bids increase, who bids abstain
But our Destroyer, for to God and Man?
Hail wedded Love, mysterious Law, true source
Of human offspring, sole propriety
In Paradise of all things common else.
By thee adulterous lust was driv'n from men
Among the bestial herds to range, by thee
Founded in Reason, Loyal, Just, and Pure,
Relations dear, and all the Charities
Of Father, Son, and Brother first were known.
Far be it, that I should write thee sin or blame,
Or think thee unbefitting holiest place,
Perpetual Fountain of Domestic sweets,
Whose bed is undefil'd and chaste pronounc't,
Present, or past, as Saints and Patriarchs us'd.
Here Love his golden shafts imploys, here lights
His constant Lamp, and waves his purple wings,
Reigns here and revels; not in the bought smile
Of Harlots, loveless, joyless, unindear'd,
Casual fruition, not in Court Amours,
Mixt Dance, or wanton Mask, or Midnight Ball,
Or Serenate, which the starv'd Lover sings
To his proud fair, best quitted with disdain.
These lull'd by Nightingales embracing slept,
And on thir naked limbs the flow'ry roof
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Show'r'd Roses, which the Morn repaired. Sleep on,
Blest pair; and 0 yet happiest if ye seek
No happier state, and know no more. (IV, 736-75)14

This passage presented in full to demonstrate the importance of the author's change
in voice. The length of this outburst lends to the reassurance of Milton's thoughts on
sexuality. "We seem to have come, in this extended and rhetorically heightened passage,
upon a speaker who had struck upon a subject very dear to his own heart and who cannot
resist the temptation to rhapsodize on that subject for a while.1115
Another such outburst, similar in interpreting the author's belief of importance in
regards to prelapsarian love, comes near the beginning of Book VIII. This outburst is much
briefer, as Adam and Raphael converse about celestial motions. Adam's questioning
implies that God had been inefficient in constructing a geocentric universe.16 Raphael's
long answer essentially tells Adam that he should not be asking such questions, afterall, he
is human, and who is man to doubt the wisdom of God's logic. Now during this outburst
Milton has Eve wander off. This passage could imply that Adam was not paying enough
attention to what should interest him most—Eve. Milton describes Eve's beauty both
before she goes off and after (VIII, 43, 63). Milton says that Eve is not uninterested in such
matters, as she also found "delight" in hearing such teachings (line 49), but she seems to
prefer to learn from Adam "Her Husband the Relater she preferr'd" (line 52) because "hee,
she knew, would intermix/Grateful digressions, and solve high dispute/With conjugal
Caressed, from his Lip" (54-56), alluding to her desire for her husband to make love to her.
Milton again reveals the importance of Eve's beauty when he breaks in with another
outburst in the middle of Book V, just as Eve is serving dinner to Adam and Raphael.
0 innocence
Derserving Paradise! If ever, then,
Then had the Sons of God excuse to have been
Enamour'd at that sight; but in those hearts
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Love unlibidinous reign'd, nor jealousy
Was understood, the injur'd Lover's Hell. (V, 4455Q)17

The passage describes love so pure that a crowd of three cannot disturb the union
of Adam and Eve's marriage and love for each other. Raphael can look at naked Eve
without arousing Adam's jealousy and in the same token does not become jealous of
Adam. Milton seems to be assuring his reader that it is all right to become infatuated with
feminine beauty, if it belongs to someone as innocent and good as Eve.18
"Eve is indeed beautiful, and much of Milton's most effective and affecting writing
has gone into the descriptions of her."19 Milton seems to be portraying his enthusiasm for
the innocence of Eve's naked beauty, but he is also trying to give his reader a picture of an
enticing Eve, who will later offer the fruit to her husband, as he becomes overwhelmed with
"Female charm" (IX, 999)20
It is interesting to note that in the dialogue between Satan and Eve in Book IV, Milton
again breaks in with an outburst describing Eve's beauty and charm (IV, 492-97).
with eyes
Of conjugal attraction unreprov'd
And meek surrender, half embracing lean'd
On our first Father, half her swelling Breast
Naked met his under the flowing Gold
Of her loose tresses hid: hee in delight
Both of her Beauty and submissive Charms
Smil'd with superior Love, as Jupiter
On Juno smiles, when he impregns the Clouds
That shed My Flower; and press'd her Matron lip
With kisses pure (IV, 492502)21

In the lines before this outburst, Milton's Eve is describing her love for her soul-mate
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Adam.
My other half: with that thy gentle hand
Seiz'd mine, I yielded, and from that time see
How beauty is excell'd by manly grace
And wisdom, which alone is truly fair. (IV, 48891)22

Eve describes Adam as taking her hand gently. This observation will prove to be
important in the connection Milton seems to be making with the notion of union through the
description of the hands. Milton introduces Adam and Eve to the reader in "God-like
erect... naked majesty" (IV, 28990)23 Adam and Eve were naked and shameless, without
guilt, "hand in hand they pass'd" (line 321) like innocent children.
In Book 4, the lovemaking of Adam and Eve affects the harmony and fertility of the
earth. "Their concord in both love and work influences (in the astrological sense) and
attunes the whole.1121 After the Fall, flowers do not spring up in response to Adam and
Eve's sexual union, instead they provide merely as "the Couch" (IX, 1039) for their
lovemaking. Before the Fall, Adam smiles on Eve "as Jupiter/On Juno smiles, when he
impregns the Clouds/That shed May Flowers" (IV,499-500). In Book 9, Adam and Eve are
no longer innocent children, but "naked left/To guiltie shame" (1057-58).25
Now, in Book 9, it is evident that after the Fall Adam and Eve's demeanors change.
"Lust is proper to his new condition," says John Halkett.26
hee on Eve
Began to cast lascivious Eyes, she him
As wantonly repaid; in Lust they burn (IX, 1013-15)27

Gone is the gentle, loving spirit and touch of Adam to Eve, as Milton describes him
seizing Eve's hand (IX, 1037), portraying the brutal image of Adam's impatience, lust, and
lack of control. This image obviously contrasting to that of the matrimonial joining of the
hands in Book 4 (line 489). And also contrasting the image of Eve softly withdrawing her
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hand from her husband's as she departs from his side in the Garden (IX, 38586).28 Eve,
as a result becomes an "unsupported Flow'r" (IX, 432) as Milton pans over the scene in the
Garden, focusing briefly on Eve's lone hand picking the delicious fruits and flowers (IX,
436-38).
Eve has lost her innocent beauty and Adam has lost his gentleness. Their sin is
"sealed" by their sexual act.
they thir fill of Love and Love's disport
Took largely, of thir mutual guilt the Seal,
The solace of thir sin, till dewy sleep
Oppress'd them, wearied with thir amorous play. (IX,
1042-45)29

In the same way that Adam becomes impatient, so does Milton show Eve becoming
filled with a lustful desire: "Of Eve, whose Eye darted contagious Fire" (IX, 1O36).° David
Aers and Bob Hodge suggest that this passage suggests that "Eve is active now as she
never was in Paradisal sexuality."31 However, one might argue that statement considering
Milton discusses Eve's "Darts of desire" before the Fall in Book 8, lines 60-63. Aers and
Hodge suggest that the reference to her sexual activity in that passage refers to the
"graces" that are directing her.32 In other words, she becomes more active in sex after the
Fall, which is very much unlike prelapsarian sex:
into their inmost bower
Handed they went, and eased the putting off
These troublesome disguises which we wear,
Straight side by side were laid, not turned I ween
Adam from his fair spouse, nor Eve the rites
Mysterious of connubial love refused. (IV, 738-43)33

Eve here in prelapsarian sex is not "darting contagious fire," she instead lays side by
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side with her husband, close to his heart and the side from which she came, not insisting
on sex, but not denying it either, seemingly a bit more passive, although she still has that
desirable charm, as Milton mentions before the Fall in Book 8.
It is interesting that Raphael has to warn Adam to love only what is higher and
rational in Eve (VIII, 586-94).34 Milton is foreshadowing the Fall through Raphael's warning
of Eve's potentially fatal, enticing "charms." Be not carried away, the angel lectures, by the
"dear delight," shared by animals, of the "sense of touch whereby mankind/Is propagated"
(VIII, 579-80).35
Adam in the preceding lines tells Raphael how the pleasure of touch is difficult to
temper. He says, "I. ..must confess to find/In all things else delight indeed, but such.. .As
us'd not, works in the wide, transported I behold, Transported touch" (VIII, 52430).36 Adam,
after hearing Raphael's response, boldly asks whether angels also express their love by
touch. Raphael replies glowingly:
Whatever pure thou in the body enjoy'st
(And pure thou wert created) we enjoy
In eminence, and obstacle find none
Of membrane, joynt, or lim exclusive barrs:
Easier then Air with Air, if Spirits embrace,
Total they mix, Union of Pure with Pure
Desiring; nor restrain's conveyance need
As flesh to mix with flesh, or Soul with Soul. (VIII,
622-29)37

Raphael's words echo God's command for Adam and Eve to be "one flesh" in
matrimony. The idea of angelic fusion, mixing flesh with flesh, in this passage hints to the
idea of unfallen sex possible being an act of pure and innocent pleasure rather than of just
a procreative nature. However, the passage my simply be Milton trying to reinforce the
Biblical idea that husband and wife "shall be one Flesh, one Heart, one Soule" (VIII, 499).38
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Another final interesting observation is the use of hands as symbolism within Milton's
text. Eve's uses her hands to prepare dinner for the angel Raphael: "She gathers, Tribute
lare, and on the board Heaps with unsparing hand" (V, 342-43).31 With the same gracious,
hospitable, "unsparing" hand, she again picks fruit to hand to Adam in the Garden: "Scarce
from the Tree returning; in her hand /A bough of fairest fruit" (IX, 85O-51)°
In one motion Eve is acting in her innocence—pleasing God and His angels by
serving Raphael with her own hand; and in the next moment she is yielding to the
temptations of Satan and committing the firsts sins of man by not only eating of the fruit
forbidden to her by God but by enticing her husband to follow her and eat out of her hand.
And how ironic that Adam holds in his hand a "Garland wreth'd for Eve" (IX, 892).41 Their
hands each taken with objects ungodly, as they should be clasped with each other's hands.
They should be walking "hand in hand" in purity within God's garden, but instead they are
commanded by Him to leave and never return.
The hands—their flesh—direct their fate and the future of all mankind. The flesh—
their desires—gave them prelapsarian bliss—harmony in lovemaking, but after the fall they
were separated from each other's supporting touch by lust and desire very unlike innocent
angels and much like guilty humans—self-centered straying away from God's ideal of man
and woman becoming one flesh, heart, and soul.
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Lavendar Jewel
by Dimas Diaz
I've discovered the treasure
That which all men seek,
The jewel among women
Of wonder and mystique.
Beauty of the ages;
Suitors not attained,
Nor kept by princes
Of high birth or fame.
My love it shines
Like the jewel not mine,
But I'd give her my heart
And all of my time,
For the glittery glow
Of her, pure as snow,
The one who has made pain
My ultimate foe
Lavendar Jewel,
0, love bearing gaud,
Let me uncover
Your lustrous facade.
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Comfortably naked
by Karen Grissette
I run the water and
slip between your legs
melt into the pillow of your chest
and we disappear into quiet blue dark
Rising steam kisses our cheeks
toes wrinkle and wrestle underwater
and tiny splashes fill misty air
This cave too small for me alone
is our warm lagoon
where you hold me, taking off fears
talking of futures
questions bouncing between
three tile walls
silently agree we'll be together
and the growths of young worry are washed off ofr now
After an hour, the water is tepid and we know
it's an hour past check-out
But we're safe and in love
Comfortably naked, and don't need more than this
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Psychological and Psychophysical Effects
of Lysergic Acid Diethylamide
by Jonathan Arnett
Abstract
Psychological and psychophysical effects of LSD were reviewed. Historical and
contemporary journal articles relating to the origins and phenomenology of dysphoric
experiences, psychotic reactions, long-term perceptual disorder, flashbacks, chromosome
damage, and brain damage were cited and interrelated. The amount of contemporary
research is limited; therefore, a reliance upon dated materials may be noted. The extant
research available indicated that a variety of subjectively and objectively determined factors
establish the severity and length of adverse reactions to LSD.

Introduction
Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) is a powerful hallucinogen originally derived at the
Sandoz laboratories in 1938 by a Swiss chemist, Albert Hofmann. He was searching for a
circulatory and respiratory stimulant, but he found much more than he bargained for. In
1943, Hofmann ingested a minute quantity of the substance he had produced and began to
feel unwell, so he went home to rest. He experienced a state resembling intoxication that
he attributed to ingestion of LSD, which piqued his curiosity, so he resolved to conduct an
experiment upon himself. He did so three days later, and underwent an intense experience
(Hofmann, 1979). Thus the chemical substance which was later promoted by Timothy
Leary as a basis for a new religion (Neill, 1987) and condemned by C. W. Sandiman, the
chairman of the New Jersey narcotic study commission, as "the greatest threat facing the
country today. . . more dangerous than the Vietnam war" (McGlothlin, 1967, p. 99), was
introduced to the world.
This review will attempt to organize the available research on the effects produced
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by LSD in its users. These include psychological responses such as the dysphoric states
commonly known as "bad trips," psychotic states subsequent to LSD use, long-term
perceptual disorder, and the ever-popular subject of flashbacks. Physiological responses
include reports of LSD-induced chromosome damage and organic brain damage. Various
hypotheses regarding the causes of these various phenomena will be presented, along with
descriptions of relevant symptoms.
Adverse or Not?
Before the question of what effects are produced by LSD is addressed, it is
important to ask whether responses to LSD are to be considered adverse. To say the
least, this is a loaded question to which the answer is not readily available. To claim that all
reactions to LSD are adverse is to ignore the thousands of people who have come through
an LSD trip with either no ill effects or improvement in the condition of an extant
psychological disturbance, and is sure to delight many people, especially antidrug activists
and some members of the medical profession, to whom all changes following LSD
ingestion are adverse consequences (Ungerleider, Fisher, Goldsmith, Fuller, & Forgy,
1968).
However, to take the opposite position and aver that there are no adverse reactions
to LSD, as some of its advocates do (Ungerleider, Fisher, Goldsmith, et al., 1968), is to
ignore the plight of those unfortunate souls whose first trip precipitated some type of crisis
and ended in a stay at the local psychiatric hospital. There is a risk of having an
unpleasant short-term reaction or a long-term psychotic reaction, so it is evident that some
danger is present in LSD use, yet the primary question remains: Are the consequences of
LSD necessarily adverse?
Sadly, there is little objective evidence to examine. The dominant paradigm, that of
LSD being a psych otomimetic, or madness-inducing, rather than a psychedelic, or "mindmanifesting" (Osmond, 1957), drug was promulgated in the 1940's and 50's and was never
truly disposed of in the research which followed (Bunce, 1979; Lidz & Rothenberg, 1968;
Neill, 1987). Clinical research on the subject has been all but shut down since the mid167

1960's (Bunce, 1979), obstructed "by a governmentally sanctioned and legally enforced
climate of fear" (Smith & Seymour, 1985, p. 302). In the absence of evidence which may or
may not support this position, the effects which are by common consensus considered
adverse will be treated as such for the rest of the review.
But are the effects of LSD truly adverse? The best available answer to the question
is an unequivocal "maybe."
Types of Adverse Response
Psychological Responses
Bad trips. A commonly reported short-term adverse reaction to LSD is what is
popularly called a 'bad trip." This is characterized by the user "freaking out" and becoming
extremely agitated. This sort of reaction is a panic attack, and was among the first
reactions described by LSD researchers in the 1950's. It is important to note that
researcher expectation was a major component in the formation of these attacks. As
Cohen (1985) noted, 'researchers who expected that their subjects would go mad saw their
subjects go mad"(p. 294).
Sources of anxiety are commonly recognized to include a wide variety of subjects
within the user's realm of consciousness, or even non-conscious awareness. On the other
hand, Abraham (1 986) suggested that LSD itself plays an active role in the stimulation of
panic disorders through kindling of epileptiform activity in the limbic system. On the mental
side, however, there are a number or possible causes for adverse reactions. Those which
apply to non-psychotic users include setting, high dose level, current mood/stress level,
expectation of a bad trip, anticipation of a self-recognized psychotic state, personal
insecurity, insufficient preparation, poor ego function, and fear of not being able to return to
normal after the acute drug state. These factors may be roughly divided into two
categories: external and internal.
In terms of external factors, the one most available to the user's manipulation is that
of setting. It has long been a popular myth that if one takes LSD in a carefully controlled
environment, the likelihood of a favorable experience is increased, and it appears likely that
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this myth contains at least a grain of truth. Research has shown that the milieu in which a
subject undergoes the effects of LSD may have a great effect on the positive or negative
interpretation which the subject places on the experience. For example, the Grateful Dead
have attracted a ragtag band of followers, the "Deadheads," who follow the band around
the country on tour and engage in widespread LSD use. Millman and Beeder (1994) note
that reports of bad trips are low in this group and hypothesize that this may be due to the
combined effects of the mindset of the concertgoers and the setting, which may be defined
to include the crowds of people present, the community spirit, and the music of the Dead.
When the role of setting is discussed, it is important not to forget the specific
dimensions of other people present and their attitudes toward LSD. For example, Blacker
(1 970) specifically mentioned that discomfort with other people sharing the LSD experience
may lead to a bad trip. An example of the role of attitudes regarding LSD may be found in
the early researchers who expected madness from their subjects (Cohen, 1985). In a
similar vein, Clark (1 985) reported an instance of a university staff psychiatrist who was
overly alarmed at a panicking student on LSD and managed to increase the user's tension
to a point where the student had an unpleasant week. A visit to a psychiatrist who was
experienced with psychedelics restored the student's equanimity in about 20 minutes.
Other researchers have also emphasized the importance of setting on the type of
reaction which ensues after LSD ingestion (Blacker, Jones, Stone, & Pfefferbaum, 1968;
Robbins, Frosch, & Stern, 1967; Smith & Seymour, 1985). However, it is interesting to note
that most of these researchers held their studies in hospital wards, which are hardly the
most congenial locations.
In spite of these promising results, Ungerleider, Fisher, Fuller, and Caldwell (1968)
raised a voice of caution to counter the popular myth that if one controls the setting, one is
sure to have a good trip. They claimed to have hospitalized many people, even those who
had taken LSD with positive results up to 100 times previously, who had taken LSD in
carefully prepared quarters and still had negative reactions.
An interesting area of research under the general rubric of setting would be to further
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investigate the qualitative role of music in the nature of an LSD trip experienced by a
listener. LSD subjects in McGlothlin, Cohen, and McGlothlin's (1970) experiment generally
indicated a greater appreciation of music and increased buying of records in the time after
their trip, but no evidence was collected on the effects of music during a trip. Hoffer (1964)
reported that subjects in Stefaniuk and Osmond's unpublished 1952 experiment "who were
indifferent to music were enthralled by it" (p. 204). One subject, for example, an
"intellectual, cold physician, who was an alcoholic" (Hoffer, 1964, p. 204), was given 300
micrograms. of LSD and showed no emotional reaction for 2 1/2 hours until "Ave Maria"
was played. At that point, he began to weep. Ungerleider, Fisher, Fuller, and Caldwell
(1968), mention the traditional Indian sitar music played by Ravi Shankar as an example of
music that is reportedly pleasant (or at least not unpleasant) to listen to while tripping, and
Millman and Beeder (1994) report upon the Grateful Dead's devotees. On the other hand,
the author was acquainted with a former student who freaked out while listening to Joy
Division, the postpunk band that later became the dance-pop group New Order. Further
research on the qualitative and quantitative effects of music during and LSD trip would be
illuminating.
The dose level is another external factor which has a great effect upon the type of
reaction produced by LSD. Generally speaking, the higher the dose, the more intense and
long-lasting the reaction (Abramson, et al., 1955; Klee, Bertino, Weintraub, & Callaway,
1961). Sufficiently high doses may result in depersonalization, which may be traumatic
(Cohen, 1985). MacDonald and Galvin (1956) reported that approximately one third of their
50 subjects reported "much anxiety" from symptoms of depersonalization. These
researchers also took LSD and did not enjoy their experiences, either. This result is not
entirely surprising when one considers that they ingested a whopping dose on their first
trip-900 micrograms of LSD per kilogram of body weight.
The typical effective dose for nonmedical use is much lower. McGlothlin and Arnold
(1 971) had their LSD-user subjects estimate their usual and maximum dose levels based
on experience with clinically administered LSD. The data provided an estimated normal
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dose of 50-1,000 micrograms with a median of 125 mcg, and the maximum dose was
estimated at a total of 50-10,000 mcg with a median of 175 mcg. Miller and Gold (1994)
report that atl 0 mcg, inhibition is loosened and euphoria is produced; from 50 to 100 mcg,
hallucinations begin; and at 400 to 500 mcg, the full hallucinogenic effects of LSD become
apparent. An estimate of the dose taken by MacDonald and Galvin (1956), guessing each
one's weight to be approximately 70 kilograms (roughly 154 pounds), yields a dose of
63,000 mcg per researcher. The production of anxiety from a dose this size is not to be
unexpected.
A prime example of production of acute anxiety among the members of a relatively
large group from overly strong doses of hallucinogens is found in Smith and Rose's (1 967)
account of the "Pink Wedge" incident. In this case, a combination of LSD and DOM (4methyl-2.5-dimethoxyamphetamine, a potent hallucinogen also known as STP [presumably
after the automotive performance product]; Dishotsky, Loughman, Mogar, & Lipscomb,
1 971) was sold to various residents of the Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco.
Eighteen cases of acute toxic psychosis, mostly resulting form panic reactions due to the
unparalleled strength of the dose, were seen in five hours at the Haight Ashbury Medical
Clinic. All patients had taken less than one-third of the saccharin-tablet sized pill.
In terms of internal factors, there is no one determinant of a bum trip, but there are
several causes which are covered extensively by research. One of the most prominent is
the role of the user's mood and stress level during the trip, especially the role of anger.
The consensus among users and researchers is that if a subject takes LSD while angry, or
becomes angered while on LSD, the chances for a bad trip are greatly increased (Blacker,
1970; Blacker et al., 1968; Glass & Bowers, 1970; Kleber, 1967). Blacker et al. provide
several vivid accounts of trips gone sour from anger, including one man who was angry at
his mother when he took LSD and had a "beautiful" (p. 347) trip degenerate into monsters
coming through his door in order to eat him.
Other, similar important internal sources of bad trips related to mood and stress level
which have been researched are anxiety, the expectation of a bad trip, and the anticipation
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of a self-recognized psychotic state. If the user is expecting a negative type of encounter,
then it is quite likely that is what will happen; on the other hand, if a user is expecting a
positive experience, the user is more likely to enjoy the trip. This is clearly evident in
MacDonald and Galvin's 1956 article. The researchers were expecting to "experience
hallucinations, illusions, depersonalization, and other symptoms" (p. 973) visible in their
patients, and although they did not freak out, one described his trip as "an instructive but
painful experience" (p. 973). Cohen (1960) reported a similar finding with four
psychoanalysts who took LSD in order to prove that LSD had no value in psychiatric
exploration. All four experienced bum trips. Contrast the six aforementioned
psychoanalysts' experiences to those of the Deadheads, where crowds of people gather
and enjoy the depersonalizing, derealizing, and synesthesic actions of LSD (Millman &
Beeder, 1994).
Ill-preparedness on the part of the user is another important internal aspect of the
incidence of bad trips. If the user is unaware of either the powerful effects of LSD or the
types of sensations which it induces, then the user's experience is very likely to be a
dysphoric one (Cohen, 1985).
Another possible internal source of bad trips is the functioning of the ego with regard
to resistance to the effects of LSD and fear of not being able to return to normal after the
trip is over. Resistance to the drug and fear of being on a permanent trip are less
frequently mentioned in the literature than other possible sources of anxiety, but they are
nonetheless important possibilities. Although these two effects may appear to be
independent and unrelated at first glance, Freedman (1968) and Cohen (1960, 1966) both
posit loss of ego control as a prime factor in the development of a dysphoric state in
resistance to the drug effects and fear of not returning to normal, respectively.
The firsthand account provided by MacDonald and Galvin (1956) appears to contain
clear examples of both reactions. The account stated that "Throughout the experiment, I
had a strong wish to control my behavior, not to act or speak in an abnormal way.... During
the experiment, it seemed to me that I could stop an hallucination or a misperception, by
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fixing my eyes on certain objects" (p. 975). This description is clearly one of a subject who
resisted the LSD-induced state, and as previously noted, the subject reported acute anxiety
during his trip. Smith and Rose (1967) do not mention the role of the ego, but do state that
if the user feels that the LSD-induced state has gone beyond the point of control, the user
will want to leave the hallucinatory state immediately, just as related in the previous
account. MacDonald and Galvin's account also stated, "I was much preoccupied with
thoughts of recovery from the intoxication. Wishes to be free of it alternating with great fear
of being unable to recover from it combined to make a most unpleasant period of the
experience" (p. 975). The subject clearly desired for the trip to come to an end, and when
it did not end as quickly as he wished it to, a dysphoric state ensued, just as Cohen
predicted. Although previously discussed internal factors such as pre-ingestion anxiety and
preconceptions regarding the value of LSD and external factors such as dose level also
come into play, Cohen's and Freedman's analyses are congruent with such factors, and in
fact, provide a clear mechanism for the emergence of dysphoric states with relation to all
previously discussed internal factors.
But this analysis only raises the question: How can these states be avoided, or if
they are in progress, how can they be terminated? Freedman (1 968) suggests a course of
action to avoid a panic state identical to that given in popular discourse; it may be
paraphrased as "Just relax, go with the flow, and don't fight it." Smith and Rose (1 967) and
Smith and Seymour (1 985) suggest a similar treatment for ongoing panic attacks. They
suggest "talking down" the anxious subject by distracting him from his personally-everchanging environment with empathetic, relaxed conversation and assuring him that
perceptual distortions are (a) normal reactions for being on LSD and (b) they will end once
the drug wears off. Drugs should only be used as a last resort for extremely agitated or
panicking users (Giannini, 1994; Miller & Gold, 1994). Quoth the little green man from the
movies, "Resistance is futile."
Psychotic reactions. Another reaction to LSD which is not uncommon is the
emergence of a state in which the user exhibits psychotic symptoms such as hallucinations,
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paranoia, delusions of grandeur, depression, and dissociation. Researchers have noted
both transient and semi-permanent instances of these states (Abraham, 1980; Abraham &
Aldridge, 1993; Cohen, 1960, 1966, 1985; Gold, 1994; Klee, et al., 1961; McGlothlin &
Arnold, 1971; Miller & Gold, 1994; Rosenthal, 1964; Smith & Rose, 1967; Ungerleider,
Fisher, Fuller, & Caldwell 1968; Ungerleider, Fisher, Goldsmith, et al., 1968).
A particularly unfortunate example of a psychotic episode under LSD is provided by
Cohen (1966). A man reportedly took LSD for the first time, developed an intense paranoid
reaction, and severely beat a companion who, in the course of the struggle, either fled out
or was thrown from a fourth-story window. Before inappropriate conclusions are drawn
from this unfortunate affair, however, a crucial factor must be introduced in order to
examine the incident objectively, rather than with horror and disgust.
That fact is that LSD use alone does not appear to precipitate psychosis. Beginning
in the 1960's, evidence began to mount that those who were most likely to suffer a
psychotic reaction were those who had extant or preexisting psychological disturbances
(Langs & Barr, 1968; McWilliams & Tuttle, 1973; Smith, 1967) or those who were
predisposed to schizophrenia or other disorders by virtue of heredity (Abraham, 1983;
Cohen, 1985). The onus is on the psychopathology of the user and his susceptibility to
schizophrenia, not the inherent effect of LSD on the mind.
Evidence to counter the notion that psychiatric difficulties are precipitated by LSD
use is provided in a sample of 100 LSD users by Smart and Jones (1970). They found that
although there were a great number of users who had instances of psychiatric treatment
(51% of the LSD group, contrasted to 17.4% of the 46 non-LSD-using control group), most
of the users' pathologies predated their LSD use. Further support is found in a study by
Hall, Stickney, Gardner, Pen, and LeCann (1979). Like Smart and Jones, Hall et al, found
that about 50% of their subjects (57 consecutive patients admitted to a psychiatric hospital
research unit) had begun abusing drugs after psychiatric symptoms became apparent.
Specifically, 24% of the patients used drugs in an attempt to self-medicate and control
anxiety and/or depression, and the 27% of the patients with ego disruption and/or internal
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psychic turmoil began using drugs after their psychiatric symptoms emerged. Hall, et al.
stated that drug use by these ego-troubled patients "employed an agent which momentarily
helped to restore homeostatic balance or relieve their psychic pain"(p. 339-340). Sadly, it
would appear that uncontrolled LSD use is the last thing these people need.
The hypothesis of LSD having adverse effects on those with a hereditary
predisposition to schizophrenia is directly supported by Anastasapoulos and Photiades
(1962), who administered LSD to schizophrenics' relatives who had never shown any
psychotic symptoms. The results indicated that the blood relatives carrying the trait were
very likely to show paranoid and depressive features while tripping, while those uncles and
aunts who did not come from the schizophrenic side showed no such features.
Vardy and Kay (1983) and Hensala, Epstein, and Blacker (1967) examined the
hereditary component from a different angle. They directly compared LSD psychotics and
schizophrenics. Vardy and Kay found that the two groups were fundamentally similar in
terms of familial pathologies, with the LSD group having a higher rate of mental illness in
the parents than either schizophrenics or the population at large. Hensala et al. also found
mutually disturbed family groups but reported less overt mental illness in LSD patients'
families. Similarities were also found by Vardy and Kay in the phenomenology of the
disorders and residual abnormalities after treatment. Their results indicate that LSD
psychosis may be viewed as an interaction between vulnerability to substance abuse and
psychosis that is manifested in a manner much similar to schizophrenia.
The extant/preexisting pathology proposition is also buttressed by Hensala et al. and
by Blumenfield and Glickman's 1967 survey. Hensala et al. reported that 70% of their LSD
group had previously been either hospitalized or treated as a psychiatric outpatient. Two
thirds of these subjects had received their first treatment before ingesting LSD for the first
time. The subjects' premorbid personality characteristics were dependent upon the sex of
the subject. Men exhibited "adolescent action patterns with dyssocial or antisocial
behavior, or schizoid personalities with marked dependency frequently associated with
depressive actions. The female patients had similar schizoid personality profiles, with
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occasional depressive reactions or hysterical character traits" (Hensala, et al., 1967, p.
557). For 15, or 75% of the LSD group, use of the drug was judged not to be the direct
cause of hospitalization; 2 were judged to have LSD as a possible cause of their condition,
and only 3 of the 20 LSD subjects were judged to have their abnormal states directly
precipitated by LSD use. It is worth noting that these 3 experienced personality disorders,
not psychoses.
Blumenfield and Glickman (1967) reported on 25 patients who arrived at the Kings
County Hospital Center psychiatric emergency room. Of those 25, 18 had had previous
psychiatric help, 15 were diagnosed as schizophrenic, and 5 were diagnosed as borderline
schizophrenic. The remaining 5 subjects contained 2 sociopaths without psychosis, and 3
were undiagnosed. Similar figures were provided for Bellevue and the UCLA hospital.,
which reported 12 patients with 58% psychotic and 25% borderline psychotic, and 70
patients with 36% psychotic and 39% neurotic or with a character disorder, respectively.
Further evidence for the role of independent pathologies is found the second case
study regarding three college-age men done by Bowers, Chipman, Schwartz, & Dann
(1967). The researchers found that the patient had difficulty in finding gratification in
anything and that his defense mechanisms were minimal. The patient was therefore
unable to deal with unconscious material that the LSD experience brought to the forefront
and slipped into a suicidal depression.
Cohen's 1985 review of LSD psychoses provides a succinct statement of the
psychopathology/susceptibility to schizophrenia theory:
Who are the high-risk candidates? In general, they are the unstable, immature
or rigid personalities. Excessively paranoid or depressed individuals may also
run into difficulties. Another group who would do well to avoid LSD and other
hallucinogens are schizoid persons or the close relatives of schizophrenics (p.
293).
Although evidence to support this theory exists, there is still doubt as to its accuracy.
Bowers (1972) found that LSD-induced psychotic states differ in a number of ways from
non-drug-induced psychoses and speculated whether premorbid personality characteristics
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(e.g.: "good premorbid," "reactive," and "schizophreniform") are separate from vulnerability
to psychotic states after LSD use. Prognostic scales based on premorbid characteristics
did not appear to be related to the outcome of the patient.
In a follow-up study, Bowers (1 977) found that neither the number of trips taken nor
result on a prognostic scale was significant in determining whether a user would experience
a psychotic state; however, most poor outcomes came from the group which scored the
lowest on the scale of premorbid function. Two subjects who committed suicide had
symptoms of schizoid withdrawal or postpsychotic depression, which would fit with the
psychopathological effect theory; similarly, four patients had a family history of psychosis
requiring hospitalization. No conclusions may be drawn from this, though, since the author
does not indicate whether or not the suicides and the subjects with a family history of
psychosis are the same people.
The results provided by Ungerleider, Fisher, Fuller, and Caldwell (1968) are even
less convincing. They compared 25 patients hospitalized following LSD ingestion and 25
members of an LSD-using sect. They found severe psychopathology in the inpatient
group, with 44% reporting previous psychiatric treatment. However, none of the 24% of the
sect members with previous psychiatric treatment had psychotic reactions to LSD. There
was no information regarding their family histories.
A comprehensive review by Abramson and Aldridge (1993) throws even more doubt
on the theory. They cite findings by Ungerleider, Fisher, and Fuller (1966), Heikimian and
Gershon (1968), Frosch (1969), Kornblith (1981), Breakey, Goodell, Lorenz, and McHugh
(1974), and Safer (1987) that appear to indicate that LSD psychosis is not always
confounded with existing psychopathology. However, little mention is made of the roles of
preexisting, nonemergent psychopathology or hereditary susceptibility to psychoses or
affective disorders in the discussion of these studies.
An unresolved issue is that of relatively normal people without either
psychopathologies or hereditary tendencies toward psychopathology who have taken LSD
and developed psychotic reactions (Hensala, et al., 1967; McWilliams & Tuttle, 1973). The
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suggestion that such effects are attributable to the previously discussed causes of bad trips
was implied in a review by McWilliams and Tuttle (1973). Another possibility was implied
by King and Ellison (1989), who suggest that long-term use of LSD may induce a
schizophreniform reaction independent of premorbid condition or genetic susceptibility to
psychosis. Their work is discussed under the heading of brain damage.
In the final analysis, evidence exists which lends support to a tentative hypothesis
linking the user's extant or preemergent psychopathology and his genetic loading toward
such pathologies with the determination of whether or not a user will develop a psychotic
reaction to LSD. However, the question is far from settled, and as McWilliams and Tuttle
(1973) pointed out, much of the research done has been biased in some manner, so further
research is not only desirable, but necessary.
Long-term perceptual disorder. An aspect of long-term effects to LSD which has
only recently garnered attention is the phenomenon known as post-hallucinogen perceptual
disorder (PHPD). In this condition, users of LSD report long-term acute visual disturbances
after the immediate effects of LSD have dissipated. This category includes continuous
visual disturbances (Anderson & O'Malley, 1972) and has been recently proposed as the
controlling paradigm for the commonly observed, short-lived "flashback" (Abraham &
Aldridge, 1993).
In its chronic, persistent form, PHPD has been found to be a long-term,
predominantly visual disorder with incidences ranging from fractions of a second up to five
years in duration (Abraham, 1983). It has been described as "like living in a bubble under
water. . . . [with] trails of light and images following movement of their hands, and [subjects]
often describe living in a 'purple haze" (Smith & Seymour, 1994, p. 146). Shades of Jimi
Hendrix?
The literature is scanty, and early examples of this phenomenon must be teased
from the various other labels under which they had been previously placed, but it is
possible to find reports of PHPD, for they appeared as early as 1954 by Sandison, Cooper,
and Whitelaw, and 1955 by Elkes, Elkes, and Mayer-Gross and by Cooper (Abraham &
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Aldridge, 1993; Madden, 1994). Reviews by Smith and Seymour (1994) and Abraham and
Aldridge (1993) state unequivocally that FHFD may manifest itself after only one dose of
LSD. A manifestation of PHPD other than the visual dimension is anxiety, even to the point
of panic, with affective depression (Abraham & Aldridge, 1994; Cohen, 1966; Cohen &
Ditman, 1963; Madden, 1994; Robbins, et al., 1967; Rosenthal, 1964).
A case report of a 15-year-old boy with a possible case of PHPD is provided by
Kaminer and Hrecznyj (1991). The subject used LSD on a daily basis for 6 months before
admission to an inpatient treatment facility. He admitted constant perceptual disturbances
over the previous 6 months, including colored-dot patterns, white trails behind moving
objects, halos around objects, "like a television screen with multiple transmission
disturbances"(p. 173), and occasional auditory hallucinations consisting of unintelligible
whispers. Flashbacks consisting of illusions of movement and halos around objects
occurred and declined in frequency over time, as did the auditory disturbances. However,
even after the patient was discharged for 9 months, the visual phenomena continued to
persist.
Flashbacks. Although the possibility exists that they may be inherently bound to
PHPD, flashbacks may be discussed separately due to their more transitory nature. The
flashback phenomenon is the subject of much research, not to mention idle speculation and
rumor. A flashback may be defined as a (usually) brief recurrence of the psychedelic
effects of LSD after the acute pharmacologic effects have dissipated and relative normalcy
has been reestablished (Heaton, 1975). It is this relatively normal period which expressly
differentiates flashbacks from other adverse reactions, such as extended psychotic
reactions and bad trips (Shick & Smith, 1970).
When LSD was first being used, the incidence of flashbacks was relatively rare. For
example, Cohen and Ditman (1963) reported two cases with patients who used LSD as an
adjunct to therapy, Frosch et. al (1 965) reported three cases in schizophrenics, and Leuner
reported a case in 1965. However, when LSD escaped the psychiatrist's office and went to
the streets where untrained, inexperienced people began to use this powerful hallucinogen,
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reports of flashbacks began to increase.
The percentage of LSD users who experience flashbacks is unclear, though.
Blumenfield (1971) conducted a study with Air Force trainees in which he found that 94 out
of 431 (21.9 %) trainees who were identified as having a history of drug abuse had had
flashbacks. (It should be noted that five subjects denied LSD use and attributed their
flashbacks to marijuana.) Ungerleider, Fisher, Goldsmith, et. al. (1968) sent a
questionnaire to 2.700 psychiatrists, general practitioners, internists, psychologists, and
psychiatric residents in the Los Angeles area. Of the 1,584 responses, 428 had seen
adverse consequences from LSD, and 26% reported that over half of their LSD patients
had experienced flashbacks. Horowitz (1969) reported that 7 of 25 subjects who reported
chronic LSD use (defined as more than 15 "trips") had flashbacks. A chi-square test did not
reveal a statistically significant difference, however. As a purely subjective matter of
comparison, Horowitz also asked elder hippies in the Haight-Ashbury district of San
Francisco for estimates of flashback incidences among the hippie population. Their
admittedly conservative estimate of flashback occurrence was that flashbacks were
experienced by only 5% of LSD users—a considerably lower rate of incidence than
empirical research would indicate.
Just as there is no single experience inherent in every LSD trip, there is no universal
type of flashback experience, but Shick and Smith (1970) found three categories of
flashback: the perceptual, somatic, and emotional. The perceptual reaction is the most
commonly reported type of flashback. In this type of recurrence, the visual effects of LSD
become apparent. Examples include extra-intense color perception, superimposition of
geometric patterns, objects changing shape, flowing, or melting, shiny or rainbow-hued
halos around objects, and objects shimmering or outright vibrating (Kaminer and Hrecznyj,
1991; Horowitz, 1968; Shick and Smith, 1970). Visualization of entire objects is also
possible, as evinced by Horowitz's Patient C, who had a chronic hallucination of an iguana,
and the subject in his first case study, who visualized a brown or black scorpion on his
hand.. It is worth noting that many LSD users do not attach negative connotations to
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perceptual flashbacks, but in fact refer to them as '"free' LSD trips" (Shick and Smith, 1970,
P. 15).
The second type of flashback is the somatic flashback. In this type of recurrence,
the user has an occurrence of altered bodily sensation. This reportedly is often upsetting to
the subject, since many of these reactions mentioned occur after a bad trip and include
numbness and pain (Shick and Smith, 1970).
The third type of flashback is the emotional flashback. This type of flashback is
marked by recurrence of disturbing emotions. These are similar to the somatic flashback in
that they most often occur after "bad trips" and cause extreme anxiety to the subject.
Consideration of or attempts at suicide may even result from the extreme dysphoria
produced by this event (Shick and Smith, 1970).
It is worth noting that no mention was made of any sort of positive emotional
flashback state. This is curious when one considers the case of the LSD users who
consider their perceptual flashbacks positively as "free trips." This group of users do not
appear to suffer from any adverse emotional states, but neither are they reported as having
any positive emotional flashbacks in spite of their otherwise sunny outlook on flashbacks.
This may be due to one of two factors or a combination of both. The first possibility is that
any positive affective states which may arise from an emotional flashback are attributed to
incidental factors by subjects—e.g.: "The sun is shining, and it's great to be alive!"—
whereas a sudden downswing in mood is easily noticeable in relation to everyday life. The
second possibility is that LSD users have been conditioned to operate in a positive (or at
least neutral) affective state. The latter possibility is discussed further under the heading of
passivity. Further research in this area may prove enlightening.
The causes of flashbacks are ambiguous, and various theories have been proposed
to explain their occurrence, but none is all-encompassing. The release theory suggests
that toxic effects of LSD change neurophysiological functioning and disinhibit visual
imagery formation. This is supported by the congruence of LSD-induced hallucinations
with those produced by other causes, such as electrical stimulation of the brain and
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migraine (Blacker, Jones, Stone, and Pfefferbaum, 1968; Horowitz, 1964, 1968).
Another possible physiological explanation was reviewed by Rosenthal (1964). He
reviewed the possibility that perceptual flashbacks may be caused by changes within the
retina or optic nerve pathways, but came to no definite conclusion. The possibility also
exists that the eye and its properties (tears, mucus, intraocular arteries, the shape of the
retina, arterial pulsations) may be the sources of visual distortions (Abraham, 1983, 1984;
Giannini, 1994).
The deconditioning theory suggests a similar mechanism, albeit one that is not
dependent upon physiological changes. In this case, Keeler, Reifler, and Liptzin (1 968)
noted that once a sensation has been noticed, it is more difficult to disregard a similar
sensation. This presumably leads to the alteration of attention mechanisms and thereby
disinhibition of visual imagery formation. Heaton (1975) pointed out that labeling a state as
a flashback sets expectations regarding what is to come and directs attention toward those
features, thereby creating a self-fulfilling prophecy (Heaton and Victor, 1976). Horowitz
(1969) suggested that unpleasant flashbacks may be an automatic attempt at
desensitization to disturbing images which arose on the initial LSD trip.
The psychodynamic theory considers both cultural and personal factors present in
imagery. This should work hand in hand with the previously mentioned theories to explain
some of the types of things seen in flashbacks. For example, Horowitz (1969) states that in
the hallucinogenic drug community, imagery is highly valued and is therefore concentrated
upon and reinforced. This emphasis may have an effect of tending to encourage
perceptual flashbacks among LSD-using members of this group (Shick and Smith, 1970).
Another dimension of the psychodynamic theory is the state of mind in which the user took
LSD. Horowitz (1969) suggests that unpleasant flashbacks occur after bad trips because
the mind is attempting to work out the traumatic experience which occurred during the trip
and that once those repressed ideas are worked through or a positive relationship is
established with them, the dysphoric flashbacks disappear. An example of this may be
Horowitz's Patient C, who saw an iguana in his flashbacks. At first, the iguana was
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threatening, but it became a friendly creature over time and no longer frightened the
subject.
Another theory regarding the origin of LSD flashbacks is that they are precipitated by
stress. Blumenfield (1 971) used this argument to provide an explanation for the incidences
of flashbacks in Air Force basic trainees; however, Stanton and Bardoni (1 972) conducted
a study in which they examined the number of reported flashbacks among populations of
Army recruits entering and leaving Vietnam and found that stressors such as exposure to
combat had no effect on the incidences of flashbacks among the soldiers. It is therefore
doubtful that stress has a great effect on incidences of flashbacks.
In spite of the uncertainty surrounding other proposed precipitants of flashbacks, a
commonly recognized stimulus is marijuana. Many reports (Favazza & Domino, 1969;
Shick & Smith, 1970; Smith, 1968; Stanton, Mintz, & Franklin, 1976; Tennant & Groesbeck,
1972; Weil, 1970) have linked marijuana and flashbacks. This appears to be the most
promising angle to be pursued, but as Abraham (1 983) points out, research has not been
systematic. Further research is needed.
Passivity. Yet another long-term effect which may be present in users of LSD is a
marked tendency toward passivity, manifested in a variety of ways. Examples include
active avoidance of anger or violence, ownership, pecking orders, stressful interpersonal
encounters, life experiences involving conflict, and forms of competition, even games
(Blacker, 1970; Blacker et al., 1968; Glass & Bowers, 1970; Smith, 1970). Eastern
religions and astrology, which emphasize the powerlessness of the individual in the face of
cosmic destiny, are reportedly of interest to LSD users (Glass & Bowers, 1970; Smith &
Seymour, 1985). These traits neatly fit into the operant conditioning paradigm, with bad
trips acting as punishments for being angry during an LSD experience, and pleasant
experiences acting as reinforcers for holding positive or neutral emotional states (Blacker et
al., 1970; Glass & Bowers, 1968). Passivity after long-term LSD use may therefore be
viewed as a learned behavior, but well-controlled research would be welcome.
If we accept the possibility that LSD use may cause changes in one's personality,
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how many doses are necessary to effect such a change? Blacker et al.'s and Glass and
Bowers' subjects were long-term [SD users, so their data does not provide a clear idea of
how many doses are necessary before change is found. However, McGlothlin et al. (1970)
ran a study in which subjects were given three drug sessions of 200 mcg each. Evidence
of a more introspective and passive attitude was obtained, but admittedly, "the amounts of
change are typically quite small"(p. 31).
Disagreement exists among the researchers as to whether passivity was a trait
previously extant in such subjects. The subjects in the study by Blacker et al. (1968;
Blacker, 1970) were reported to be previously "passive, frustrated, angry with their parents
and their own life situations, [and] they began to use the drug, often in a conscious attempt
to alter their unpleasant emotions" (p. 351). However, Glass and Bowers (1970) claim that
their subjects' personalities had been markedly different before they began using LSD
heavily. Further research would be helpful.
An objection commonly raised to the conclusion that LSD precipitates a more
passive outlook is that of the Tate-LaBianca murders by the "Manson Family," a group who
used LSD. Smith (1970) demonstrated that LSD may facilitate the development of radical
religious beliefs and repeated the statement that the members of the group were indeed
convinced that "Charlie was God"(p. 40). Manson was described by Smith and Rose in
1970 as a possible ambulatory schizophrenic, and this psychosis combined with his godlike
status in the commune led Manson's followers to commit murder on command (Smith,
1970). It is possible that Manson himself was changed by LSD, for his parole officer noted
that Manson's overt hostility toward the world was replaced by a passive role; his ideas,
however, which came from his experiences in prison and included an apocalyptic race war,
apparently remained unchanged (Smith & Seymour, 1985).
Physiological Effects
Chromosome damage myth. A popular myth concerning LSD is that it causes
chromosome damage in the user. This is a frightening prospect which was used in
government-sponsored antidrug efforts (Neill, 1987), but it has been debunked in research
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and in a landmark review by Dishotsky, Loughman, Mogar, and Lipscomb (1971).
This scare was begun in 1967 by a report prepared by Cohen, Marinello, and Back.
They found that LSD caused breakages in human leukocytes at twice the rate of control
cells. However, it came to light that (a) three of eight subsequent studies failed to find this
effect, (b) the amount of LSD required to cause such damage was extremely large, (c) the
observed damage was no greater than that caused by other commonly used drugs, and (d)
the human body contains efficient systems for detoxifying and excreting foreign substances
such as LSD, whereas a test tube does not (Dishotsky et al., 1971). In fact, the study using
the concentration of LSD that would be found in the body reported normal levels of
chromosome breaks (Kato & Jarvik, 1969).
Another factor must be considered when evaluating the chromosomal damage to
leukocytes done by taking LSD: Any damage resulting from LSD use is limited to the
chromosomes in the circulating blood cells. These cells do not reproduce themselves; they
are produced by the stem cells in bone marrow, which are not genetically damaged by LSD
use. Therefore, it is unlikely that LSD use will result in permanent chromosomal damage
resulting in birth defects (Egozcue & Irwin, 1970).
In spite of this good news, however, other research indicates a higher-than-normal
chromosome damage level present in illicit LSD users (Cohen, Hirschhorn, & Frosch, 1967;
Irwin & Egozcue, 1967; Sparkes, Melnyk, & Bozzetti, 1968). This may initially appear to
contradict Kato and Jarvik's 1969 results, but the vital fact is that illicit LSD users are the
ones with chromosomal abnormalities. When this is coupled with the fact that substances
which are sold as LSD are extremely impure and contain such substances such as DOM
(Cheek, Newell, & Joffee, 1970), strychnine, phencyclidine (commonly known as PCP or
angel dust), methamphetamines (such as methylene dioxyamphetamine, also known as
MDA; Giannini, 1994), and STP (Gold, 1994), this further supports the finding that pure
LSD does not appear to produce chromosome damage; rather, the other substances that
are commonly added to illicitly produced LSD are the culprits.
Brain damage. Research has shown that LSD users perform more poorly than non185

LSD users on tests which are indicative of cerebral deficit. The possibility exists that LSD
causes some organic brain impairment resulting in slight deficits in higher cognitive
function, but the probability is slim and further research on the subject is needed.
Acord (1 972) conducted a study in which 40 subjects from a military hospital were
tested using the Indiana Neuropsychological Battery. Of the 40 subjects, 32 performed in
the brain-damaged range on the tests most sensitive to cerebral deficit: the Categories
Test (CAT), the Tactual Performance Test, Location (TPT-L), and the Trail Making Test B
TMT-B); 18 did so on two tests, and 4 did so on all three tests.
A similar study was completed later using those three tests (Acord & Barker, 1973).
The results were much the same for the LSD group in the second study as well, with all 15
drug subjects scoring in the brain-damaged range for at least one test, 8 scoring in this
range on two of the tests, and two scoring brain-damaged for all three tests. In this
experiment, the LSD group did worse than the control group on all three measures;
however, only on the TPT-L and CAT tests was there a significant difference between the
experimental and control groups, and no concrete evidence of organicity was found.
Interestingly, Culver and King (1974) found a contradictory outcome with regard to the tests
their studies held in common—their LSD group performed significantly more poorly than the
control or marijuana-using groups on the TMT-A and -B, and the difference between the
groups on the TPT-L and CAT tests was not significant.
Although the results from these two studies are peculiar and are internally
consistent, they mimic previous results by McGlothlin, Arnold, & Freedman (1969), who
found that LSD subjects performed more poorly than control subjects on tests sensitive to
brain damage but did not perform as badly as persons with detectable brain lesions.
Taking another approach to the problem, Blacker et al. (1968) took
electroencephalograms of chronic LSD users and examined them for abnormalities. The
LSD group showed a significantly greater abundance of energy in the left occiptal recording
site than did the psychiatric patient and normal volunteer control groups. This could be due
to a variety of an acute drug effect, central nervous system dysfunction, personality factors,
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or the subject's attitude during EEG testing, though, so no definite conclusions may be
drawn from this.
Research by King and Ellison (1989) may provide a tantalizing glimpse of how
closely repeated dosages of LSD may have an effect upon the structure of the brain. King
and Ellison's research was done on rats, but it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that a
similar course of action may take place in human beings. King and Ellison found that
continuous low-level administration of LSD equivalent to 34 mcg/kg per day for 7 days
resulted in a structural change in the temporal lobes. This is consistent with previous
suggestions linking hallucinogenic effects of LSD with structural changes in the temporal
lobes and limbic system.
Conclusions
The adverse effects of LSD on users are many and varied, but several key features
stand out when discussing the origins of adverse reactions. The first reaction covered was
that of bad trips. These phenomena appear to be precipitated by such external causes as
setting and high dose level, and such internal causes as the user's mood/stress level at
the time of ingestion, expectation of a bad trip, anticipation of a self-recognized psychotic
state, personal insecurity, insufficient preparation, poor ego function, and fear of not being
able to return to normal.
Psychotic reactions to LSD were the second topic covered. Possible causes of
these states include LSD exacerbating or precipitating either extant or preemergent
psychological disturbances, and hereditary predisposition to schizophrenia or other
disorders. The research tends to support these hypotheses, but alternate explanations
such as an extended bad trip or long-term LSD use causing brain damage are viable
alternatives.
The causes of PHPD are unclear. It is evident from the literature that chronic use of
LSD is more likely to precipitate the disorder, but reports of one dosage leading to PHPD
have been recorded. Further research is needed.
Like PHPD, the causes of flashbacks are ambiguous, and the estimates of LSD
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users afflicted with them vary widely, but the types of flashback may be divided into three
categories: perceptual, somatic, and emotional. Perceptual flashbacks are the ones in
which the user sees recurrent LSD-like images. Somatic flashbacks are usually considered
unpleasant and include bodily sensations that originally occurred during the LSD-induced
state. Emotional flashbacks are marked by the recurrence of disturbing emotions.
Theories to explain incidences of flashbacks include the release theory, the deconditioning
theory, the psychodynamic theory, and the stress-induced theory. Marijuana appears to be
a reliable precipitant.
A chronic state of passivity is also present in many habitual LSD users. This may be
a conditioned response to the extremely dysphoric role of anger in an LSD trip.
One proposed adverse physiological effect of LSD is that of chromosome damage.
Although it is a truly frightening prospect, this hypothesis has been shown to be lacking in
validity and for the most part may be dismissed as a persistent rumor.
Organicity is a valid concern, however. This being said, it is necessary to qualify this
statement with the caveat that any damage caused by LSD exposure is almost certainly
very slight if it indeed exists. Nonetheless, if impairment in neuropsychological function
does occur from LSD use, then it is a valid concern.
When all the rhetoric, hype, and fear is set aside, what do we truly know about LSD?
The answer: Not much. We know it is a powerful hallucinogen, and we know that it may or
may not cause certain changes to our minds and bodies, and we have some idea of how it
may work (this review did not address the question of how LSD exerts its effect, for that is a
broad enough topic for a review of its own), but beyond that limited body of knowledge,
LSD is still very much a mystery. It is long past time for a renewal of objective, non-biased
research on LSD and its effects.
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